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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
ABBREVIATIONS 
CO, crossover; NCO, non-crossover; DSBR, double strand break repair; DSB, double strand 
break; DHJ, double Holliday junction; SDSA, synthesis dependent strand annealing; MMR, 
mismatch repair; RMX, RAD50-MRE11-XRS2 
INTRODUCTION 
Meiotic recombination is the mechanism by which homologous chromosomes 
interact and exchange genetic information during meiosis. This process is not only necessary 
for the proper disjunction and segregation of meiotic chromosomes (reviewed in PETRONCZKI 
et al. 2003), but it also generates allelic diversity upon which selection can act. During 
meiotic prophase, homologous recombination (HR) occurs between sequences of high 
identity on paired chromosomes and generates two types of recombinant products: reciprocal 
crossovers (CO) and nonreciprocal non-crossovers (NCO) such as gene conversions. 
Pathways of CO and NCO generation: The most widely accepted model for meiotic 
recombination is the double strand break repair (DSBR) model (SUN et al. 1991; SZOSTAK et 
al. 1983), which is based on the Holliday junction model first proposed by Robin Holliday 
(HOLLIDAY 1964). The DSBR model (Figure la-d) proposes that meiotic recombination is 
initiated by a double strand break (DSB; Figure la). Both ends of the DSB undergo 5' to 3' 
resection to yield 3' single stranded tails (Figure lb). One single stranded tail invades the 
homologous chromosome and displaces a strand of the duplex forming a D-loop (Figure lc). 
DNA synthesis extends the invaded end and enlarges the D-loop until it can serve as a 
synthesis template for the non-invading 3' single strand tail. The resulting single stranded 
gaps are ligated and a double Holliday junction (DHJ) intermediate, also referred to as a joint 
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molecule, is formed and contains heteroduplex DNA. Indeed, the joint molecule (COLLINS 
and NEWLON 1994; SCHWACHA and KLECKNER 1994; SCHWACHA and KLECKNER 1995) and 
heteroduplex DNA (GOYON and LIGHTEN 1993; LIGHTEN et al. 1990; NAG and PETES 1993; 
WHITE et al. 1985) structures predicted in the DSBR model have been identified in yeast. 
Resolution via cleavage of the same strands at the two Holliday junction sites would generate 
NCOs whereas cleavage of opposite strands would generate CO products. 
In the DSBR model, the manner in which the DHJ is resolved dictates the nature of 
the recombinant product (i.e., CO or NCO). However, more recent studies suggest that the 
DSBR pathway generates mostly COs and that a second pathway, the synthesis dependent 
strand annealing (SDSA) pathway, is responsible for the majority of NCO events (Figure le). 
In a modified model proposed by ALLERS and LIGHTEN (2001), CO generation occurs via the 
generation and subsequent resolution of the DHJ (Figure la-d) whereas NCOs are generated 
prior to DHJ formation (Figure la-c) via SDSA (Figure le). Separate pathways for COs and 
NCOs are further substantiated by the identification of single end invasion intermediates, 
which are predicted to be the precursors of DHJs (HUNTER and KLECKNER 2001). Moreover, 
meiotic-related mutants that disrupt single end invasion intermediate formation drastically 
reduce the production of COs but not NCOs (BORNER et al. 2004). Finally, several proteins 
involved in the mismatch repair machinery (MMR), which "corrects" nucleotide mismatches 
in heteroduplex DNA of the DHJ (GOYON and LIGHTEN 1993; LIGHTEN el al. 1990; NAG and 
PETES 1993), also promote crossover formation. Again consistent with a separate pathway 
for NCO generation, mutations in the yeast MMR msh4, msh5, mlhl and mlh3 genes reduce 
rates of crossing over but leave rates of gene conversion unchanged (reviewed in SCHOFIELD 
and HSIEH 2003). 
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Proteins involved in the recombination machinery yeast: 
DSB formation-. The predicted first step in the generation of both CO and NCO products is 
the initiation of a DSB. Meiotic DSBs are catalyzed by a putative type II isomerase, SPOll 
(BERGERAT et al. 1997; KEENEY et al. 1997) and have been observed at many loci in yeast 
(DE MASSY et al. 1994; DE MASSY and NICOLAS 1993; DE MASSY et al. 1995; FAN et al. 
1995; GAME 1992; Liu et al. 1995; SUN et al. 1989; SUN et al. 1991; ZENVIRTH et al. 1992). 
Consistent with the DSBR and SDSA models, meiotic DSB sites have been correlated with 
meiotic recombination events in yeast (BULLARD et al. 1996; CAO et al. 1990; STEINER et al. 
2002; SUN et al. 1989) and mouse (QIN et al. 2004). Moreover, the distributions of DSBs 
and meiotic recombination events are positively correlated across the yeast genome (BAUDAT 
and NICOLAS 1997; Wu and LIGHTEN 1994). 
The mechanism that initiates meiotic homologous recombination in yeast requires 
SPOll, RAD50,XRS2, MRE11, COM1/SAE2, MEI4, MER1, MER2, MRE2, REC102, 
REC104 and REC114 which, with the exceptions of RAD50, XRS2 and MRE11, are specific 
to meiotic homologous recombination (reviewed in KEENEY 2001; PÂQUES and HABER 1999; 
SMITH and NICOLAS 1998). The RAD50-MRE11-XRS2 (RMX) complex is integral in the 
formation and subsequent resection of DSBs as well as in tethering the ends of the DSB 
together. In null mutants of the rad50, mrell and xrs2 genes, DSBs are not formed and 
meiotic recombination does not occur (reviewed in KEENEY 2001; SYMINGTON 2002). 
Separation of function rad50S and mrellS mutants demonstrate that the wildtype RMX 
complex facilitates both cleavage of covalently bound SPOll from the 5' end of the nascent 
DSB and 5' to 3' resection of the break (reviewed in ASSENMACHER and HOPFNER 2004; 
BERGERAT et al. 1997; MCKEE and KLECKNER 1997; NAIRZ and KLEIN 1997; PRINZ et al. 
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1997). Tethering of the DSB ends is accomplished by RAD50 bound on either end of the 
DSB that dimerize via interlocking Zn-hooks (HOPFNER et al. 2002). In the absence of the 
RAD50 hook MRE11 is not present in the RMX complex (HOPFNER et al. 2002) and RMX-
mediated DSB formation and processing is abolished (WILTZIUS et al. 2005). Although the 
role of XRS2 in the complex is not as clear, it has been demonstrated that XRS2 binds to 
MRE11, regulates localization of MRE11 to the nucleus (TSUKAMOTO et al. 2005) and targets 
RAD50 and MRE11 to DSBs (TRUJILLO et al. 2003). Consistent with these roles, the 
concentration of XRS2 in meiotic cells appears critical to DSB formation (SHIMA et al. 2005). 
Strand invasion: Both mitotic and meiotic strand invasion require MND1 (GERTON and 
DERISI 2002), HOP2 (PETUKHOVA et al. 2005), TID1/RDH54 (SHINOHARA et al. 2000), 
RAD52, RAD51, RPA, RAD54, RAD55 and RAD57 (reviewed in SMITH and NICOLAS 1998). 
RAD51, a homolog of E. coli RecA, forms oligomeric filaments along the single-stranded 
tails of the DSB and catalyzes invasion and subsequent strand exchange with the paired 
homologous chromosome. A second RecA homolog, DMC1, is meiosis-specific and co-
localizes with RAD51 to DSBs. In dmcl mutants, spores are inviable and DSBs are hyper-
resected whereas in dmcl rad51 double mutants the phenotype is more severe (reviewed in 
PÂQUES and HABER 1999). After strand exchange, the DHJ forms, migrates and resolves to 
form recombinant products. In bacteria, Holliday junctions are resolved by RuvC (BENNETT 
et al. 1993) but no homologs have been identified in other organisms. In at least yeast, 
however, CO resolution is dependent on and promoted by MMR homologs msh4 and msh5 
(reviewed in HABER 2000; SCHOFIELD and HSIEH 2003). 
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Meiotic recombination mechanism in plants: 
DSBs and recombination: While the mechanism of meiotic recombination is fairly well 
established in yeast and vertebrates (reviewed in HABER 2000; PÂQUES and HABER 1999), 
the mechanism by which recombination occurs in plants is less clear. Although DSBs have 
not yet been characterized in plants, indirect evidence suggests that DNA breaks and meiotic 
recombination are also correlated in plants. For example, agents that induce DNA breaks 
(e.g., methylmethanesulfonate, mitomycin C, X-rays and UV irradiation) stimulate 
recombination in plants (reviewed in PUCHTA and HOHN 1996). In addition, site-specific 
endonucleases increase mitotic recombination in tobacco protoplasts (PUCHTA et al. 1993; 
PUCHTA et al. 1996) and somatic cells of Arabidopsis (CHIURAZZI et al. 1996). Finally, in 
the presence of transposase, which is expected to generate DNA breaks during transposition, 
mitotic recombination in Arabidopsis and maize is stimulated at duplicated regions flanking 
transposons (ATHMA and PETERSON 1991; LOWE et al. 1992; STINARD et al. 1993; XIAO et 
al. 2000; XIAO and PETERSON 2000). The putative role of DSBs in stimulating meiotic 
recombination in plants is strengthened by the identification in Arabidopsis of three SPOll 
homologs, the protein that catalyzes DSBs in yeast (HARTUNG and PUCHTA 2000; HARTUNG 
and PUCHTA 2001). These Arabidopsis homologs are required for synapsis of chromosomes 
and recombination during meiosis (GRELON et al. 2001). Moreover, Atspoll mutants 
alleviate chromosome fragmentation associated with either a mutation of mrell or the 
RAD51-like Atxrcc3 gene (BLEUYARD and WHITE 2004; PUIZINA et al. 2004). These 
observations are consistent with SPOll initiating DSBs in plants. 
Plant homologs of proteins involved in recombination: Consistent with similar mechanisms 
of DSB formation in yeast and plants, homologs of the rad50 and mrell genes are present in 
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at least maize (http://weilthing.agry.purdue.edu/recgenesXL.html) and Arabidopsis (reviewed 
in SCHUERMANN et al. 2005; SCHWARZACHER 2003). In Arabidopsis, mutants of both genes 
are sterile, exhibit hypersensitivity to DNA damage agents (BUNDOCK and HOOYKAAS 2002; 
GALLEGO et al. 2001), fail to synapse during meiosis, and exhibit extensive chromosome 
fragmentation (BLEUYARD et al. 2004; PUIZINA et al. 2004). In addition, null mutants of 
rad50 exhibit a hyper mitotic homologous recombination phenotype (GHERBI et al. 2001). 
As in yeast, in Arabidopsis RAD50 and MRE11 form a protein complex (DAOUDAL-
COTTERELL et al. 2002). However, in contrast to yeast the RAD50-MRE11 complex in 
Arabidopsis is not necessary for formation but, instead, only for repair of DSBs (PUIZINA et 
al. 2004). 
As in DSB initiation, several proteins involved in strand exchange are also conserved 
in plants, including RFA (ISHIBASHI el al. 2001; ISHIBASHI et al. 2005), RAD51 (DOUTRIAUX 
et al. 1998), and DMC1 (COUTEAU et al. 1999; DOUTRIAUX et al. 1998; GEORGE et al. 2002; 
KANT et al. 2005; KLIMYUK and JONES 1997). Similar to vertebrates, which have five rad51 
paralogs, seven rat/57-like genes have been identified in Arabidopsis: rad51, dmcl, radSIC, 
Atxrcc3 (reviewed in SCHUERMANN et al. 2005), radSIB, rad51D and Atxrcc2 (BLEUYARD et 
al. 2005). Of these, rad51C, Atxrcc3 (BLEUYARD et al. 2005; BLEUYARD and WHITE 2004), 
rad51, and dmcl, are required for meiotic recombination. In rad51, rad51C and dmcl/liml5 
single mutants meiotic chromosomes are unable to synapse (COUTEAU et al. 1999; Li et al. 
2004; Li et al. 2005) and, in rad51, rad51C, and Atxrcc3 single mutants, chromosome 
fragmentation suggests an accumulation of unprocessed DSBs (BLEUYARD et al. 2005; 
BLEUYARD and WHITE 2004; Li et al. 2004; Li et al. 2005). In contrast, no chromosome 
fragmentation and normal synapsis is observed in double mutants of the maize radSla and 
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rad51b homologs. However, meiotic recombination is impaired and chromosome 
segregation is abnormal (J. LI and P. S. SCHNABLE, submitted). These results suggest that the 
mechanism of meiotic recombination might vary even among plant species. 
Control of homologous recombination between homologs and sister chromatids: 
DSBR occurs with either the homolog (i.e., interhomolog recombination) or sister chromatid 
(i.e., interchromatid recombination) as recombination template. While interchromatid 
recombination occurs preferentially during mitosis (GONZALEZ-BARRERA et al. 2003; 
reviewed in JOHNSON and JASIN 2001; KADYK and HARTWELL 1992), during meiosis 
interhomolog recombination predominates (reviewed in KLECKNER 1996; PETES and 
PUKKILA 1995; ROEDER 1997). Interhomolog recombination is promoted by meiosis-specific 
recombination proteins; including the synaptonemal complex components RED1, MEK1, 
HOP1 and HOP2 (reviewed in KEENEY 2001; PÂQUES and HABER 1999) and strand 
exchange-related proteins DMC1 and MND1 (CHEN et al. 2004; PETUKHOVA et al. 2005; 
PETUKHOVA et al. 2003; SCHWACHA and KLECKNER 1997; ZIERHUT et al. 2004). In a dmcl 
redl double mutant, only joint molecules between sister chromatids were observed (reviewed 
in PÂQUES and HABER 1999; SCHWACHA and KLECKNER 1997). In addition, mutations in 
redl, rad51, rad55 or rad57 drastically reduce the frequency of joint molecules between 
homologs but not sister chromatids (SCHWACHA and KLECKNER 1997). Similarly, mutations 
in redl and mekl, as well as several genes involved in DNA damage/meiotic recombination 
checkpoint control, increased rates of unequal interchromatid recombination (THOMPSON and 
STAHL 1999). Whereas several genes have a direct role in promoting meiotic interhomolog 
recombination, much less is known regarding regulation of meiotic interchromatid 
recombination. Recently, histone H2AX was shown to promote interchromatid repair of 
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DSBs (XIE et al. 2004). Also, rad54, which facilitates strand invasion, is necessary for 
interchromatid recombination but dispensable in interhomolog recombination (ARBEL et al. 
1999). In contrast, tidl/rhd54, a rad54 homolog, participates in interhomolog recombination 
(KLEIN 1997) but does not act in interchromatid recombination (ARBEL et al. 1999). Of the 
genes participating in interchromatid or interhomolog recombination, only redl and rad55 
have yet to be identified in plants (http://weilthing.agry.purdue.edu/recgenesXL.html; 
SCHUERMANN et al. 2005; SCHWARZACHER 2003). 
Meiotic recombination events resolve non-randomly within genomes: Meiotic 
recombination events generated via DSBR and SDSA (i.e., COs and NCOs) resolve non-
randomly across fungal, animal and plant chromosomes. Regions within a genome often 
exhibit recombination frequencies per Mb that are higher (i.e., hot spots) or lower (i.e., cold 
spots) than the average rate of recombination for that genome. Recombination hot spots in 
yeast, as evidenced by high frequencies of DSBs, are not distributed randomly across the 
genome (GERTON et al. 2000). In most organisms studied, recombination is suppressed near 
centromeres and, with the exception of C. elegans (BARNES et al. 1995), rates of 
recombination are often positively correlated with gene density (reviewed in LIGHTEN and 
GOLDMAN 1995; SCHNABLE et al. 1998). Recombination events cluster in gene-rich regions 
in the grasses (Fu et al. 2001; Fu et al. 2002; GILL et al. 1996a; GILL et al. 1996b; KUNZEL et 
al. 2000) suggesting that genes are recombination hot spots. High resolution mapping of 
recombination events across the multi-genic al-sh2 interval in maize supports that 
recombination hot spots and cold spots often, but not exclusively, localize to genie and 
intergenic regions, respectively (YAO et al. 2002). Indeed, the maize al gene is ~two fold 
more (CIVARDI et al. 1994) and the yzl gene -three fold more recombinant (YAO et al. 2002) 
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than the genome average of 2.4 cM/Mb (YANDEAU-NELSON et al. 2005). Molecular analyses 
of recombination across several maize genes have established that recombination breakpoints 
across a gene can resolve either non-randomly [e.g., al, rl and bl (EGGLESTON et al. 1995; 
PATTERSON et al. 1995; Xu et al. 1995)] or uniformly [e.g., bzl (DOONER and MARTINEZ-
FEREZ 1997b)], which suggests that recombination among genes can be differently regulated. 
Indeed, there is often no correlation between recombination frequencies in either adjacent or 
genetically unlinked genomic intervals in maize mapping populations (BEAVIS and GRANT 
1991; FATMI et al. 1993; TULSIERAM et al. 1992). Even so, recombination frequencies were 
correlated between some regions on different chromosomes (FATMI et al. 1993). These 
results suggest polygenic regulation of recombination within a genome. 
Meiotic recombination is non-random among genetic backgrounds: Differential regulation 
of recombination in both animals (KOEHLER et al. 2002) and plants occurs not only among 
chromosomes within a single genome, but also among genetic backgrounds (reviewed in 
SIMCHEN and STAMBERG 1969). For example, in Arabidopsis the distribution of recombination 
breakpoints along chromosomes differs among accessions (SANCHEZ-MORAN et al. 2002). In 
maize, recombination frequencies can vary greatly among mapping populations, as evidenced by 
genetic maps generated in cornbelt (BEAVIS and GRANT 1991; TULSIERAM et al. 1992), cornbelt 
x exotic germplasm (TULSIERAM et al. 1992), synthetic (FATMI et al. 1993), exotic and teosinte-
maize hybrid (WILLIAMS et al. 1995) populations. Average recombination distances between 
genetic markers were highly variable in mapping populations of diverse and even similar maize 
germplasm (WILLIAMS et al. 1995). The maize mapping studies within and among genetic 
backgrounds together suggest that the control of variation in recombination rates might be 
polygenic and that some factors might control specific genetic intervals. 
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Cis- and trans-acting genetic modifiers affect rates and patterns of recombination: 
Trans-acting factors: The genetic factors responsible for the variation of recombination 
frequencies within and among genomes can be classified into two general categories: cis and 
trans. Trans-acting genetic modifiers are not genetically linked to the genomic region in 
which they affect recombination. Thmy-acting modifiers can be structural [e.g., maize 
supernumerary chromosome B and abnormal chromosome 10 (reviewed in CARLSON 1977)] 
or genie. Several genes associated with the recombination, replication or MMR machinery 
(reviewed in BORTS et al. 2000; SCHOFIELD and HSIEH 2003) affect meiotic recombination 
either globally or locally. In yeast, mutants of DNA polymerase ô (MALOISEL et al. 2004) 
suppress rates of meiotic recombination across the genome. Similarly, the maize desynaptic 
gene globally affects recombination (Ji el al. 1999). In contrast, the Schizosaccharomyces 
pombe reclO gene, which encodes a protein involved in lateral elements, is a region-specific 
trans modifier that affects recombination at only some M2(5-containing hot spots (PRYCE et 
al. 2005). 
Cis-acting factors: In contrast to trans factors, cù-acting modifiers of meiotic 
recombination reside in the genomic interval in which they affect recombination. 
Heterozygous knobs, chromosomal rearrangements, centromeres (CARLSON 1977; DUMAS 
and BRITTON-DAVIDIAN 2002; PHILLIPS 1969; RHOADES 1978; ROBERTSON 1984) and non-
autonomous transposons (DOONER and MARTINEZ-FEREZ 1997b; Xu et al. 1995) can 
suppress recombination in flanking regions. In addition, sequence polymorphisms (e.g., 
insertion/deletion and single nucleotide polymorphisms) can greatly reduce the frequency of 
recombination in both plants and animals (reviewed in MODRICH and LAHUE 1996; 
SCHNABLE et al. 1998; SCHOFIELD and HSIEH 2003). Cis factors (e.g., insertion/deletions) 
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polymorphic among several teosinte and maize al-sh2 intervals significantly affect 
recombination rates and the distribution of recombination breakpoints across the al-sh2 
interval (YAO and SCHNABLE 2005). 
Meiotic recombination among tandemly arrayed duplicate genes: Duplicated sequences 
can similarly be classified as c«-acting elements affecting meiotic recombination. Tandemly 
arrayed duplications can misalign, pair unequally and undergo unequal recombination via 
DSBR. Unequal recombination between Alu repeats (reviewed in KAZAZIAN 2004) can 
generate segmental duplications implicated in genetic diseases (reviewed in JURKA 2004). In 
plants, unequal recombination between retrotransposons can generate solo long terminal 
repeats (VITTE and PANAUD), which counteracts genome expansion that occurs via 
retrotransposition (MA and BENNETZEN 2004; MA et al. 2004). 
Unequal recombination occurs not only between repetitive sequences but this 
mechanism also contributes to the evolution of tandemly arrayed gene families (Figure 2), 
i.e., paralogs that are separated by zero to ten "spacer genes" along a chromosome (reviewed 
in ZHANG and GAUT 2003), such as the HOX gene clusters (reviewed in GARCIA-FERNANDEZ 
2005) and plant disease resistance genes (reviewed in LEISTER 2004). Tandemly arrayed 
gene families are prevalent in many genomes. For example, tandemly arrayed paralogs 
comprise 10%, 12-16% and 14% of the C. elegans (SEMPLE and WOLFE 1999), Arabidopsis 
(ARABIDOPSIS GENOME INITIATIVE 2000; ZHANG and GAUT 2003) and rice (INTERNATIONAL 
RICE GENOME SEQUENCING PROJECT 2005) genomes, respectively. Because an estimated one 
third of genes in the maize genome are members of tandem arrays (MESSING et al. 2004), 
unequal recombination within tandemly arrayed duplicate gene families could have 
substantial effects on gene content. For example, novel alleles generated via unequal 
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recombination within tandemly arrayed duplicate gene families have been identified in the 
maize rpl (SUN et al. 2001), rp3 (WEBB et al. 2002), R-r (DOONER and KERMICLE 1971; 
DOONER 1974; ROBBINS et al. 1991; STABLER and NUFFER 1953; WALKER et al. 1995), bzl 
(DOONER and MARTINEZ-FEREZ 1997a), knl (LOWE et al. 1992), the 27-kD zein (DAS et al. 
1991) and pi genes (ZHANG and PETERSON 2005). 
Similar to homologous recombination between single-copy sequences, unequal 
interhomolog and interchromatid recombination between duplicated sequences (Figure 2) has 
been observed in yeast (JACKSON and FINK 1981; JACKSON and FINK 1985; KLEIN 1984; 
KLEIN and PETES 1981; MOTOVALI-BASHI et al. 2004; SZOSTAK and Wu 1980; THOMPSON 
and STAHL 1999), tobacco (TOVAR and LICHTENSTEIN 1992) and Arabidopsis (ASSAAD and 
SIGNER 1992; JELESKO et al. 2004; JELESKO et al. 1999; MOLINIER et al. 2004; OPPERMAN et 
al. 2004). Also similar to equal recombination, unequal interchromatid recombination 
predominated during mitosis in a study conducted in yeast (JACKSON and FINK 1981), 
whereas unequal interhomolog recombination was preferred in meiosis (JACKSON and FINK 
1985). Together these results suggest that equal and unequal recombination occur via similar 
mechanisms (i.e., DSBR). Consistent with this, a mutant of dmcl, which when wild type 
promotes interhomolog recombination between single-copy sequences, stimulates unequal 
interchromatid recombination (THOMPSON and STAHL 1999). 
Few unequal recombination studies have included molecular characterization of both 
interhomolog and interchromatid recombinants in plants (JELESKO et al. 2004; JELESKO et al. 
1999; MOLINIER et al. 2004). Genetic studies in maize have contributed to our knowledge of 
unequal recombination at tandemly duplicated genes. Unequal recombination at the maize rl 
and Al-b duplications occur at similar frequencies, i.e. 10"3~10"4 (DOONER and KERMICLE 
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1971; LAUGHNAN 1952). At Al-b, meiotic unequal recombination occurred more frequently 
when Al-b was paired with a homolog than when it was not (i.e., hemizygotes). Likewise, in 
Arabidopsis (ASSAAD and SIGNER 1992) and tobacco (TOVAR and LICHTENSTEIN 1992) 
unequal recombination between synthetic repeats occurred more than two fold more 
frequently in homozygotes than in hemizygotes. These studies indirectly suggest that the 
homolog is the preferred unequal recombination template during meiosis. A large-scale 
molecular analysis of unequal recombination events at a naturally occurring gene duplication 
will provide a better understanding of the factors that affect the evolution of tandemly 
arrayed duplicate gene families. 
RESEARCH GOALS 
The mechanism by which meiotic recombination occurs and the factors that affect rates 
and patterns of recombination in plants are much less clear than in other organisms. Although 
homologs of most proteins involved in the yeast recombination machinery have been identified 
in plants, the functions of many of these genes have yet to be identified. Indeed, some of the 
plant homologs, [eg., rad50, mrell, and dmcl (reviewed in PUIZINA et al. 2004; SCHUERMANN et 
al. 2005)], exhibit mutant phenotypes that differ from their yeast counterparts. This suggests that 
although DSBR in plants is similar to the pathway in yeast, definite differences exist. Because 
DSBs have yet to be mapped in plants, a direct correlation between DSBs and recombination hot 
spots has not been confirmed. The first goal of this research was to establish that DSBs stimulate 
meiotic recombination in plants (Chapter 2). 
Along with DSBs, other factors can act as repressors or stimulators of meiotic 
recombination. These cis and trans-acting modifiers are polymorphic within maize germplasm, 
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evidenced by the significant differences in genetic map sizes among diverse mapping 
populations. However, in these previous studies (FATMI et al. 1993; TULSIERAM et al. 1992) the 
effects of cis- and trans-acting genetic modifiers could not be separated. The second goal of this 
research was to determine how polymorphic trans-acting genetic modifiers, in the absence of 
polymorphic c «-acting elements, affect the distribution of recombination breakpoints across an 
interval containing both genie and non-genic regions (Chapter 3). 
Tandem gene duplications, which are potential ds-acting factors that affect 
recombination, could have profound effects on meiotic recombination in the maize genome. 
Because approximately one third of maize genes are members of tandemly arrayed duplicate 
gene families (MESSING et al. 2004), unequal pairing and unequal recombination could occur 
frequently. Not only could this mechanism impact the evolution of maize gene families but 
might also contribute to gene loss/gain, allelic diversity, gene content and genome structure 
(Figure 2). Therefore, a goal of this research was to molecularly characterize unequal 
recombination events at the Al-b tandem duplication of the al locus and assess the effects of 
recombination template choice (i.e., sister chromatid vs. homolog) and pairing partner within 
the duplication on the rates and patterns of unequal recombination (Chapter 4). 
Addressing these research goals not only adds to the current understanding of meiotic 
recombination and the factors that affect this process in plants, but findings of this research 
could potentially have practical applications. For example, while gene replacement via 
somatic recombination is a standard procedure in many organisms (reviewed in CAPECCHI 
2005; GONG and RONG 2003; GONG and GOLIC 2003; PÂQUES and HABER 1999), the 
technique has proven much more challenging in plants (reviewed in COTSAFTIS and 
GUIDERDONI 2005; IIDA and TERADA 2004). Because recombination occurs frequently 
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during meiosis in plants, the study of the mechanism by which it occurs and the factors that 
define recombination hot and cold spots can provide clues to improving gene replacement 
technology. Secondly, knowledge of how genetic modifiers modulate recombination hot and 
cold spots could increase efficiency of classical breeding programs. 
An excellent system in which to study factors that affect meiotic recombination in 
plants is the 140-kb al-sh2 interval on chromosome 3L because: 1) recombination events 
across the interval are easily identifiable by non-parental kernel phenotypes conditioned by 
the al and sh2 genes; 2) the interval is multi-genic (YAO et al. 2002) which allows for 
comparisons of recombination in genie and non-genic regions; 3) a large portion of the 
interval has been sequenced and a significant degree of sequence polymorphism exists 
among al sh2 haplotypes; 4) numerous PCR-based genetic markers are available across 
much of the interval (Xu et al. 1995; YAO et al. 2002); and 5) naturally occurring tandem 
duplications of the al locus are available (LAUGHNAN 1949; LAUGHNAN 1955). Because a 
technique for mapping SPOl 1-induced DSBs has not yet been developed in plants, 
recombination events in this study were characterized by physically mapping recombination 
breakpoints. Using the al-sh2 model system in maize, this thesis research specifically 
addresses the effects of: 1) MuDR transposase on meiotic recombination at a Mul-containing 
allele; 2) trans-acting modifiers on both rates and patterns of meiotic recombination; and 3) 
tandem gene duplications on unequal recombination in maize. 
DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION 
This dissertation consists of three journal papers (chapters 2 to 4) and general 
conclusions (chapter 5). The paper in chapter 2 has been published in Genetics. My 
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contributions included planning the experiment and determining the rate of reversion of al-
mum2 to Al' and subsequent characterization of the resulting revertant, and reanalysis of 
previously acquired data. Further, I made major contributions to both the development of 
hypotheses and conclusions presented in the discussion and to the writing of the paper under 
the guidance of Dr. Patrick S. Schnable. The paper in chapter 3 has been submitted to 
Genetics. The recombinants analyzed in this paper were isolated previously, however I 
generated all subsequent hypotheses and performed all subsequent research reported in this 
manuscript and wrote the paper under the guidance of Dr. Schnable. The paper in chapter 4 
is to be submitted to Genetics. My contributions to this research included sequencing or re-
sequencing and otherwise characterizing the Al-b a and |3 genomic clones, cloning and 
sequencing of regions distal of Al-b a and |3 as well as partial sequencing of Al-b(P415) a 
and (3, isolation of Al-b and A l-b(P415) unequal recombinants and al intragenic 
recombinants, mapping of Al-b recombination breakpoints to high resolution, developing 
hypotheses and conclusions and writing of the paper under the guidance of Dr. Schnable. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. DSBR and SDSA repair pathways. Meiotic recombination is initiated by (a) a 
DSB, which is then processed to (b) generate 3' single-stranded tails, (c) A 3' tail invades 
the homologous chromosome and generates a D-loop. This intermediate can be repaired by 
either the (d) DSBR or (e) SDSA repair pathway. In DSBR, the DHJ generated after capture 
of the second 3' tail can theoretically be resolved to generate either CO or NCO products. 
Recent evidence, however, suggests that most NCO events are generated via (e) SDSA. 
Proteins involved in meiotic and mitotic recombination are listed. Proteins for which a plant 
homolog has been identified are boldfaced. Proteins that promote recombination between 
homologs (as opposed to sister chromatids) are underlined. (Adapted from ALLERS and 
LIGHTEN 2001; SMITH and NICOLAS 1998) 
Figure 2. Unequal recombination between members of a tandemly arrayed duplicate gene 
family. Unequal pairing of paralogs within a tandemly arrayed duplicate gene family 
(colored boxes) can occur between either (a) sister chromatids or (b) homologs. In this 
example, the gene family has four members on one chromosome and three members on the 
homologous chromosome. Unequal recombination between misaligned paralogs generates 
gametes of (c) parental and (d-e) recombinant genotypes, (d) Recombinant gametes 
generated via unequal interchromatid recombination experienced a reciprocal loss or gain of 
a component of the duplication. Unequal interhomolog recombination generated (e) 
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recombinant gametes that retained the total number of genes but were altered in the content 
of genes in the tandemly arrayed duplicate gene family. Sites of unequal recombination are 
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CHAPTER 2. MuDR TRANSPOSASE INCREASES THE FREQUENCY 
OF MEIOTIC CROSSOVERS IN THE VICINITY OF A Mu INSERTION 
IN THE MAIZE al GENE 
Marna D. Y andean-Nelson', Qing Zhou1, Hong Yao1, Xiaojie Xu1, Basil J. Nikolauand 
Patrick S. Schnable 
A paper published in Genetics2 
ABSTRACT 
Although DNA breaks stimulate mitotic recombination in plants, their effects on 
meiotic recombination are not known. Recombination across a maize al allele containing a 
non-autonomous Mu transposon was studied in the presence and absence of the MuDR-
encoded transposase. Recombinant^/ ' alleles isolated from al-mum2/al::rdt hétérozygotes 
arose via either crossovers (32 CO events) or non-crossovers (8 NCO events). In the 
presence of MuDR, the rate of COs increased four-fold. This increase is most likely a 
consequence of the repair of MuDR-induced DNA breaks at the Mul insertion in al-mum2. 
Hence, this study provides the first in vivo evidence that DNA breaks stimulate meiotic 
crossovers in plants. The distribution of recombination breakpoints is not affected by the 
presence of MuDR in that 19 of 24 breakpoints isolated from plants that carried MuDR 
mapped to a previously defined 377-bp recombination hotspot. This result is consistent with 
the hypothesis that the DNA breaks that initiate recombination at al cluster at its 5' end. 
Conversion tracts associated with eight NCO events ranged in size from <700 bp to >1,600 
1 Each of these authors contributed substantially to this work. 
2 Reprinted with permission of Genetics, 2005, 169, 917-929. 
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bp. This study also establishes that MuDR functions during meiosis and that ratios of 
CO/NCO vary among genes and can be influenced by genetic background. 
INTRODUCTION 
Genes are recombination hotspots in bacteria, fungi, plants and animals (reviewed by 
LIGHTEN and GOLDMAN 1995; SCHNABLE et al. 1998). For example, the ratio between 
genetic and physical distances within the maize al gene is 6.25 cM/Mb (CIVARDI et al. 1994), 
as compared to the genome average of 2.4 cM/Mb, a figure that is based on a maize genetic 
map that consists of 5917 cM (LEE et al. 2002). Recombination breakpoints are not evenly 
distributed across some of these genie hotspots (EGGLESTON et al. 1995; PATTERSON et al. 
1995; Xu et al. 1995). For example, a 377-bp sequence at the 5' coding region of the al 
locus is a recombination hotspot that exhibits a recombination rate of 16.1 cM/Mb (Xu et al. 
1995). 
Recombination events are of two types: reciprocal crossovers (CO) or nonreciprocal 
non-crossovers (NCO) such as gene conversions. Detailed analyses of gene conversion 
events in Drosophila and fungi have established that: 1) conversion tract lengths are 
relatively short and continuous, e.g., they average approximately 350 bp in Drosophila 
(HILLIKER et al. 1994); and 2) gene conversions exhibit a phenomenon termed polarity, e.g., 
DNA sequences near one end of the rosy locus of Drosophila and the ARG4 and HIS4 loci of 
yeast (DETLOFF et al. 1992; SCHULTES and SZOSTAK 1990) exhibit higher rates of gene 
conversion than sequences at the other end of these loci. In most cases, higher frequencies 
occur at the 5' ends of these genes. 
In most plants, gene conversion and double crossover events cannot be distinguished. 
Even so, in the absence of strong negative interference, intragenic double crossovers are 
expected to occur only very rarely. Although putative gene conversions were reported in 
maize as early as 1986 (DOONER 1986), only a few conversion tracts have been molecularly 
characterized (DOONER and MARTINEZ-FEREZ 1997b; LI et al. 2001; MATHERN and HAKE 
1997; Xu et al. 1995; YAO et al. 2002). 
Several models have been proposed to explain the mechanism responsible for meiotic 
recombination (HOLLIDAY 1964; RESNICK 1976; SZOSTAK et al. 1983). The most widely 
accepted of these are based upon the double-strand break (DSB) repair model (SUN et al. 
1991; SZOSTAK et al. 1983) in which differential resolution of double-Holliday junction 
(DHJ) intermediates result in COs or NCOs. Evidence in support of this model has been 
obtained from the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and other simple model organisms. The 
meiosis-induced DSBs predicted by this model to initiate meiotic recombination have been 
observed at a number of loci (DE MASSY and NICOLAS 1993; FAN et al. 1995; GAME 1992; 
Liu et al. 1995; SUN et al. 1989; SUN et al. 1991; ZENVIRTH et al. 1992). Moreover, several 
studies have demonstrated the existence of recombination intermediates of the types 
postulated in the model; i.e., joint molecules (COLLINS and NEWLON 1994; SCHWACHA and 
KLECKNER 1994; SCHWACHA and KLECKNER 1995) and heteroduplex DNA (GOYON and 
LIGHTEN 1993; LIGHTEN et al. 1990; NAG and PETES 1993; WHITE et al. 1985). More 
recently, ALLERS and LIGHTEN (2001) proposed a modified DSB repair model. In this 
model, COs and NCOs are similarly initiated by DSBs but following resection and single end 
invasion only some result in DHJs that can resolve as COs; the remainder are processed via 
the synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA) pathway and resolve as NCOs. The 
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identification of single end invasion intermediates in meiosis provides physical evidence for 
this modified model (HUNTER and KLECKNER 2001). This model is further supported by the 
identification of meiotic-related mutants that disrupt single end invasion and drastically 
reduce the production of COs but not NCOs (BORNER et al. 2004). 
It is thought that meiotic recombination in plants shares at least some mechanistic 
aspects with yeast (PUCHTA et al 1996; PUCHTA and HOHN 1996; Xu et al. 1995). Due to 
technical barriers, less is known about the molecular nature of meiotic recombination in 
plants than in simple model organisms. Meiotic recombination hotspots in S. cerevisiae 
correspond to nearby DSB hotspots (reviewed in LIGHTEN and GOLDMAN 1995) that have 
been recently mapped throughout the genome (GERTON et al. 2000). Available techniques 
have thus far limited our ability to map DSBs in plants. Therefore, the possible association 
between DNA breaks and meiotic recombination hotspots in plants has not yet been 
established. Instead, meiotic recombination hot and coldspots are identified by physically 
mapping recombination breakpoints. 
Although DSBs have not yet been mapped in plants, there is evidence that DNA 
breaks play a role in meiotic recombination. For example, processes that enhance the rate of 
DSB formation stimulate recombination in plants. This conclusion is based on three 
findings. First, agents that can physically (e.g., X-rays and UV irradiation) or chemically 
(e.g., methylmethanesulfonate and mitomycin C) induce DSBs are able to stimulate 
intrachromosomal recombination (reviewed in PUCHTA and HOHN 1996). Second, the 
expression of the site-specific endonuclease I-Scel in tobacco protoplasts (PUCHTA et al. 
1993; PUCHTA et al 1996) and HO in somatic cells of Arabidopsis (CHIURAZZI et al. 1996) 
increases the rates of mitotic recombination. Third, autonomous transposons have the ability 
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to increase the rates of recombination-like losses of duplicated regions surrounding 
corresponding non-autonomous transposons in Arabidopsis and maize (ATHMA and 
PETERSON 1991; LOWE et al. 1992; STINARD et al. 1993; XIAO el al. 2000; XIAO and 
PETERSON 2000). Because these events occurred either in the absence of meiosis (ATHMA 
and PETERSON 1991; XIAO et al. 2000; XIAO and PETERSON 2000) or did not involve the 
exchange of flanking markers (LOWE et al. 1992) and therefore did not involve meiotic 
crossovers, they do not address the question as to whether DSBs stimulate meiotic 
recombination. Indeed, DOONER and MARTINEZ-FEREZ (1997a) have reported that meiotic 
recombination at the bzl locus in maize is not stimulated by the germinal excisions of the Ac 
transposon which would be expected to introduce DSBs within bzl. The relationship 
between transposon excision and the stimulation of repair by recombination has not yet been 
elucidated in other transposon systems in maize. 
The al locus of maize is an excellent system for the study of meiotic recombination 
because: 1) intragenic recombination events can be easily identified by their visible non-
parental phenotypes (i.e., colored vs. colorless kernels); 2) transposon-tagged al alleles have 
been cloned and characterized, e.g., al-mum2 and al::rdt alleles (BROWN et al. 1989a; 
O'REILLY et al. 1985), and a substantial degree of DNA sequence polymorphism exists 
between these alleles (Xu et al. 1995) thereby facilitating the high-resolution mapping of 
recombination breakpoints; and 3) genetic markers flanking the al locus are available for 
distinguishing between NCO and CO events. 
The al locus was used to test the effects of the trans-acting regulatory transposon 
MuDR (CHOMET et al. 1991; HERSHBERGER et al. 1991; HSIA and SCHNABLE 1996; QIN et al. 
1991 ; SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1986) on the frequency and distribution of intragenic 
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meiotic recombination events in the vicinity of the Mul non-autonomous transposon 
insertion. Rates of meiotic COs in the vicinity of a Mul insertion increase in the presence of 
MuDR, thereby demonstrating that MuDR is active during meiosis. We hypothesize that this 
stimulation of meiotic COs occurs via the introduction of DNA breaks generated by MuDR at 
the Mul insertion and that these DNA breaks stimulate meiotic COs in plants. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Genetic stocks: The origins and natures of the recessive al-mum2 and al::rdt alleles have 
been reviewed previously (Xu et al. 1995). In summary, the al-mum2 allele contains a 1.4-
kb Mul transposon insertion at position -97 and the alr.rdt allele carries a 0.7-kb rdt 
transposon insertion in the fourth exon. Both of these alleles condition a colorless kernel 
phenotype in the absence of Zr<ms'-acting regulatory transposons MuDR and Dotted [Dt], 
respectively. In the presence of MuDR or Dt, the non-autonomous Mul or rdt transposons 
can excise from al. If this occurs during kernel development a spotted phenotype results. 
The shrunken-2 (sh2) gene is located on chromosome 3 about 0.1 cM centromere distal from 
the al locus (CIVARDI et al. 1994). Mutations at this locus condition a shrunken kernel 
phenotype. 
Two stocks were derived from a maize line obtained from D. S. Robertson that 
carried a 1-mum2 and many genetically active copies of MuDR. Sibling spotted and non-
spotted kernels derived from the same ears were used as the al-mum2 with and without 
MuDR stocks, respectively. Consequently, these stocks differ only by the presence or 
absence of MuDR. The al-dl stock is as described by Xu et al. (1995). 
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Isolation of genetic recombinants: Crosses 1-2 were conducted by planting the indicated 
parents in plots isolated from other maize pollen sources during the summer of 1994. 
Cross 1 : al-mum2 Sh2 lalrrdt sh2 (without MuDR) X al::rdt sh2 /al::rdt sh2 
Cross 2: al-mum2 Sh2 /alr.rdt sh2 (with MuDR) X alr.rdt sh2 /alr.rdt sh2 
The female parents (listed first) were detasseled prior to anthesis to ensure that they 
would be pollinated only by the alr.rdt sh2 male parent. As expected, most of the progeny 
from these crosses had colorless, round (or spotted round when MuDR was present, Class I, 
Figure 1) or colorless, shrunken (Class II, Figure 1) kernel phenotypes. If, however, 
intragenic recombination occurred in al, four recombinant classes (Figure 1, Classes III-VI) 
could also result; three of these can be identified via their non-parental phenotypes. Class IV 
recombinants condition a parental phenotype and therefore could not be identified. NCOs 
initiated from the al-mum.2 Sh2 chromosome (Class VI) would condition colored round 
kernels. In the current study, this class could not be analyzed due to the difficulty in 
distinguishing colored kernels from the very heavily spotted kernels that contain MuDR. The 
two remaining recombinant classes (III and V) produce colored, shrunken kernels. These 
kernels were putative recombinants arising from either COs between the Mul and rdt 
transposon insertion sites in the al-mum2 and alr.rdt alleles (Class III, Figure 1) or gene 
conversion events in which the rdt transposon sequence and its flanking sequences were 
replaced by the corresponding sequences from the al-mum2 allele (Class V, Figure 1). In 
either case, the genotype of these kernels was designated Al ' sh2/al::rdt sh2. To verify and 
purify the putative recombinant alleles, colored shrunken kernels from Crosses 1-2 were 
planted and subjected to Cross 3. Colored, round kernels from Cross 3 were then planted 
and the resulting plants self-pollinated (Cross 4). 
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Cross 3: Al' sh2 /al::rdt sh2 X al-dl Sh2 /al-dl Sh2 
Cross 4: Al ' sh2 lal-dl Sh2 self 
The colored, shrunken kernels resulting from Cross 4 were expected to be homozygous for 
the recombinant chromosome. The two types of recombination events that gave rise to Al ' 
alleles (i.e., CO and NCO) were distinguished using two genetic markers that flank the al 
locus on chromosome 3L (CIVARDI et al. 1994). RFLP marker phpl0080 is 2 cM 
centromere-proximal to the al locus and the phenotypic marker, sh2, is 0.09 cM centromere-
distal to the al locus. 
Generating plasmid clones for sequencing the 3' regions of al-mum2 and alr.rdt'. 
Within the 1.2-kb interval defined by the insertion sites of Mul and rdt, 20 DNA sequence 
polymorphisms exist between the al-mum2 (GenBank accession AF347696) and alr.rdt 
alleles (GenBank accession AF072704). To sequence the region proximal to the rdt insertion 
site, the 10-kb alr.rdt clone pElO (Xu et al. 1995) was digested with Sail and a 2.6-kb 
fragment that contains the 3' region of the air rdt allele was subcloned into pBKS 
(Stratagene) to create pSL2.6. Clone pSL2.6 was subsequently digested with Sad or Kpnl to 
generate two overlapping subclones: 1.5-kb pSC1.5 and 1.4-kb pKN1.4, respectively. 
Clones pSL2.6, pSC1.5 and pKN1.4 were used as templates for sequencing the proximal 
region of the alrrdt allele. A 1.0-kb fragment resulting from the Sacl digestion of the 3.0-
kb al-mum2 subclone pYENl (Xu et al. 1995) was subcloned into pBKS to generate 
pSCl.0. Clones pYEN 1 and pSCl.O were used as templates for sequencing the proximal 
region of the al-mum2 allele. 
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Oligonucleotides : Because the genie sequence of the al-mum2 allele (AF347696) is 
identical to the Al-LC allele (YAO et al. 2002), oligonucleotides used as primers for PGR and 
sequencing were designed from the existing sequence of the Al-LC allele (GenBank 
accession numbers X05068, AF363390 and AF363391). With the exception of the al-mum2 
specific primer, QZ1543, these oligonucleotides could also amplify the alr.rdt allele due to 
the high degree of sequence identity (98%) between al-mum2 and alr.rdt. 
The sequences of the oligonucleotides used as primers for PGR and sequencing were 
as follows: QZ1543: 5' AAA CAT AAA AAC AAT AGG TAA TCC AG 3' (al-mum2 
specific primer); XX907: 5' GTG TCT AAA ACC CTG GCG CA 3'; QZ1003: 5' ATA 
ATA GTA GCC TCC CGA ATA A3'; XX231:5' GCC AAA CTC TGA TTC GCT CCG 
TG 3'; XX390: 5' TCG GCT TGA TTA CCT CAT TCT 3'; XX025: 5' GGT AGG GCA 
GCG TGT GGT GTT 3' (Xu et al. 1995); XX026: 5' GAG GTC GTC GAG GTG GAT 
GAG CTG 3' (Xu et al. 1995). The positions of the primers within the al gene are 
illustrated in Figure 2A. 
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR): PGR was conducted for 40 cycles on a programmable 
thermal controller (MJ Research, Inc., Watertown, MA) as follows: denaturation was 
conducted at 94°C for 1 min, annealing at the indicated temperature for 50 sec, and extension 
at 72°C for 1 min. The annealing temperature varied among primer pairs. The annealing 
temperature was 3°C below the lower of the melting temperatures [2 x (A+T) + 4 x (G+C)] 
of the two primers used in the PCR reaction. PCR reactions included 0.2 mM dNTP 
(Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ), 1.5 mM MgClz, 0.5 [xM of each primer, and Taq 
polymerase in a total volume of 25 pel. In those instances where non-specific bands 
amplified, "hot start" PCR was utilized (CHOU et al. 1992; NEWTON et al. 1989). 
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Mapping the breakpoints of COs and the distal (5') endpoints of conversion tracts 
relative to a diagnostic Pstl site: Based on the strategy used to select recombinants, the 
breakpoints of all COs and the distal endpoints of all conversion tracts of NCOs recovered in 
this experiment were expected to fall within the 1.2-kb interval defined by the Mul and rdt 
insertion sites in each of the parental al alleles (Figure 2A). Previously, Xu et al. (1995) 
identified a diagnostic Pstl site within this 1.2-kb interval that can distinguish between al-
mum2 and alrrdt derived sequences. This site is present in the alr.rdt allele, but absent 
from the al-mum2 allele. Thus, Pstl digestion of PCR amplified recombinant alleles can be 
used to map the position of the breakpoint of each CO or the distal endpoint of each gene 
conversion tract relative to this site. 
Primers (XX025 and XX026) were used to PCR amplify this 1.2-kb interval from 
each recombinant allele (Figure 2A). The 1.2-kb PCR products were fractionated by 
electrophoresis, purified by binding to NA45 DEAE membrane (SCHLEICHER and SCHUELL, 
KEENE, NH), and subjected to Pstl digestion. If a given PCR product was digested by Pstl, 
the breakpoint of the CO or the distal endpoint of the conversion tract associated with the 
corresponding Al ' allele did not extend 5' of this diagnostic Pstl site. Alternatively, if the 
PCR product was resistant to Pstl digestion, the breakpoint of the CO or the distal endpoint 
of the conversion tract was between the diagnostic Pstl site and the Mul insertion site. 
Thirty-six of the 40 Al ' alleles were successfully amplified and mapped relative to the 
diagnostic Pstl site. 
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PCR-based sequencing of the recombinant Al ' alleles: Once a CO breakpoint or 
conversion tract endpoint was mapped relative to the diagnostic Pstl site, the region of the 
corresponding Al ' allele that contained the recombination endpoint was PCR amplified, 
purified and sequenced. Purified PCR products amplified using primers XX025 and XX026 
from each of the 36 Al ' alleles were used as templates for sequencing. For those 30 alleles 
that had breakpoints or endpoints distal of the polymorphic Pstl site, primers XX390 and 
XX025 were used for sequencing. For those six alleles with breakpoints or endpoints 
proximal of the polymorphic Pstl site, primers XX231 and XX026 were used for sequencing 
(Figure 2A). The positions of each CO breakpoint and the conversion tract endpoints 
proximal or distal of the polymorphic Pstl site were identified by comparing the DNA 
sequence polymorphisms present in a given recombinant Al ' allele to those in al-mum2 and 
al::rdt. 
RESULTS 
Isolation of recombination events: Intragenic recombination events were isolated at the al 
locus as illustrated in Figure 1. The al-mum2 and alr.rdt alleles used in these crosses both 
condition a colorless kernel phenotype in the absence of MuDR and Dt due to resident Mul 
and rdt transposon insertions, respectively. Therefore, most of the progeny from these 
crosses had a colorless (or spotted in the presence of MuDR) kernel phenotype and genotypes 
of either al-mum2 Sh2/al::rdt sh2 or al.rdt sh2/al::rdt sh2. However, colored kernels were 
recovered in rare cases as a result of intragenic recombination that led to the generation of 
chimeric alleles with restored al gene function. These functional recombinant alleles were 
designated Al '. 
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To test the effect of the trans-acting regulatory element MuDR on CO frequency, 
colored shrunken kernels (Figure 1, Classes III and V) were selected from parallel crosses 
without (Cross 1) and with (Cross 2) MuDR. The colored round class (Class VI) was not 
analyzed for two reasons. First, a previous Mu transposition study in al (LISCH et al. 1995) 
demonstrated that Mul excision and repair from al-mum.2 generates fully restored alleles at a 
low rate, <10"4. Second, coupled with the extremely low rate of reversion at al-mum2, it is 
very difficult to distinguish the colored round class (Class VI) from the very heavily spotted 
parental phenotype obtained from Cross 2. 
Recombinant Al ' alleles isolated from Crosses 1-2 that were in coupling with the 
closely linked sh2 mutant allele could have arisen via either COs that resolved between the 
Mul and rdt insertion sites or NCOs having conversion tracts that span the rdt transposon 
insertion site. These putative colored shrunken recombinants were analyzed as described in 
the Materials and Methods section. The validity of eight Cross 1 and 32 Cross 2 
recombinants were confirmed via testcrosses and/or RFLP analysis (Table 1) using marker 
phpl0080 as described by Xu et al (1995). 
Two genetic markers (phpl0080 and sh2) that flank the al locus were used to 
distinguish between COs and NCOs. Of the 40 recombinants analyzed with these markers, 
32 events displayed non-parental markers and therefore arose via COs; the remaining eight 
exhibited parental flanking markers and were therefore determined to have arisen via NCOs 
(Table 1). 
The rates of recombination at the al locus in the presence or absence of MuDR are 
shown in Table 2. The genetic distances (CO+NCO) associated with the 1.2-kb interval 
derived from Cross 1 (without MuDR) and Cross 2 (with MuDR) are significantly different 
(0.008 vs. 0.02 cM). Although the rate of Class V NCOs was unaffected by the presence of 
MuDR, the rate of CO was four times higher in the presence of MuDR than in its absence 
(0.02 vs. 0.005 cM). Based on the DSB repair model, NCOs analyzed in this study (Class V) 
must have been initiated by DNA breaks on the al::raff-containing homolog. Consistent 
with MuDR's ability to interact with Mul but not rdt, the rate of the Class V NCOs was 
unaffected by the presence (Cross 2) or absence (Cross 1) of MuDR. Class VI events (NCOs 
initiated from al-mum2, Figure 1) would be colored and round. Because such kernels can be 
extremely difficult to distinguish from heavily spotted al-mum2 kernels, and no germinal 
revertants of al-mum2 were identified in a previous screen of 10,000 kernels (LISCH et al. 
1995), the rates at which Class VI events occur were not initially determined in this study. 
We subsequently attempted to isolate Class VI events from the al-mum2 source used in this 
study to determine the frequency at which MuDR-induced DNA breaks are repaired via 
conversion. Round kernels that appeared to be fully colored and that carried al-s were 
selected from the progeny of al-mum2 Sh2/al sh2 plants that carried MuDR and that had 
been crossed by an al-s pollen source (a cross similar to Cross 2). Only one excision event 
was confirmed from a population of-46,000 spotted kernels (data not shown). Therefore, 
the rate of reversion of al-mum2 to Al ' (Class VI events), i.e., ~10"5, did not differ 
significantly from the rates of NCO from the al::rdt chromosome (Class V events) in the 
presence or absence of MuDR (Table 2). Hence, the increased rate of recombination that 
occurs in the presence of MuDR is due to an increased rate of COs. 
Physical mapping of recombination breakpoints of COs and the 5' (distal) end points of 
conversion tracts: The conversion end points of eight NCO events and the recombination 
breakpoints of 28 CO events were physically mapped. Because recombinants were selected 
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based on their colored, shrunken phenotypes, the breakpoints of all the COs and the distal 
endpoints of the conversion tracts must have resolved within the 1.2-kb interval defined by 
the Mul and rdt transposon insertion sites (Figure 2). 
Digestion with Pstl revealed that the distal endpoints of six of the eight conversion 
tracts map 5' of the diagnostic Pstl site that is polymorphic between al-mum2 and al::rdt. 
By virtue of the selection scheme used in the experiment, the conversion tracts cannot 
contain Mul. Hence, the distal endpoints of these six conversion tracts must lie between the 
Pstl site and the Mul insertion site. The 1.2-kb interval between the Mul and rdt insertion 
sites exhibits 20 polymorphisms between the al-mum2 (GenBank accession AF347696) and 
alr.rdt alleles (GenBank accession AF072704). Regions containing the CO breakpoints or 
conversion tract endpoints associated with each of 36 A1 ' alleles were PCR amplified and the 
purified PCR products sequenced. The sequence derived from each recombinant A1 ' allele 
was then compared to the sequences of the al-mum2 and alr.rdt alleles. The switch-point 
of sequence polymorphisms within each recombinant allele established, at the highest 
possible resolution, the position of each CO breakpoint or NCO conversion tract endpoint. 
The distributions of the CO breakpoints and the distal endpoints of the NCO conversion 
tracts are illustrated in Figure 2B. Whereas recombination hotspots in yeast are defined by 
regions of high DSB frequency, recombination hotspots in this and other plant studies are 
defined as regions with elevated rates of recombination resolution endpoints. The distal 
endpoints of six of eight NCO events and the CO breakpoints of 21 of 28 crossover events 
mapped to the previously defined 377-bp recombination hotspot at the 5' end of the al 
coding sequence (Xu et al. 1995). 
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Physical mapping of the 3' (proximal) end points of conversion tracts: Based on the 
genetic screen used to isolate recombination events, the proximal endpoints for all of the 
conversion tracts must have resolved proximal to the rdt insertion site. Only two DNA 
sequence polymorphisms exist between the al-mum2 and alr.rdt alleles in the 1.6-kb 
proximal to the rdt insertion site (Figure 2A). One of these polymorphisms is a 32-bp 
insertion/deletion that is present in the al-mum2 allele, but absent from the alr.rdt allele. By 
using an al-mum2 -specific primer (QZ1543) that anneals to the 32-bp polymorphic 
sequence in combination with a primer (XX907) that amplifies both al-mum2 and alr.rdt 
alleles, it was possible to map the proximal endpoints of the conversion tracts relative to this 
32-bp polymorphic site (Figure 2C). The ability of these primers to PCR-amplify a given 
A1 ' allele indicated that the conversion tract contained the 32-bp polymorphic sequence. 
Such a result would indicate that the proximal conversion tract endpoint was proximal of the 
32-bp polymorphic site. The proximal conversion tract endpoints of four A1 ' alleles derived 
from NCOs mapped proximal to the 32-bp polymorphic site. The 1059 bp proximal of this 
polymorphism are identical between the two al alleles. No ai-specific RFLPs were detected 
between al-mum2 and alrrdt that mapped between the 32-bp polymorphism andphpl0080 
when the 1.0-kb Sacl/EcoRl fragment from the al-mum2 subclone pSCl.O was used as a 
hybridization probe in a DNA gel blot experiment involving genomic DNA (data not shown). 
As a result, the proximal endpoints of these four conversion tracts could not be determined 
with higher precision. 
A negative PCR result using primers QZ1543 and XX907 demonstrated that the 
proximal endpoint of a NCO was distal of the 32-bp polymorphic site. The proximal end 
points of four NCO Al ' alleles mapped distal to the 32-bp polymorphism. To map these 
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proximal endpoints to higher resolution, the corresponding Al ' alleles were PCR amplified 
using primers XX907 and QZ1003 (Figure 2A). By comparing the sequences of the resulting 
0.9-kb PCR product to the al parental alleles used to generate the Al ' alleles, the proximal 
endpoints were mapped at the highest possible resolution afforded by the sequence 
polymorphisms present between the parental alleles. The proximal endpoints of all four of 
these conversion tracts mapped to interval XXIII (Figure 2C). Although three of the 
conversion tracts are indistinguishable, they must have arisen via independent events because 
they were recovered from separate female parents in Crosses 1-2. 
Lengths of Conversion Tracts: Because the positions of both the distal and proximal 
endpoints of four conversion events were established, it was possible to calculate the sizes of 
the conversion tracts associated with each of the resulting Al ' alleles. As depicted in Figure 
2C, three of the four conversion tracts were between 621 bp and 1318 bp in length. The 
fourth is between 31 and 683 bp. For the remaining four conversion events, although their 
distal endpoints were mapped at the highest possible precision, it was not possible to map 
their proximal endpoints because of a lack of polymorphisms between the parental al alleles 
(al-mum2 and alr.rdt). Therefore, the absolute sizes of these four conversion tracts could 
not be determined. However, based on the positions of the corresponding distal endpoints, 
the lengths of these conversion tracts must be in excess of 534 bp (1 alleles), 1124 bp (1 
allele), 1320 bp (1 alleles) and 1603 bp (1 allele). 
DISCUSSION 
Physical Characterization of NCO Conversion tracts: The average lengths of meiotic 
conversion tracts at the rosy locus of Drosophila melanogaster (HILLIKER et al. 1994) and 
the rp49 locus of D. subobscura (BETRAN el al. 1997) are 352 bp and 122 bp, respectively. 
In contrast, the average tract lengths associated with Drosophila P element excision were 
somewhat larger, i.e., -1400 bp (GLOOR et al. 1991 ; PRESTON and ENGELS 1996). In yeast, 
the average meiotic conversion tract lengths range from 0.4 to 1.6 kb in a 9-kb interval 
(BORTS and HABER 1989). Even so, longer conversion tracts of 9 kb and 12 kb have also 
been observed in yeast (BORTS et al. 2000). Conversion tracts greater than 5 kb have also 
been observed in Neurospora (YEADON and CATCHESIDE 1998). Few plant conversion tracts 
have been characterized. In maize, two al conversion tracts were in excess of 621 and 815 
bp (XU et al., 1995) and two bzl conversion tracts were between 965 and 1165 bp and 
between 1.1 and 1.5 kb (DOONER and MARTINEZ-FEREZ, (1997b). The conversion tracts of 
two NCO-like events isolated from the maize Knl-0 tandem duplication (MATHERN and 
HAKE 1997) are 1.7 kb and 3 kb. Yao et al. (2002) identified two putative NCOs from the 
maize al-sh2 interval that have conversion tracts that are at least 17 kb. 
The eight conversion tracts characterized in this study (Crosses 1-2) ranged in size 
from more than 31 bp to more than 1603 bp. These NCO events resulted from conversion of 
the rdt insertion and its surrounding sequences and were therefore initiated by DSBs on the 
alr.rdt containing chromosome. Conversion tracts on the alr.rdt containing chromosome 
that extended 5' of the Mul insertion site would not have been recovered. 
The single revertant allele isolated from al-mum2 in this study exhibited 100% 
identity to the wild-type progenitor of al-mum2 (i.e. Al-LC). This revertant may therefore 
have arisen via a Class VI NCO event (Figure 1) within the interval 51-bp upstream and 165-
bp downstream of the Mul insertion site that lacks polymorphisms between the parental 
alleles of Crosses 1 and 2. This would be consistent with the finding that in mice and yeast, 
gene conversion tracts can be less than 100 bp (ELLIOTT et al. 1998; PALMER et al. 2003; 
SWEETSER et al. 1994). 
Factors affecting CO/NCO ratios: In yeast heterozygotes, the presence of only a few 
nucleotide polymorphisms can drastically affect the frequencies at which COs (BORTS and 
HABER 1987; BORTS et al. 1990) and NCOs (CHEN and JINKS-ROBERTSON 1999; NICKOLOFF 
et al. 1999) are recovered. For example, 0.09% heterology between alleles at the MAT loci 
in yeast reduced COs by two-fold and increased the rate of NCOs by three-fold (BORTS et al. 
1990). Similarly, in the maize bzl gene, the degree of sequence similarity between the 
parental alleles affects the CO/NCO ratio (DOONER 2002). In DOONER'S study the CO/NCO 
ratio observed between bzl "heteroalleles" was >20. In the current study, the CO/NCO ratio 
observed in plants that lacked MuDR was 1.8. This dramatic difference in the CO/NCO ratio 
between the two studies cannot be attributed to differences in the degree of DNA sequence 
polymorphism, because DOONER'S heteroalleles exhibited approximately the same degree of 
DNA sequence polymorphism (1.5%) as the parental al alleles used in the current study 
(1.8%). Instead, the -ten-fold difference in the CO/NCO ratios between the two studies 
could be a consequence of locus-specific differences in the relative rates of conversions and 
crossovers, or differences caused by genetic background. Although it is not possible to 
exclude locus-specific effects, this study does establish that CO/NCO ratios can be 
influenced by the differences in genetic background. Specifically, this study establishes that 
MuDR affects CO/NCO ratios. For example, the CO/NCO ratios differ by more than three­
fold between Crosses 1 and 2 (compare CO/NCO ratios, Table 2) for which the genetic 
backgrounds are identical except for the absence (Cross 1) or presence (Cross 2) of MuDR. 
We cannot exclude the possibility that the relative impacts of MuDR on rates of COs and 
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NCOs may differ depending upon the level of sequence heterology present in a heterozygote. 
It is possible, for example, that in hétérozygotes that exhibit a degree of heterology lower 
than is present in Crosses 1 and 2, MuDR might increase the rate of NCOs. This, however, 
seems unlikely given that reversions of Mw-induced alleles of all loci studied are quite rare in 
diverse genetic backgrounds, which would be expected to exhibit varying levels of 
heterology at the target loci. 
MuDR increases the rate of COs at al: According to the most widely accepted 
recombination models (ALLERS and LIGHTEN 2001; SUN et al. 1991; SZOSTAK et al. 1983) 
which are well supported by data from yeast, meiotic recombination is initiated by D SB s and 
the subsequent repair and resolution of these DSBs results in COs or NCOs. Although in 
plants the mechanisms underlying meiotic recombination are not as well understood, it is 
thought that they are at least similar to those that occur in yeast. Support for this view comes 
from the isolation of plant homologues of many of the yeast genes involved in DSB-
processing and meiotic recombination (reviewed in BHATT et al. 2001; SCHWARZACHER 
2003). Also, agents that introduce DSBs into plant chromosomes increase rates of mitotic 
recombination and intra-chromosomal recombination. 
It has not yet, however, been determined in plants whether the stimulation of DNA 
breaks increases the rate of homologous meiotic recombination. To address this question, 
recombinants were isolated from al-mum2/alr.rdt hétérozygotes that carried or did not carry 
MuDR. MuDR encodes a transposase (CHOMET et al. 1991 ; HERSHBERGER et al. 1991 ; HSIA 
and SCHNABLE 1996; QIN et al. 1991) required for the transposition of Mu elements. This 
transposition must involve some type of DNA breaks. The recovery of chromosomes that 
contain deletions of sequences adjacent to Mu elements and internally deleted Mu elements is 
consistent with the existence of MuDR-catalyzed DNA breaks in the vicinity of Mu elements 
(ASAKURA et al. 2002; HSIA and SCHNABLE 1996; KIM and WALBOT 2003; LEVY et al. 1989; 
LEVY and WALBOT 1991; LISCH et al. 1995). Because the mechanism by which MuDR 
catalyzes transposition has not been determined, these MuDR-generated breaks could be 
either DSBs or single-strand nicks. It has long been assumed that these breaks were DSBs, 
but recent evidence suggests that single-strand nicks can stimulate homologous 
recombination in the V(D)J regions of immunoglobulin genes (LEE et al. 2004). Hence, 
MuDR-generated single-strand nicks could affect recombination directly or could be 
converted into DSBs during DNA replication (KUZMINOV 2001). Alternatively, MuDR may 
directly catalyze DSB formation. 
Regardless of the mechanism by which MuDR generates DNA breaks, crosses 
harboring MuDR would be expected to have an increased rate of breaks in the vicinity of the 
Mul insertion in the al-mum2 allele. At least three processes could repair MuDR-induced 
DNA breaks at al-mum2. These include COs between the two homologs (Class III and Class 
IV events, Figure 1), conversion of the Mul -containing homolog, using as template the 
homolog that does not contain Mul (Class VI NCO events, Figure 1), or DSB repair using as 
template the sister chromatid. This latter process would not generate recombinant 
chromosomes and would in fact regenerate the parental al-mum2 allele or either internal or 
adjacent deletions of Mul if gap repair is interrupted (ASAKURA et al. 2002; HSIA and 
SCHNABLE 1996; KIM and WALBOT 2003; LISCH et al. 1995). 
MuDR is required for the transposition of Mu transposons, a process that requires the 
introduction of DNA breaks. According to accepted recombination models COs are also 
initiated by DNA breaks. Hence, we interpret our observation that plants that carry MuDR 
exhibit four times more Class III COs (Figure 1) than do plants that do not carry MuDR 
(Table 2) to indicate that during meiosis at least some MuDR-'mduced DNA breaks are 
repaired via the CO pathway. Hence, our results strongly suggest that DNA breaks stimulate 
meiotic COs in plants. 
Although MuDR stimulates meiotic COs, the Ac transposon does not (DOONER and 
MARTINEZ-FEREZ 1997a). This suggests that v4c-induced DSBs are separated temporally or 
spatially from meiotic recombination (DOONER and MARTINEZ-FEREZ 1997a) or that Ac-
induced DSBs are repaired by another pathway, for example via the formation of hairpins 
followed by non-homologous end-joining repair (NHEJ) at sites of microhomology (WEIL 
and KUNZE 2000; Yu et al. 2004). 
We cannot rule out the possibility that the increased rates of CO observed in this 
study are not a direct consequence of an increased rate of breaks at Mul but are instead a 
consequence of potential changes in the chromatin architecture at al-mum2 that occur in the 
presence of MuDR. Even if the transposase per se is not generating breaks at the Mul 
insertion site, the transposase must at least be creating a local environment that is more 
conducive to the formation of endogenous DNA breaks. If this alternative model is correct, a 
MuDR-encoded transposase that can bind to Mu terminal inverted repeats (TIRs), but that 
cannot catalyze transposition, should increase the rate of recombination in the vicinity of a 
Mu insertion. Regardless of whether the breaks are caused directly or indirectly by MuDR, it 
is clear that MuDR stimulates the formation of DNA breaks at the al-mum2 allele, resulting 
in increased rates of meiotic CO. 
Does MuDR affect the rate of gene conversion? There are two classes of NCOs (Class V 
and VI, Figure 1). Although MuDR increased the rate of COs it did not increase the rate of 
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Class V NCOs in the al-mum2/al::rdt hétérozygote. This is as expected because MuDR 
would not be predicted to interact with alr.rdt. In contrast, the existence of somatic excision 
events in MwDi?-containing stocks demonstrates that MuDR interacts (directly or indirectly) 
with Mu insertions. Even so, germinal révérants of Mw-insertion alleles (including Class VI 
NCOs) are rare (reviewed in BENNETZEN 1996; LISCH 2002; WALBOT and RUDENKO 2002); 
the frequencies of germinal revertants from the bronze locus are 8 x 10"5 (BROWN et al. 
1989b) and between 4.9 x 10"6 and 2.3 x 10"3 (SCHNABLE et al. 1989). Consistent with these 
results, we and others (LISCH et al. 1995) have shown that the rate of Class VI NCOs at al-
mum2 is low. It is puzzling that in this hétérozygote, although MuDR increases the rate of 
CO four fold, the rate of Class VI NCOs is low in the presence of MuDR. 
In yeast, several meiotic mutants that affect singlge end invasion intermediates and 
DHJ formation drastically reduce the frequency of COs but not NCOs. This suggests that 
recombination outcomes (CO versus NCO repair) are determined prior to stable strand 
exchange (i.e. single end invasion; BORNER et al. 2004). If this is also true in plants, the 
MuDR-generated breaks might be designated prior to strand exchange to be repaired by the 
CO pathway. In V(D)J site-specific recombination, the RAG recombinases act as molecular 
shepherds that allow repair of the RAG-generated DSB by the NHEJ machinery and not 
other repair pathways (LEE et al. 2004). Similarly, during meiosis the MuDR transposase 
and/or protein(s) involved in the meiotic recombination machinery may remain bound to the 
MuDR-generated DNA breaks and thereby channel repairs to the CO pathway. It is also 
possible that some repairs of MuDR-induced DNA breaks could be channeled to pathways 
that were not detected in this study because they do not yield COs or germinal revertants 
(e.g., repair using the sister chromatid as template or NHEJ). The high somatic and low 
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germinal reversion rates observed in the Mu system could be explained if these "molecular 
shepherds" differ between the mitotic and meiotic cellular programs. 
MuDR does not affect the distribution of recombination breakpoints: Insertion/deletion 
polymorphisms (IDPs) and transposon insertions suppress recombination in nearby regions 
of the bzl locus (DOONER and MARTINEZ-FEREZ 1997b). By doing so these IDPs change the 
distribution of recombination breakpoints across the bzl locus creating apparent 
recombination hotspots. In contrast, the distribution of recombination breakpoints across the 
al gene is not affected by the Mul insertion at position -97 in al-mum2 (Xu et al. 1995; 
YAO et al. 2002). Hence, the recombination hotspot reported by Xu et al. (1995) is not a 
consequence of the Mul insertion in one of the parental alleles used by that study. 
Although the rates of CO at al increase four-fold in the presence of MuDR, the 
distribution of recombination breakpoints is not altered by MuDR; 19 of the 24 characterized 
breakpoints cluster in the 377-bp hotspot at the 5'-end of the al gene (Figure 2B) previously 
identified in stocks that lack MuDR (Xu et al. 1995). Hence, the COs that are apparently 
initiated by MuDR-induced breaks at the Mul insertion at -97 resolve at the same positions 
within al as do the COs that are initiated by the DSBs that form in the absence of MuDR. 
COs resolve in this same hotspot even in an Al allele that does not contain a Mul insertion 
(YAO et al. 2002). These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that the DSBs that 
initiate recombination in non-mutant al alleles occur in the vicinity of position -97. Even 
though the relationship between the positions of DSB hotspots and recombination hotspots 
has not yet been studied in plants, the observation that most al recombinants mapped within 
700 bp of the Mul insertion site is consistent with the observation that most recombination 
hotspots in budding yeast are located within 1-2 kb of a DSB hotspot (SMITH 2001). 
MuDR is Active in Meiotic Cells: Although the Mu transposase mudrA and mudrB 
transcripts are highly expressed in mature pollen and mudrB promoter: reporter constructs 
are expressed in pollen at levels 20-fold higher than in leaves (RAIZADA et al. 2001a), to date, 
there has not been conclusive evidence that the MuDR transposase is active and functions 
during meiosis. Instead, germinally transmissible Mu insertions could arise via late somatic 
excision in pre-meiotic cells (reviewed in WALBOT and RUDENKO 2002) or via post-meiotic 
transposition (ROBERTSON and STINARD 1993). In contrast, by demonstrating that MuDR 
increases rates of meiotic recombination at al-mum2 four-fold, the current study provides the 
first direct evidence that MuDR is active during meiosis. 
Evolutionary Implications: This study extends our understanding of how transposons can 
alter recombination rates. The insertion of a non-autonomous transposon into a gene typically 
reduces the rate of intragenic recombination. For example, the insertion of a Mul 
transposon into the Al-LC allele (which generated al-mum2) reduced the rate of 
recombination approximately two-fold (Xu et al. 1995). In contrast, and as revealed by the 
current study, if a Mu insertion allele is present in a genome that contains an active copy of 
MuDR, the rate of intragenic recombination can actually be higher (two-fold in this case) 
than the original allele that lacked a transposon insertion. Because a variety of plant DNA 
transposons have an affinity for inserting into genes (BUREAU et al. 1996; JIANG et al. 2004; 
RAIZADA et al. 2001b) and intragenic recombination can generate new alleles, their ability to 
alter rates of intragenic recombination could have significant evolutionary implications. 
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APPENDIX 
Positions of the recombination breakpoints associated with the Al ' alleles isolated 









94B 129 2 NDC NAd crossover 
94B 131 2 VII XXIII gene conversion 
94B 132 2 XXI XXIII gene conversion 
94B 133 2 V NA crossover 
94B 135 2 ND NA crossover 
94B 136 2 VII NA crossover 
94B 139 2 XIII NA crossover 
94B 140 2 I NA crossover 
94B 141 2 I NA crossover 
94B 142 2 V NA crossover 
94B 143 2 VII NA crossover 
94B 145 2 ND NA crossover 
94B 146 2 VII NA crossover 
94B 149 2 VII NA crossover 
94B 150 2 V NA crossover 
94B 151 2 V NA crossover 
94B 152 2 VII NA crossover 
94B 153 2 VII NA crossover 
94B 154 2 VII NA crossover 
94B 156 2 I 3' of XXIII gene conversion 
94B 158 2 VII NA crossover 
94B 161 2 V NA crossover 
94B 164 2 VII NA crossover 
94B 166 2 XIII NA crossover 
94B 168 2 XXI 3' of XXIII gene conversion 
94B 169 2 VII NA crossover 
94B 170 2 VII NA crossover 
94B 173 2 V NA crossover 
94B 176 2 V NA crossover 
94B 177 2 VII XXIII gene conversion 
94B 179 2 VII NA crossover 
94B 185 2 XIII NA crossover 
94B 188 1 II NA crossover 
94B 190 1 VII NA crossover 
94B 192 1 VII NA crossover 
94B 195 1 VII 3' of XXIII gene conversion 
94B 198 1 V 3'of XXIII gene conversion 
94B 199 1 XV NA crossover 
94B 200 1 VII XXIII gene conversion 
94B 202 1 ND NA crossover 
" All of the Al ' alleles from Table 1 that were confirmed by RFLP analysis are listed. 
6 Intervals as shown in Figure 2. 
c Not determined because the associated Al ' allele failed to PCR amplify. 
d Not applicable 
TABLE 1 
Number of recombinant Al ' alleles isolated 
No. Colored 
Shrunken 
% Confirmed No. Confirmed by RFLP 
Analyses* 
Corrected No.c 
Kernels Isolated by Testcross" CO + NCO CO NCO CO + NCO CO NCO 
Cross 1: without MuDR 17 100% 8 5 3 17 11 6 
Cross 2: with MuDR 58 82% 32 27 5 47 40 7 
" Because not all putative recombinants were successfully testcrossed, corrected numbers of recombinants were calculated (see note c). 
4 The positions of the 32 CO breakpoints and of the eight NCO conversion tract endpoints are provided in the Appendix. 
c Because not all of the colored shrunken recombinants were classified as COs or NCOs by genetic test crosses and RFLP analyses, the numbers of CO and NCO events were estimated 
using the following formula. 
Corrected no. of COs = Total colored, shrunken kernels isolated (i.e., all putative recombinants) X % confirmed X (Confirmed no. of CO/(Confirmed no. of CO + Confirmed no. of 
NCO)). 
Corrected no. of NCOs = Total colored, shrunken kernels isolated (i.e., all putative recombinants) X % confirmed X (Confirmed no. of NCO/(Confirmed no. of CO + Confirmed no. of 
NCO)). 
Homogeneity %2 values for the rates of CO and NCO were calculated based on the corrected number of COs and NCOs (see footnote b in Table 2). 
TABLE 2 
Rates of intragenic recombination at the al locus 
Corrected No. Population Size Rates (cM)" CO/NCOc 
CO + NCO CO NCO CO + NCO CO NCO 
Cross 1: without MuDR 17 11 6 408,000 0.008 ±0.001 0.005 ±0.001 0.003 ±0.0009 1.8 
Cross 2: with MuDR 47 40 7 530,800 0.02 ± 0.002 0.02 ± 0.002 0.003 ± 0.0008 5.7 
° Because only two of the four possible classes of recombination events were analyzed (III and V in Figure 1), the genetic distance associated with the 1.2-kb interval defined by the Mul and rdt 
insertion sites was calculated by doubling the rate of the corrected number of recombinants analyzed (see footnote c in Table 1). This calculation is based on the assumption that the frequencies of 
Class HI and IV CO events are equal and that the frequencies of Class V and VI NCO events are equal. Because COs are reciprocal events it is reasonable to assume that the rates of Class III and 
IV CO events are equal. Although it is not necessarily true that the rates of Class V and VI NCOs are equal, the rate of Class V events was doubled to allow comparisons between rates of COs 
and NCOs. Although the rates presented in this table cannot be used to draw conclusions regarding the rates of Class VI NCOs, based on a separate experiment, the rate of Class VI NCOs in the 
presence of MuDR is low (~105). 
'The homogeneity x2 value for the rates of CO with and without MuDR (x2 =9.9, p-value=0.002) indicated that the difference between these rates is significant. In contrast, the homogeneity %2 Q\ 
test showed no significant difference between the rates of the NCO from Cross 1 and Cross 2 (x2 =0.04, p-value=0.84). 
'CO/NCO ratios were calculated using only Class III COs and Class V NCOs (see footnote a). 
FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Isolation of intragenic recombinant v47 ' alleles. The parents of and the progeny 
resulting from Crosses 1-2 are illustrated. Chromosomes from the al-mum2 and alr.rdt sh2 
stocks are illustrated in black and gray, respectively. The RFLP markers php10080 and the 
al and sh2 genes are represented by black (if derived from al-mum2 chromosome) or gray 
(if derived from alr.rdt chromosome) boxes. Triangles indicate the positions of Mul and rdt 
transposon insertions in the al gene. Class III and IV COs arise following DNA breaks on 
either chromosome. Class V and VI NCOs arise following breaks on the alr.rdt and al-
mum2 containing chromosomes, respectively. Only the colored shrunken recombinants 
(Classes III and V) were characterized in this study. Class I progeny will be spotted if they 
carry MuDR. 
Figure 2. Physical mapping of CO breakpoints and NCO conversion tracts. (A) A 
schematic diagram of the al-mum.2 and alr.rdt alleles in which boxes and triangles represent 
exons and transposon insertions, respectively. The RFLP marker php10080 and the sh2 
locus are proximal and distal of the al locus, respectively. The positions of primers used for 
PCR amplification and sequencing and the diagnostic Pst I site are indicated. The al gene is 
separated into 23 intervals defined by the 24 polymorphisms (vertical lines) between the 
alrrdt and al-mum2 alleles. The width of a given vertical bar is proportional to the number 
of base pairs involved in the polymorphism. The 3'-most polymorphic site (a 32-bp 
insertion/deletion) is indicated by an asterisk. Sequences 1059 bp 3' of this site are identical 
between the alrrdt and al-mum2 alleles. (B) Locations of CO recombination breakpoints 
associated with Al ' alleles. Intervals are defined by the polymorphic sites shown in (A). 
The numbers of recombination breakpoints that resolved in each interval are indicated. The 
377-bp recombination hotspot identified previously (Xu et al. 1995) is indicated. Data from 
Xu et al. (1995) is provided for reference. (C) Locations of NCO conversion endpoints and 
sizes of conversion tracts associated with eight Al ' alleles isolated from Crosses 1-2. When 
possible, conversion tract endpoints were mapped relative to pairs of DNA sequence 
polymorphisms. Sequences confirmed to be included in the conversion tract are measured in 
base pairs above the bold lines. Conversion tract endpoints can be positioned relative to the 
nearest polymorphism and the size of the tract is equal to or less than the length of the thin 
line. The proximal ends of four conversion tracts (arrows on left side of bold lines) lie to the 
proximal side of the polymorphic site indicated by an asterisk in (A). The numbers of Al ' 
alleles with the indicated type of conversion tract are indicated on the right. 
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CHAPTER 3. EFFECTS OF TRANS-ACTING GENETIC MODIFIERS 
ON MEIOTIC RECOMBINATION ACROSS THE al-sh2 INTERVAL 
OF MAIZE 
Marna D. Yandeau-Nelson, Basil J. Nikolau and Patrick S. Schnable 
A paper submitted to Genetics 
ABSTRACT 
Meiotic recombination rates are potentially affected by cis- and frans-acting factors: 
genotype-specific modifiers that do or do not reside in the recombining interval, respectively. 
The effects of trans modifiers on recombination across the ~140-kb maize al-sh2 interval of 
chromosome 3L were studied in the absence of polymorphic cis factors in three genetically 
diverse backgrounds into which a sequence-identical al-sh2 interval had been introgressed. 
Genetic distances across al-sh2 varied two-fold among the three backgrounds. Although the 
existence of most hot and cold spots was conserved across backgrounds, the absolute rates of 
recombination in these sequence identical regions differed significantly among backgrounds. 
In addition, an intergenic region was a global recombination hot spot in one background and 
not in another. Recombination rates across two genetic intervals on chromosome 1 did not 
exhibit the same relationships among backgrounds as was observed in al-sh2. This suggests 
that at least some detected trans-acting factors do not affect recombination globally. This 
study establishes that trans modifier(s) polymorphic among genetic backgrounds can "dial 
up" or "dial down" recombination in both genie and intergenic regions over relatively small 
genetic and physical intervals. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Meiotic recombination mediates the proper disjunction of chromosomes, generates 
novel allelic combinations across chromosomes and contributes to the genetic diversity upon 
which selection can act. According to the double strand break repair (DSBR) model (SUN et 
al. 1991; SZOSTAK et al. 1983), meiotic recombination initiates with a double strand break 
(DSB). Fungal, animal and plant chromosomes exhibit regions of recombination 
hyperactivity, i.e., hot spots, and hypoactivity, i.e., cold spots (reviewed in LIGHTEN and 
GOLDMAN 1995; NACHMAN 2002; PETES 2001; SCHNABLE et al. 1998). Consistent with the 
DSBR model, recombination hot spots in Saccharomyces cerevisiae are clearly associated 
with DSBs (reviewed in LIGHTEN and GOLDMAN 1995) and these DSB hot spots are not 
distributed randomly across the yeast genome (GERTON et al. 2000). 
Non-random patterns of recombination have been identified in all organisms studied to 
date. For example, in most species recombination rates per Mb are suppressed in and 
surrounding centromeres (KAGAWA et al. 2002; LAMB IE and ROEDER 1986; MAHTANI and 
WILLARD 1998; PUECHBERTY et al. 1999). Similarly, in most species, with the exception of C. 
elegans for which recombination rates are negatively correlated with gene density (BARNES et al. 
1995), recombination rates are higher in gene-rich than gene-poor regions of the genome 
(reviewed in LIGHTEN and GOLDMAN 1995; SCHNABLE et al. 1998). In the maize al gene, for 
example, the ratio between genetic and physical distances is 6.25 cM/Mb (CIVARDI et al. 1994), 
as compared to the genome average of 2.4 cM/Mb (YANDEAU-NELSON et al. 2005). 
In wheat, analyses of integrated genetic and cytogenetically-based physical maps 
(DELANEY et al. 1995a; DELANEY et al. 1995b; GILL et al. 1993; GILL et al. 1996a; GILL et al. 
1996b; HOHMANN et al. 1994; MICKELSON-YOUNG et al. 1995) have shown that recombination 
rates are suppressed near centromeres (WERNER et al. 1992) and most recombination occurs in 
relatively small gene-rich regions of both wheat and barley (GILL et al. 1996a; GILL et al. 1996b; 
KUNZEL et al. 2000). In maize, it is estimated that recombination in a gene-dense portion of the 
bzl region on chromosome 9S is two orders of magnitude greater than in a flanking region of 
high retrotransposon density (Fu et al. 2002). 
Although it is well established that high frequencies of recombination are positively 
correlated with gene-rich regions in the grasses, recombination breakpoints within these hot 
spots might resolve equally in genie and intergenic sequences. A high-resolution recombination 
mapping study across the 140-kb multigenic maize al-sh2 interval supports that genes per se are 
preferred recombination hot spots and intergenic regions are cold spots; even so, non-genic hot 
spots and genie cold spots do exist (YAO et al. 2002). These maize genie hot spots can have 
either non-random distributions of breakpoints as observed in al (Xu et al. 1995) and other 
genes (EGGLESTON et al. 1995; PATTERSON et al. 1995) or uniform distributions across the gene, 
as in bzl (DOONER and MARTINEZ-FEREZ 1997). 
Variations in meiotic recombination rates occur not only among various regions of the 
genome but also among genetic backgrounds (reviewed in SIMCHEN and STAMBERG 1969) as 
evidenced in both animals (KOEHLER et al. 2002) and plants. In Arabidopsis, recombination 
rates vary among accessions (SANCHEZ-MORAN et al. 2002). In maize, heterogeneity in 
recombination frequencies has been well documented within combelt (BEAVIS and GRANT 1991; 
TULSIERAM et al. 1992), combelt x exotic germplasm (TULSIERAM et al. 1992), synthetic (FATMI 
et al. 1993), exotic and teosinte-maize hybrid (WILLIAMS et al. 1995) mapping populations and 
has often confounded the generation of composite genetic maps. Recombination rates in 
intervals with heterogenous frequencies varied two-to-three fold among diverse mapping 
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populations (WILLIAMS et al. 1995). Within a mapping population, recombination frequencies 
both in adjacent (TULSIERAM et al. 1992) and between genetically unlinked (BEAVIS and GRANT 
1991; FATMI el al. 1993) regions were often not correlated, demonstrating that recombination 
can be differentially regulated across a chromosome. But in addition, several intervals on 
different chromosomes were shown to have either negatively or positively correlated 
recombination frequencies (FATMI el al. 1993). Together, these studies suggest that the control 
of variation in recombination rates might be polygenic and that some factors might control 
specific genetic intervals. 
The heterogeneity in recombination frequencies among genetic backgrounds can be 
attributed to two general classes of genetic factors: cis and trans. Off-acting elements are genetic 
factors that affect recombination in the region the factor resides. A study of recombination 
across several teosinte al-sh2 intervals, each having large insertion/deletion polymorphisms 
(IDPs) as compared to maize, has revealed significant differences in recombination rates and 
distribution of recombination breakpoints across the interval caused by the action of cis factors 
(YAO and SCHNABLE 2005). Similarly, a not yet molecularly characterized cis factor increases 
recombination in the large A188 Shi-Bzl interval on maize chromosome 9S (TIMMERMANS et al. 
1997). 
In contrast to cis elements, trans-acting factors are genetic modifiers that are not closely 
linked to the interval in which they affect recombination. Trans modifiers might include factors 
involved in chromatin re-modeling, proteins involved in the recombination machinery and 
autonomous transposons. For example, the rate of COs increases near a Mu insertion in al in the 
presence of MuDR transposase (YANDEAU-NELSON et al. 2005). Also, recombination is affected 
on the maize chromosome 9 cl-shl and bzl-wxl intervals as well as chromosome 7 by a single 
unidentified trans factor (TIMMERMANS et al. 1997). The maize mapping studies described 
earlier establish recombination rate heterogeneity among genetic backgrounds and suggest that 
this variation is under polygenic control (i.e., multiple trans factors). However, these studies 
(FATMI et al. 1993; TULSIERAM et al. 1992) were unable to distinguish between the affects of cis-
and trans-acting genetic modifiers; both of which potentially influence recombination rates. 
Also, available data only suggest that rates of recombination differ among genetic backgrounds 
but the manner in which factors can affect the distribution of recombination breakpoints across a 
small physical distance containing both genie and non-genic intervals is unknown. 
To elucidate the effects of trans-acting modifiers specifically, these factors must be 
studied in the absence of polymorphic cis-acting effects. This can be achieved by studying 
recombination across an interval that is sequence-identical in several different genetic 
backgrounds. The 140-kb al-sh2 interval on maize chromosome 3L is an ideal system in which 
to study how trans factors modulate both recombination rates and the distribution of 
recombination breakpoints across an interval because: 1) recombination events across the 
interval are easily identified by non-parental kernel phenotypes; 2) high-resolution mapping of 
recombination breakpoints is straightforward due to a significant degree of sequence 
polymorphism between the Al Sh2 haplotypes and the availability of previously developed IDP 
marker across much of the interval (Xu et al. 1995; YAO et al. 2002); and 3) the interval is 
multi-genic (YAO et al. 2002) which allows for the study of how trans-acting factors 
differentially affect recombination across genie and non-genic regions. 
A sequence identical alr.rdt sh2 interval that had been introgressed into three unique 
genetic backgrounds (maize inbreds A632, Oh43 and W64A) was used to assess the extent to 
which trans-acting genetic modifiers that were polymorphic among the backgrounds affect 
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meiotic recombination in the -0.1 cM al-sh2 interval. This study reveals that trans-acting 
factors can influence both rates of recombination and distribution of recombination breakpoints 
within conserved hot and cold spots and can convert an average spot to a hot spot. The 
modifier(s) affecting recombination across this small interval on chromosome 3L do not appear 
to differentially affect recombination among genetic backgrounds in the same way across an 
interval on chromosome 1S suggesting that at least some Zrans-acting factors affect specific 
regions of the genome. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Genetic stocks: The shrunken-2 (sh2) gene is located on chromosome 3 about 0.1 cM 
centromere distal to the al locus (CIVARDI et al. 1994). Mutations at these loci condition 
shrunken and colorless kernel phenotypes, respectively. The alr.rdt sh2 haplotype 
(GenBank accession AF072704) was described previously (reviewed in Xu et al. 1995). The 
Al-LC Sh2 haplotype (GenBank accessions AF434192, AF347696, AF363390, X05068, and 
AF363391) is derived from the inbred, Line C (LC), a color-converted version of W22. 
The al::rdt sh2 (A632)7, al::rdt sh2 (Oh43)9 and alr.rdt sh2 (W64A)6 genetic stocks 
were gifts from DR. DAVID GLOVER (Purdue University). To generate these stocks, the 
inbreds A632, Oh43 and W64A were crossed by a line that was homozygous for the alr.rdt 
sh2 haplotype. Using the al and sh2 mutants as markers the alrrdt sh2 haplotype was 
backcrossed into the inbreds for seven, nine and six generations to generate the trans stocks 
alr.rdt sh2 (A632)7, alr.rdt sh2 (Oh43)9 and alr.rdt sh2 (W64A)6, respectively. The trans 
stocks were self-pollinated to generate homozygous alrrdt sh2 sources in each of the three 
genetic backgrounds. These stocks are ideal for studying the effects of trans-acting genetic 
modifiers on recombination across the al-sh2 interval because the presence of an identical 
al-sh.2 interval in each of the three backgrounds ensures that the c «'-factors that affect 
recombination within the al-sh2 interval are identical in each of the inbred backgrounds. 
Isolation of genetic recombinants and estimations of genetic distances: 
Recombinants across al-sh2: To identify recombinants that resolve between al and sh2, 
each of the three inbred trans stocks was used as a male onto the inbred Line C (Cross 1). 
Recombination was measured in the three resulting trans stock/Line C Fis, i.e., A632/LC, 
Oh43/LC and W64A/LC via testcrosses (Cross 2) as described by YAO (2005; 2002). 
Cross 1 : Al-LC Sh2/Al-LC Sh2 (Line C) X al::rdt sh2/al::rdt sh2 (trans stock) 
Cross 2: Al-LCSh2/al::rdtsh2 (Fi from Cross 1) X alr.rdt sh2/alr.rdt sh2 
Progeny from Cross 2 segregated for parental colored round and colorless shrunken kernels. 
Rare kernels with non-parental phenotypes (viz., colored shrunken and colorless round) 
putatively carry recombination events between al and sh2. Because the original A632, Oh43 
and W64A inbreds are recessive for rl, a gene that encodes a transcription factor that acts 
upstream of al in anthocyanin biosynthesis, colorless round (al 'Sh2) kernels could be 
generated due to the absence of rl and not because of resolution of a recombination 
breakpoint between al and sh2. For this reason, only the colored shrunken (Al 'sh2) 
recombinant class was analyzed in this study. Putative Al 'sh2 recombinant kernels from 
each inbred background were tested, confirmed and made homozygous as described in Xu et 
al. (1995). The actual number of Al ' sh2 recombinants isolated from each genetic 
background was estimated from the frequency of confirmed recombinants out of the total 
number analyzed. 
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Recombinants across Chr IS: To identify genetic intervals unlinked to the al-sh2 interval 
on chromosome 3L, approximately 1000 insertion/deletion polymorphism (IDP) genetic 
markers developed by the Maize Genetic Mapping Project (http://maize-
mapping.plantgenomics.iastate.edu/) and genetically mapped to chromosomes 1-2, and 4-10 
were surveyed. The criteria for selecting genetic intervals were that: 1) they be defined by 
two IDP markers that were 1-20 cM apart; 2) each IDP marker was polymorphic between 
Line C (the Al Sh2 haplotype used in Cross 1) and the three trans stocks; and 3) the genetic 
interval could be assayed in each of the three trans stock experiments. Two intervals 
meeting these criteria were identified on chromosome IS: interval 1S.1 defined by mapping 
markers IDP 194 and IDP254 and 1 S.2 defined by markers IDPl 12 and IDP643. The IDP 194 
and IDP254 markers were designed from MEST19-B03 (Genbank accession BG841229) and 
MEST129-G08 (Genbank accession BM333984) and map to 115.60 cM and 115.00 cM, 
respectively on the maize IDP body map version 4 
(http://magi.plantgenomics.iastate.edu/cgi-bin/cmap). Markers IDPl 12 and IDP643 were 
designed from MEST19-B03 (Genbank accession BG841229) and MEST129-G08 (Genbank 
accession BM333984) and map to positions 82.8 cM and 84.6 cM, respectively. 
Mapping populations were generated by crossing a single F1 plant from Cross 1 for 
each of the trans stocks to the inbred B77 (Cross 3). 
Cross 3: B77 X Al-LCSh2/al::rdtsh2 (Fi from Cross 1) 
Consequently, the progeny of Cross 3 potentially carry alleles from the specific trans 
stock, Line C and B77. B77 was selected as the female parent for Cross 3 because when 
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tested with a sample of IDP markers across the genome it showed a high frequency of 
polymorphisms relative to Line C and each of the three trans stocks (data not shown). 
Recombination rates across 1S.1 and 1S.2 were assayed in populations of -700 seedlings 
derived from progeny of Cross 3 in each genetic background. Recombinants across each 
interval were identified as those individuals having non-parental combinations of genotypes 
at the two linked loci in each interval. Genetic distances in each background were calculated 
using the total number of recombinants identified in each trans stock and the total number of 
seedlings analyzed. 
Genotypes were determined using PCR primers IDP112F, 5'-
CTGTGACATGTTTGATGCCC-3 ', IDP112R, 5 ' -GGTGATGACCACGTACAAGC-3 ', and 
IDP112AW, 5-CCC TGC TGA TAG TGA TAG AC-3'; IDP643F, 5'-
ACCCTC ATCTT C AGC AG TCG-3' and IDP643R, 5 ' -GGT G A AACGGC AGT AC A AGG-
3'; IDP194F, 5'-GACAGATCCCTAACACTTGGG-3' and IDP194R, 5'-
AACAAGGC A ACCTGTG AAGC-3 ' ; IDP254F, 5 ' - AT GTT GGTT G AGCCT CTTGG-3 ' and 
IDP254R, 5 ' - GATT C AG AG AG AGT GCATGGC-3 '. 
Seed sterilization, germination and DNA isolation: Colored shrunken kernels that were 
homozygous for recombinant^ / 'sh2 haplotypes originally isolated from Cross 2 and -700 
colorless round kernels from each genetic background derived from Cross 3 were germinated 
in 96-well flats. PCR-ready DNA was isolated as described (DIETRICH et al. 2002). 
Due to fungal contamination, many shrunken kernels do not germinate in the soil. 
For these recombinants, a second aliquot of shrunken kernels were sterilized with pure bleach 
(Clorox) for one minute and then rinsed repeatedly (10-15 times) with sterile water. 
Sterilized kernels were plated on moistened autoclaved germination paper (Anchor Paper, St. 
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Paul, MN) in sterile petri dishes, treated with 0.5% Captan 50-W fungicide (Platte Chemical 
Co., Fremont, NE) and covered with activated charcoal. Seeds were germinated at 28C for 
five to seven days. Seeds were transferred to new plates, watered and covered with fresh 
charcoal every one to two days. Tissue was collected from coleoptiles and DNA isolation 
was as described above. 
Physically mapping recombination breakpoints: Recombination breakpoints across the 
al-sh2 interval were mapped relative to eight IDP markers that had previously been 
identified between the Al-LCSh2 and alr.rdt sh2 haplotypes (YAO et al. 2002). These 
markers separated the al-sh2 interval into eight informative sub-intervals (Figure 1); 
intervals are numbered according to YAO et al. (2002). Allele-specific primers not described 
by YAO et al. (2002) are listed below. Primers that when paired recognize a size 
polymorphism between the two haplotypes are XL3, 5'- ATGAG CGGGAGCCTATG-3' 
and XL4, 5'-TCAG CATCCATACCATTG-3 '. Allele-specific and size polymorphism 
primers are shown in Figure 1 A. 
The breakpoints associated with greater than 85% of the confirmed recombinants 
from the A632 (90%; 117/130), Oh43 (87%; 155/178) and W64A (85%; 185/219) genetic 
backgrounds were physically mapped. It was not possible to map the remainder due to 
difficulties in obtaining homozygous recombinant chromosomes or in germinating shrunken 
kernels. 
Statistical methods: For each physical interval examined, genetic distances (cM) were 
compared among genetic backgrounds using x2 homogeneity tests. For the genetic distances 
between al and sh2, the corrected number of A1 'sh2 recombinants (Table 1) was doubled 
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because the reciprocal class, al 'Sh2, was not analyzed. This analysis makes the reasonable 
assumption that the rates at which the two recombinant classes arise are equal. 
Statistical methods and population size adjustments were performed as described by 
YAO and SCHNABLE (2005). The actual numbers of mapped recombinants and the adjusted 
population sizes were used for subsequent x2 homogeneity tests. Pearson x2 tests were 
conducted as described by YAO and SCHNABLE (2005) to compare the actual recombinant 
breakpoint distribution in each genetic background across al-sh2 to 1) the expected 
distribution if recombination across the interval was equal to the genome-wide average (2.4 
cM/Mb) and 2) the expected distribution of recombinants if the rate of recombination across 
each subinterval was equal to the average recombination rate across the entire al-sh2 
interval. In this study, rates of recombination were compared to a genome-wide average 
recombination rate of 2.4 cM/Mb. This is an updated rate as compared to the 2.1 cM/Mb rate 
(YAO et al. 2002) based on a more recent maize genetic map that consists of 5917 cM (LEE 
et al. 2002). 
The expected numbers of recombinants for each subinterval were calculated using the 
subinterval distances measured in the Line C haplotype (Figure 1 A). The sizes of each 
subinterval were previously determined via sequencing or DNA gel blot analyses (YAO et 
al., 2002). For the alr.rdt sh2 haplotype, interval sizes were determined using the genomic 
sequence from al to yzl of this haplotype (GenBank accession AF072704) for subintervals II 
(1.7 kb), III (1.34 kb), IV (0.4 kb), V (80 bp), VI (2.2 kb), VII (620 bp) and VIII (3.7 kb). To 
test if the use of subinterval sizes from Line C affects comparisons of recombination rates to 
the genome wide and to the al-sh2 interval average rates of recombination, the expected 
numbers of recombinants and the corresponding statistical analyses were also conducted 
using subinterval sizes from the al::rdt sh2 haplotype. Because the significance or non-
significance for each subinterval was not altered by which haplotype was used to determine 
sizes of each subinterval, only statistical analyses using subinterval sizes measured in Line C 
are presented. 
To investigate which subintervals contribute to the different breakpoint distributions 
among the backgrounds, an exploratory statistical analysis was conducted. Freeman-Halton 
tests as described in YAO and SCHNABLE (2005) were conducted where each subinterval was 
successively removed (and then replaced) from the analysis. If the recombination rates in a 
subinterval were contributing to differences in breakpoint distributions across the entire 
interval, then upon removal of this subinterval (or group of subintervals) the backgrounds 
should no longer differ significantly. 
RESULTS 
The genetic distance between al and sh2 varies among genetic backgrounds: A common 
alr.rdt sh2 interval was introgressed into the inbred lines A632, Oh43 and W64A for 
multiple generations (Methods). Each of the resulting "trans " stocks contains a sequence-
identical alr.rdt sh2 interval on chromosome 3L, while the bulk of its genome is expected to 
be derived from the recurrent parent: i.e., A632, Oh43 and W64A. To analyze the effects of 
genetic background on recombination across the al-sh2 interval, each of the trans stocks 
were crossed to the inbred Line C. Because each of the resulting Fis are identically 
heterozygous at the al-sh2 interval (Al-LC Sh2/alrrdt sh2), the only modifiers of 
recombination that are expected to differ among these three F,s should be outside of the al-
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sh2 interval. Hence, any observed differences in meiotic recombination across the al-sh2 
interval among the three genetic backgrounds can be attributed specifically to trans factors. 
Meiotic recombination events that resolved between al and sh2 and yielded colored 
shrunken kernels (Al 'sh2) were identified from Cross 2 (Methods). The colorless round 
class (al 'Sh2) was not analyzed for reasons described in the Methods section. Each of the 
genetic backgrounds exhibited a statistically different rate of recombination across the al-sh2 
interval and these rates varied almost two-fold (Table 1). 
The distribution of recombination breakpoints varies among genetic backgrounds: 
Rates of recombination across the al-sh2 interval differ significantly due to the action of 
trans-acting modifier(s). To determine whether these trans-acting factors also affect the 
distributions of meiotic recombination breakpoints across genie and non-genic regions in this 
interval, recombination breakpoints isolated from each genetic background were mapped 
relative to sequence polymorphisms between the Al-LC Sh2 and alr.rdt sh2 haplotypes 
(Methods). Because the al-sh2 intervals present in each of the genetic backgrounds were 
identical, breakpoints could be mapped relative to the same sequence polymorphisms, 
thereby facilitating comparisons among genetic backgrounds. 
In each background the recombination breakpoints were not randomly distributed 
across the al-sh2 interval (p < 4.0e"39). Indeed, over 95% of the recombinants isolated from 
each background mapped within the al-yzl interval (subintervals II-VIII; Figure 1C-D) that 
comprises only -10% of the physical length of al-sh2. The majority of the remaining 
recombinants resolved at the 3' end of xl (subinterval X; Figure 1C-D). These observations 
are consistent with previously described distributions of recombination breakpoints across 
the al-sh2 interval (YAO and SCHNABLE 2005; YAO et al. 2002). 
The distributions of recombination breakpoints across the eight al-sh2 subintervals 
defined by sequence polymorphisms between the Al-LC Sh2 and al::rdt sh2 haplotypes 
(Figure 1) were compared among genetic backgrounds (Methods). The distribution of 
breakpoints in the Oh43/LC background differed significantly from the distributions in both 
the A632/LC and W64A/LC backgrounds (Table 3). This finding indicates that trans-acting 
factors that are polymorphic in the Oh43/LC background as compared to the other two 
genetic backgrounds affect not only rates of recombination across the entire al-sh2 interval 
but also the distribution of recombination breakpoints within this interval. Using the 
exploratory statistical analysis described in the Methods it was possible to establish that in 
the Oh43/LC background the interloop (subinterval VI) and the yzl gene (subinterval VIII) 
were the most significant contributors to the differences in the distribution of breakpoints 
across the al-sh2 interval. 
Recombination hot and cold spots are mostly conserved among genetic backgrounds: 
As defined by YAO and SCHNABLE (2005) "global" recombination hot and cold spots are 
regions that exhibit rates of recombination that are either higher or lower than the genome-
wide average rate of recombination (2.4 cM/Mb). "Local" recombination hot and cold spots 
are regions that have rates of recombination that are higher and lower than the average rate of 
recombination across the entire al-sh.2 interval in the genetic background being examined. 
"Average" spots exhibit rates of recombination that do not differ significantly from the 
genome-wide average. 
All three recombination hot spots previously identified by YAO et al. (2002) in the 
same Al-LC Sh2/al::rdt sh2 heterozygote used in the current study but in another genetic 
background (the al gene [Subinterval II], the yzl gene [Subinterval VIII], and the apparently 
non-genic interloop [Subinterval VI]) are global and local recombination hotspots in all three 
genetic backgrounds (Figure IB; Table 2). Similarly, two intergenic regions and one gene 
(xl) identified by YAO et al. (2002) as recombination cold spots (Subintervals IX, X and XI-
XIII, Table 2), are also cold spots in all three genetic backgrounds analyzed in this study. 
Trans-acting factors affect rates of recombination within hot spots: As discussed above, 
the al (subinterval II) and yzl (subinterval VIII) genes and the non-genic interloop 
(subinterval VI) are conserved global recombination hot spots in each of the three genetic 
backgrounds (Table 2). If fram-acting modifiers affect each subinterval equally, the rates of 
recombination in each subinterval should be highest and lowest in the genetic backgrounds 
that have the largest (i.e., A632/LC) and smallest genetic distances (i.e., Oh43/LC), 
respectively, across the entire al-sh2 interval (Table 1). Because this is often not true 
(Figure 1; Table 3), we conclude that trans-acting factor(s) that are polymorphic among the 
genetic backgrounds are differentially affecting rates of recombination within the conserved 
hot spots. 
The most noticeable example of this occurs in yzl (subinterval VIII; Figure 1A) in the 
Oh43/LC background. Among the three backgrounds, the rate of recombination across al-
sh2 is lowest in Oh43/LC (0.607 cM/Mb) and consistent with this low rate, most subintervals 
show the lowest rate of recombination in this background (Figure IB). However, more than 
half of the recombination events isolated in the Oh43 background resolve in yzl (Figure 1C-
D) and the corresponding rate of recombination is 23-fold higher than the rate across al-sh2 
(p value -0; Table 2) in this background, making yzl the most recombinationally active 
region in Oh43/LC. In contrast, only -40% of the breakpoints associated with recombinants 
isolated in the A632/LC and W64A/LC genetic backgrounds resolve within yzl (Figure 1C). 
The recombination rate in yzl is -seven-, -six- and -five-fold hotter than the genome-wide 
rate in the A632/LC, Oh43/LC and W64A/LC genetic backgrounds, respectively, with no 
significant differences in recombination rates among the backgrounds (Figure IB; Table 3). 
In each of the backgrounds, the rate of recombination in each of the sub-intervals of yzl did 
not differ significantly from the rate of recombination for the entire gene (p value > 0.05) 
and, further, the recombination rates in each of the sub-intervals of yzl did not differ 
significantly among the backgrounds (data not shown). 
Trans-acting modifiers can convert a region with an average recombination rate into a 
hot spot: Although their levels of recombination activity vary, recombination hot and cold 
spots are generally conserved among the three genetic backgrounds. The exception, 
however, is subinterval VII, a non-genic region proximal to yzl. While no recombination 
was observed in this interval in another genetic background (YAO et al. 2002), in the 
A632/LC genetic background subinterval VII is -three-fold more recombinationally active 
than the genome wide average (7.4 cM/Mb; p value=0.018; Figure IB) and -seven-fold 
hotter than the average rate across al-sh2 in the A632/LC background (p value=7.1e"06; 
Table 2). In the W64A/LC background, however, subinterval VII is an average spot when 
compared to the genome-wide average, but locally, it is -three times more recombinationally 
active than the average rate across al-sh2 (p value= 0.03). In Oh43, subinterval VII is an 
average spot both globally and locally (Figure IB, Table 2). In summary, this interval is 
more recombinationally active in each of the genetic backgrounds in this study as compared 
to the sequence-identical interval in the Line C background (YAO et al. 2002). 
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Genetic distances of genetic intervals on chromosome 1: The genetic distances between al 
and sh2 differ significantly among the three genetic backgrounds tested in this study. To 
address the question of whether trans-acting modifiers that affect recombination across the 
al-sh2 interval of chromosome 3 are global or specific modifiers of recombination, 
recombination was assayed in -700 progeny of Cross 3 in two intervals on chromosome 1 
(intervals 1S.1 and 1S.2) in the three genetic backgrounds. Intervals 1S.1 and IS.2 are 
separated by 30.4 cM on chromosome IS in the maize IBM mapping population 
(IBMIDP+MMPbody map version 4.0; http://magi.plantgenomics.iastate.edu/cgi-
bin/cmap). In both intervals, the genetic distances were highest in the A632 background 
consistent with results in al-sh2 and, unlike in the al-sh2 interval, lowest in W64A (Table 
4). Therefore, the relationships between genetic distances among the genetic backgrounds 
differ between the intervals examined on chromosome IS and the al-sh2 interval on 3L. 
DISCUSSION 
Trans-acting genetic modifiers affect rates of recombination in the al-sh2 interval: 
Previous studies have established that the genetic sizes of chromosomes and entire genomes 
can vary among different maize inbreds and genetic stocks (BEAVIS and GRANT 1991; FATMI 
et al. 1993; TULSIERAM et al. 1992; WILLIAMS et al. 1995). Such heterogeneity in rates of 
recombination among genomes can be due to both cis- and/or /"ram"-acting genetic modifiers. 
Because each of the three inbred stocks used in this study contain a sequence-identical al-
sh2 interval, elements that affect recombination in cis are the same in each background. 
Therefore, this is the first molecular analysis in either plants or animals for which differences 
in recombination can be directly attributed to ^raw-acting modifiers. 
To enhance our ability to identify inbred backgrounds that exhibit polymorphic trans­
acting factors, recombination was assayed in three genetically distinct maize inbreds. A632 
is a Stiff Stalk (SS) Reid Yellow Dent inbred, while the Non-Stiff Stalk (NSS) inbreds Oh43 
and W64A (http://statgen.ncsu.edu/buckler/germplasm/lines.htm), are members of the 
Lancaster Sure Crop and the Hy:T8:Wf 9 subgrouping (Liu et al. 2003), respectively. A632 
and Oh43 are among the six inbreds that contribute to -70% of all hybrids in the United 
States (NASS and PATERNIANI 2000). 
Rates of recombination between al and sh2 varied up to -two fold among these three 
genetic backgrounds (Table 1). This establishes that trans-acting modifiers can affect rates of 
recombination and not surprisingly, the effects of these factors vary among the inbreds within 
different heterotic groups. 
Trans effects on a multi genic interval: Unlike previous studies of /raw-acting effects that 
used large genetic (and physical) intervals with uncharacterized molecular structures 
(TIMMERMANS et al. 1997) or studies that compare genetic sizes among different genetic 
maps (BEAVIS and GRANT 1991; FATMI et al. 1993; TULSIERAM et al. 1992; WILLIAMS et al. 
1995), analysis of the well characterized multi-genic al-sh2 interval (Figure 1A) allowed for 
observation of the effects of trans-acting modifiers in defined genie and intergenic regions. 
It was possible that trans-acting modifiers uniformly affect rates of recombination across the 
al-sh2 interval. On the other hand, trans factors could differently affect the numbers of 
breakpoints resolving to various subintervals in the three backgrounds. If the trans-acting 
factor(s) affected only rates but not patterns of recombination, the distributions of 
recombination breakpoints across the al-sh2 interval would not differ significantly among 
the genetic backgrounds. Even though >95% of recombination events in each of the 
backgrounds resolved in the proximal -10% of the al-sh2 interval, the patterns of breakpoint 
resolution across the entire interval still differed significantly among the backgrounds. 
Although recombination hot and cold spots are largely conserved among the genetic 
backgrounds (Figure IB, Table 2), the rates within recombination hot spots are affected by 
fraw-acting factors that are polymorphic among the backgrounds (Table 3). For example, in 
the Oh43/LC genetic background trans-acting factor(s) have seemingly redirected 
recombination events that might normally resolve within the non-genic interloop (subinterval 
VI) to yzl (subinterval VIII) such that the resulting rate of recombination in yzl does not 
differ significantly from the rates in the A632/LC and W64A/LC genetic backgrounds. In 
each of the conserved recombination hot spots, the relationships between recombination rates 
among the backgrounds vary (Table 3). This demonstrates that the /raw-acting modifier(s) 
polymorphic among the genetic backgrounds studied can dial up or dial down the rates of 
recombination within particular hot spots. 
7><ms'-acting modifier(s) affecting recombination in this study are affecting not only 
the overall rate of recombination between al and sh2 but also the distributions of 
recombinants across this interval. This observation is in direct contrast to the ^raw-acting 
autonomous transposon MuDR that increased the rate of recombination at an al allele 
containing a Mul insertion but did not change the distribution of recombinant breakpoints as 
compared to patterns observed in other al alleles (YANDEAU-NELSON et al. 2005). This 
suggests, not surprisingly, that different types of ^raw-acting modifiers will affect 
recombination in different ways. 
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Trans-acting modifier(s) can act as hot and cold switches in a region of lower sequence 
similarity: Although there are exceptions (YAO et al. 2002), in general, plant genes are 
recombination hot spots and non-genic regions are cold spots (reviewed in PUCHTA and 
HOHN 1996; SCHNABLE et al. 1998). Indeed, non-genic subintervals IX and XI-XIII are both 
local and global cold spots (Figure IB, Table 2) in each of the three genetic backgrounds. In 
striking contrast, the non-genic subinterval VII is both a global and local hot spot in the 
A632/LC and a local hot spot in the W64A/LC genetic backgrounds (Table 2). Subinterval 
VII is another example of a non-genic region that is a recombination hot spot. Therefore, 
/ram-acting modifiers are able to not only alter rates of recombination within hot spots but 
can also switch these hot spots on and off. 
Recombination hotspots have been shown to be "dialed down" by sequence 
heterology (cw-acting elements) in many organisms, including within the maize al-sh2 
interval (YAO and SCHNABLE 2005), by a mechanism involving mismatch repair proteins 
(reviewed in BORTS et al. 2000; EVANS and ALANI 2000; MODRICH and LAHUE 1996; 
SCHOFIELD and HSIEH 2003). At the maize bzl locus, as little as 1.5% sequence divergence 
reduces rates of recombination two fold (DOONER 2002). In subinterval VII, the level of 
sequence heterology between the Line C haplotype and the al::rdt-sh2 haplotype present in 
each genetic background is 3.1%. Even with this relatively high degree of heterology, the 
rate of recombination in A632 is -three-fold higher than the average rate of recombination in 
the genome (7.4 cM/Mb vs. 2.4 cM/Mb; Table 2). This demonstrates that trans-acting 
modifiers in the A632/LC and W64A/LC (where recombination in this subinterval is also 
increased but to a lesser extent) backgrounds can overcome the suppression of recombination 
that often occurs between heterologous sequences. Further, this establishes that high 
sequence identity, a co-acting factor, is not the only criterion that dictates whether a region is 
a recombination hot or cold spot. 
Comparison of cis- and trans-acting effects on recombination: Both cis- and trans-acting 
factors can potentially affect the rate of recombination in a given interval. Only by studying 
each type of factor in the absence of the other (e.g., trans in the absence of polymorphic cis-
effects), is it possible to assess how these two categories similarly and differently affect 
recombination. To that end, the al-sh2 interval in maize is the first region for which the 
effects of trans-acting modifiers on recombination (this study) can be compared to the effects 
of c«--acting elements on recombination that were characterized among different al-sh2 
teosinte intervals introgressed into maize (YAO and SCHNABLE 2005). 
Both the cis- and trans-acting modifiers in the two studies affect recombination 
similarly in that, in both studies, most of the recombination breakpoints resolve in the 
proximal -10% of the al-sh2 interval. Together, these studies suggest that although cis- and 
fraw-effects on recombination in the al-sh2 interval are, in general, similar, the co-elements 
represented in the teosinte al-sh2 intervals affect recombination to a greater extent than do 
the fraw-acting modifiers that are polymorphic in the A632/LC, Oh43/LC and W64A/LC 
genetic backgrounds. For example, in a subinterval containing the interloop (subinterval VI 
in this study), which is a recombination hot spot in each of the trans stocks, c« -elements act 
to make this region an average, cold and hot spot in the three different intervals studied. 
Such comparisons are, however, limited because the ^raw-acting modifiers in the cis studies 
most likely differ from those in the inbred backgrounds in this study. 
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Do the trans-acting factors act globally or on specific genetic intervals? Trans-acting 
modifiers of meiotic recombination (reviewed in WAHLS 1998) have been divided into two 
categories, those that affect recombination across the entire genome and those that act only 
on specific genetic intervals (CATCHESIDE 1977). Global trans-acting modifiers are most 
likely proteins intimately involved in the mechanisms of recombination (reviewed in VAN 
DEN BOSCH et al. 2002). For example, in yeast rates of meiotic CO are globally reduced in 
mutants of DNA polymerase ô (MALOISEL et al. 2004). In maize, desynaptic (Ji et al. 1999), 
which is involved in telomere bouquet formation during meiosis, affects recombination 
across the genome (BASS et al. 2003). 
To test whether or not the trans-acting factors that affect the al-sh2 interval are 
global modifiers, in each genetic background recombination was assayed in two intervals 
genetically unlinked to al-sh2. In both intervals on chromosome 1, the relationships among 
genetic distances were the same. However, these relationships differed from that seen in the 
al-sh2 interval (compare Tables 1 and 4). This could be due to the same trans-acting 
modifier(s) within a genetic background differentially affecting recombination in 
chromosomes IS and 3L. Alternatively, different region-specific modifiers could be acting 
on at least portions of each of the two chromosomes. In addition, because the 1S.1 and IS.2 
intervals are most likely not sequence-identical among the backgrounds we cannot rule out 
the possibility that a combination of both trans- and cis-acting elements is affecting 
recombination in these intervals. Hence, these results suggest, but do not prove, that the 
trans-acting modifiers detected in this study do not have global effects and are instead 
region-specific. 
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Region-specific trans-acting modifiers have been characterized in 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe (DE VEAUX et al. 1992; DEVEAUX and SMITH 1994; 
KRAWCHUK et al. 1999; Li et al. 1997; PRYCE et al. 2005) and Saccharomyces ceriviseae 
(ROCKMILL and ROEDER 1990) and the effects of chromatin organization on double-strand 
break formation and subsequent meiotic recombination repair has been extensively 
demonstrated in many organisms (reviewed in LIGHTEN 2001; PETES 2001) including plant 
species (reviewed in SCHUERMANN et al. 2005). In S. pombe reclO, a protein involved in the 
formation of lateral elements, is required for the activation of some but not all M26-
containing recombination hot spots (PRYCE et al. 2005). In this case, higher order chromatin 
structure affects recombination at a known hot spot. Trans-acting modifiers involved in 
chromatin organization or remodeling might be responsible for the transformation of the non-
genic subinterval VII from an average spot in Oh43/LC to a hot spot in the A632/LC genetic 
background by opening the chromatin and allowing access by the recombination machinery. 
If so, trans-acting modifiers of chromatin most likely act in context of local structures (e.g., 
sequence motifs). 
Region-specific ^raw-acting modifiers could also include proteins (e.g., transcription 
factors) of which binding to specific cis-acting elements [e.g., unique sequence motifs (KON 
et al. 1997; PRYCE et al. 2005; WAHLS and SMITH 1994) or promoters] is necessary for 
activation of recombination hot spots as seen in a hot spots in yeast (reviewed in LIGHTEN 
and GOLDMAN 1995; PETES 2001). Such interactions between cis-acting elements and trans­
acting modifiers, if they occur in al-sh2, must be due to differences among the trans-acting 
modifiers (e.g., binding specificity or affinity for the co-element) because the al-sh2 
intervals are sequence-identical among the genetic backgrounds. 
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TABLE 1 
Genetic distances across a common al-sh2 interval in three genetic backgrounds 
Genetic No. No. No. No. No. Correct Population Genetic Distances 
Background Isolated" Recovered6 Tested0 Confirmed^ Recombinants6 Sizes (cM/ 
A632/LC 229 138 130 130 229 320,718 0.143 ±0.000667 
OH43/LC 323 188 188 178 306 758,271 0.081 ±0.00033 
W64A/LC 442 219 219 219 442 704,077 0.126 ±0.000442 
"Number of putative colored shrunken recombinants isolated from Cross 2 (Methods). 
^Number of putative recombinants successfully propagated. 
dumber of putative recombinants whose validity was tested (Methods). 
^Number of putative recombinants confirmed. 
^Number of correct recombinants = No. Isolated x (No. Confirmed/No. Tested). 
^Genetic distance= 100 x No. Correct Recombinants x 2/Population Size. Because colorless round recombinants were not isolated, genetic distances 
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° 'P values are shown for goodness-of-fit tests used to compare the observed recombination rate in each subinterval with (a) the average 
rate of recombination (cM/Mb) across the al-sh2 interval in each genetic background and (b) the average rate of recombination in the 
genome (2.4 cM/Mb). This genome rate of 2.4 cM/Mb is an updated estimate based on a new maize genetic map that consists of 5917 cM 
(Lee et al. 2002) as compared to the rate previously used (Yao et al. 2002). Arrows (Î and j) denote significantly higher and lower rates 
of recombination (p value < 0.05), respectively, than the rate to which it was compared. For subintervals with significant p values, the 
fold-difference between rates is shown in parentheses. 
Hot and cold spots are intervals that have higher and lower rates of recombination, respectively, than the rates to which they are 
compared. Global and local spots significantly differ from the average genome and the al-sh2 interval rates of recombination, 
respectively. Average spots do not significantly differ from either the global or local rates. 
'For genetic backgrounds that have no recombination in a given subinterval, the fold-difference with the rate to which it is compared 
cannot be calculated. NA, not applicable. 
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TABLE 3 
Statistical analysis of rates of recombination among genetic backgrounds 
Subintervals" Comparisons among genetic 
backgrounds6 
II A>W, 0 O0.019); W=0 (0.05) 
III W>A (0.048); A, W=0 (aO.36) 
VI A=W(0.36); A, W>0(s3.0e5) 
VII A>0 (0.049); A, 0=W (&0.24) 
VIII A=0=W (is0.24) 
IX A=0=W (*0.38) 
X A-0=W #.16) 
XI-XIII A=0=W (fc0.29) 
"The distribution of breakpoints across the entire al-sh2 interval in the Oh43/LC background differed 
significantly from the distributions in both the A632/LC (p=0.013) and W64A/LC (p=0.0008) backgrounds. 
6 For each subinterval, statistically significant relationships among rates of recombination in the A632/LC 
(A), Oh43/LC (O) and W64A/LC (W) genetic backgrounds are shown. The p values associated with %2 
homogeneity tests are in parenthesis. In a given subinterval, rates of recombination between backgrounds 
are shown as equal if p >0.05. 
TABLE 4 
Genetic distances across two genetic intervals unlinked to al-sh.2 in three genetic backgrounds 
1S.1 Interval IS.2 Interval 
Genetic No. Population Genetic No. Population Genetic 
Background Recombinants" Sizes Distances Recombinants" Sizes Distances (cM) 
(cM) 
A632/LC 15 704 2.13 ±0.06* 5 729 0.69 ± 0.03c 
Oh43/LC 15 717 2.09 ± 0.05 1 705 0.14 ±0.01 
W64A/LC 6 678 0.89 ± 0.046 0 678 C 
"Total number from the two expected classes of recombinants. 
b The 2.4-fold larger genetic distance in A632 as compared to W64A is weakly supported (p value=0.058). 
cThe genetic distance in A632 is higher than inW64A (p value=0.03). 
FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Distributions of recombination breakpoints across the al-sh2 interval in the 
A632/LC, Oh43/LC and W64A/LC genetic backgrounds. (A) A schematic diagram of the 
al::rdt sh2 and Al-LC Sh2 haplotypes in which boxes represent genes. Subintervals are 
defined by allele-specific PGR primers designed at sequence polymorphisms that distinguish 
the haplotypes and are numbered according to YAO et al. (2002). Allele-specific primers are 
indicated by arrows above the haplotype they specifically amplify. The size of each 
subinterval in the Line C haplotype is listed. As compared to YAO et al. (2002), subintervals 
XI, XII and XIII have been combined into a single interval (XI-XIII). Because subintervals 
IV and V are very small and no recombinants mapped to these subintervals, they are 
considered not informative in this study. (B) Rates of recombination in each subinterval. The 
* and ** denote significant differences relative to the genome-wide average recombination 
rate at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively. The rates of recombination in subintervals IX 
and XI-XIII are so low that they are not visible on this graph. Subinterval X contains the 3 ' 
portion of xl. Even if all of the recombinants that resolved within subintervals XI-XIII 
resolved within xl, the rate of recombination in xl would still be significantly lower than the 
genome-wide average in each of the three backgrounds (p value < 0.002). (C) The percent of 
recombination breakpoints that mapped to each subinterval. (D) The number of 
recombination breakpoints that mapped to each subinterval. (C-D) In some cases, no 
breakpoints mapped to a subinterval in a given genetic background and, therefore, no bar is 
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CHAPTER 4. UNEQUAL SISTER CHROMATID AND HOMOLOG 
RECOMBINATION AT A TANDEM DUPLICATION OF THE al LOCUS IN 
MAIZE 
Marna D. Yandeau-Nelson, Yiji Xia, Jin Li, M. Gerald Neuffer and Patrick S. Schnable 
A paper to be submitted to Genetics 
ABSTRACT 
Tandemly arrayed duplicate genes are prevalent. The maize Al-b haplotype is a 
tandem duplication that consists of the components, a and |3. The rate of meiotic unequal 
recombination at Al-b is nine-fold higher when a homolog is present than when it is absent 
(i.e., hemizygote). When a sequence heterologous homolog is available, 94% of 
recombinants (264/281) are generated via recombination with the homolog rather than with 
the sister chromatid. In addition, 83% (220/264) of homolog recombination events involved 
a rather than (3. These results indicate that: 1) the homolog is the preferred template for 
unequal recombination, and 2) pairing configurations between homologs do not occur at 
random. The choice of recombination template (i.e., homolog versus sister chromatid) 
affects the distribution of recombination breakpoints within al. Rates of unequal 
recombination at Al-b are similar to the rate of recombination between non-duplicated al 
alleles. Unequal recombination is therefore common and is likely to be responsible for the 
generation of genetic variability, even within inbred lines. 
INTRODUCTION 
Tandemly arrayed duplicate genes are prevalent across species. As defined by 
ZHANG and GAUT (2003), tandemly arrayed duplicate genes are paralogs that are physically 
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separated on a chromosome by zero to ten unrelated "spacer genes". In C. elegans, 10% of 
mapped genes are tandem duplicates (SEMPLE and WOLFE 1999). At similar frequencies, 
tandemly arrayed duplicate genes are present in plant genomes, including within Arabidopsis 
(-12-16%; ARABIDOPSIS GENOME INITIATIVE 2000; ZHANG and GAUT 2003) and rice (14%; 
INTERNATIONAL RICE GENOME SEQUENCING PROJECT 2005). Within maize an even higher 
percentage of genes (-33%) are estimated to be members of tandem arrays (MESSING et al. 
2004). By virtue of their high level of shared sequence identity, paralogs within a tandemly 
arrayed duplicate gene family can misalign and pair unequally in meiosis. Unequal 
recombination between these unequally paired paralogs, or components, within a duplication 
can occur via the double strand break repair (DSBR) model (ALLERS and LIGHTEN 2001; SUN 
et al. 1991; SZOSTAK et al. 1983) of recombination. 
Unequal recombination between tandemly arrayed duplicate genes was first 
documented at the bar locus in Drosophila (STURTEVANT 1925). Since then, the process has 
been proposed as the mechanism for the evolution of many tandemly arrayed duplicate gene 
families (reviewed in ZHANG 2003) including the HOX genes (reviewed in GARCIA-
FERNANDEZ 2005), ribosomal DNA repeats (reviewed in PETES and PUKKILA 1995; 
WILLIAMS and ROBBINS 1992), and plant resistance genes (reviewed in LEISTER 2004) in 
lettuce (CHIN et al. 2001; KUANG et al. 2004) and in maize including the rpl (RAMAKRISHNA 
et al. 2002; RICHTER et al. 1995; SMITH and HULBERT 2005; SUDUPAK et al. 1993; SUN et al. 
2001) and rp3 (WEBB et al. 2002) gene clusters. Unequal recombination between tandemly 
duplicated genes can generate novel alleles as has been observed in rpl (SUN et al. 2001), 
rp3 (WEBB et al. 2002), R-r (DOONER and KERMICLE 1971; DOONER 1974; ROBBINS et al. 
1991; STADLER and NUFFER 1953; WALKER et al. 1995), bzl (DOONER and MARTINEZ-
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FEREZ 1997), knl (LOWE et al. 1992), the 27-kD zein (DAS et al. 1991) and pi (ZHANG and 
PETERSON 2005). 
Recombination, either between duplicate or single-copy genes, can occur between 
both sister chromatids (i.e., interchromatid recombination) and homologs (i.e., interhomolog 
recombination). At single-copy genes in yeast and mammals, mitotic reciprocal 
recombination occurs preferentially between sister chromatids (GONZALEZ-BARRERA et al. 
2003; reviewed in JOHNSON and JASIN 2001; KADYK and HARTWELL 1992) but with the 
onset of meiosis the preferred recombination template changes to the homolog (reviewed in 
KLECKNER 1996; PETES and PUKKILA 1995; ROEDER 1997). Similarly in yeast, unequal 
recombination between duplicated sequences occurs primarily between sister chromatids 
during mitosis (JACKSON and FINK 1981), whereas during meiosis, unequal interhomolog 
recombination occurs ten fold more frequently than interchromatid recombination (JACKSON 
and FINK 1985). 
In plants, unequal recombination occurs at the naturally occurring maize R-r and Al-b 
tandem duplications at rates ranging between 10"3 and 10"4 (DOONER and KERMICLE 1971; 
LAUGHNAN 1952). In the absence of molecular characterization it was not possible to 
distinguish between interhomolog and interchromatid recombination. Even so, the findings 
that 1) rates of unequal recombination at Al-b were higher in the presence of a homolog than 
in its absence (i.e., hemizygotes) and 2) recombinants isolated from marked hétérozygotes 
most often showed an exchange of flanking phenotypic markers (LAUGHNAN 1949; 
LAUGHNAN 1952), were interpreted to suggest that the homolog is the preferred 
recombination template (LAUGHNAN 1952). More recently, molecular characterizations in 
plants have documented both meiotic interhomolog (ASSAAD and SIGNER 1992; MOLINIER et 
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al. 2004; TOVAR and LICHTENSTEIN 1992) and interchromatid (ASSAAD and SIGNER 1992; 
JELESKO et al. 2004; JELESKO et al. 1999; MOLINIER et al. 2004; TOVAR and LICHTENSTEIN 
1992) unequal recombination events. Meiotic unequal recombination events isolated from 
synthetic direct repeats in Arabidopsis (MOLINIER et al. 2004) and synthetic inverted repeats 
in tobacco (TOVAR and LICHTENSTEIN 1992) were conducted using both homozygotes (in 
which recombination can occur either between homo logs or sister chromatids) and 
hemizygotes (in which recombination can occur only between sister chromatids). Although 
the recombination template (i.e., homolog vs. sister chromatid) can not be directly 
determined in homozygotes, the finding that unequal recombination occurred more than two 
times as frequently in the homozygotes than in hemizygotes has been interpreted to suggest 
that in plants meiotic unequal interhomolog recombination occurs more often than 
interchromatid recombination. 
Although several studies in plants (ASSAAD and SIGNER 1992; MOLINIER et al. 2004; 
TOVAR and LICHTENSTEIN 1992) have identified the mechanism by which unequal 
recombinants were generated (e.g., gene conversion, interchromosomal or intrachromosomal 
unequal recombination), the recombination breakpoints associated with unequal 
recombination events have been analyzed in only two related studies. Unequal 
recombination breakpoints (n=25) were distributed non-randomly in recombinants isolated 
from hemizygotes (i.e., unequal recombination between sister chromatids) in a synthetic 
tandemly arrayed cluster of RBCSB genes (JELESKO et al. 2004; JELESKO et al. 1999). 
Several characteristics of unequal recombination between the components of gene 
duplications remain to be resolved in plants and other organisms. These include defining 
directly the frequencies of interhomolog and interchromatid unequal recombination, how 
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rates and patterns of meiotic unequal interhomolog and interchromatid recombination are 
differently regulated, and which additional factors might affect rates and/or patterns of 
unequal recombination. In addition, it is not known whether all pairing configurations 
among components of a duplication occur at equal frequencies. Finally, extant analyses of 
unequal recombination between synthetic repeat constructs do not allow for comparisons of 
rates or patterns of recombination with corresponding single-copy alleles in the same 
genomic location. In plants this is because, absent homologous gene replacement, it is not 
possible to obtain a stock that contains a synthetic duplication at the same genomic location 
as a related single copy sequence. 
The Al-b tandem duplication of the maize al gene is an ideal system in which to 
address these unanswered questions regarding unequal recombination because: 1) A1-b is a 
naturally occurring tandem duplication and genetic stocks containing single-copy al alleles 
at the same genomic location are available; 2) a large portion of the 140-kb al-sh2 interval 
on chromosome 3L has been sequenced and PCR-based genetic markers across the interval 
are available (Xu et al. 1995; YAO et al. 2002); and 3) unequal recombination events across 
the interval can be easily identified by their non-parental kernel phenotypes. 
This study extends earlier studies of the Al-b tandem gene duplication conducted by 
LAUGHNAN (LAUGHNAN 1949; LAUGHNAN 1952; LAUGHNAN 1955) by defining the molecular 
structure of the duplication and directly demonstrating that unequal recombination in the Al-b 
tandem duplication occurs preferentially, and at very high rates, between homologs. In addition, 
this study establishes that the choice of recombination template (homolog vs. sister chromatid) 
significantly affects the distribution of recombination breakpoints. Further, the choice of 
unequal pairing configuration of the duplicated components with the homolog is not random. 
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The similar rates of unequal recombination between the components of Al-b and equal 
recombination between non-duplicated al alleles suggests that unequal recombination is 
common and likely contributes to genetic variability, even within genetic stocks and inbred lines 
in maize. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The al-sh2 interval: The 140-kb al-sh2 interval (CIVARDI et al. 1994) contains four genes 
al, yzl, xl and sh2 (Figure 1 A; YAO et al. 2002). Mutations in the al and sh2 loci condition 
colorless aleurone and shrunken kernel phenotypes, respectively. A Ds transposon insertion 
in exon 2 of yzl does not exhibit any obvious mutant phenotype (data not shown). 
Alleles and genetic stocks: Al-b, which is equivalent to Ab (LAUGHNAN 1949; LAUGHNAN 
1952; LAUGHNAN 1955), is a tandem duplication of the al locus consisting of a and (3 
components and the order of components is centromere-a-|3-57z2 (LAUGHNAN 1949). The a 
and |3 components confer pale and colored aleurones, respectively, and, with respect to 
aleurone phenotype, |3 is dominant to a. Al-b(P415) was obtained from the Maize Genetics 
Stock Center (Co-op ID 315D) and is similar to Al-b, however in Al-b(P415), which is 
equivalent to Ab: P (LAUGHNAN 1955), the order of components is centromere-(3-a-S7z2 
(LAUGHNAN 1955). The alr.rdt sh2 haplotype was described previously (reviewed in Xu et 
al. 1995) and confers colorless shrunken kernels. Kernels homozygous for the alr.rdt Sh2 
haplotype are colorless and round. The al-s (also designated as al-dt) allele was described 
by HSIA et al (1996) and the al-mum2 allele by SCHWARZ-SOMMER et al. (1987) and Xu et 
al. (1995). The Al '-91gl03 sh2 haplotype was generated via an intragenic recombination 
event isolated from an al-mum2 Sh2/al::rdt sh2 hétérozygote (data not shown). The al-m3 
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Sh2 haplotype and the compound al alleles a Al Sh2 and a al-m3 Sh2 were described by 
NEUFFER (1965) and obtained from M. GERALD NEUFFER. 
EMS-induced point mutant alleles of al, which condition a colorless phenotype, were 
generated and confirmed as described in HSIA et al. (2005). The al-3849-9 Sh2 et (GenBank 
accession no. DQ017580) and al-3849-5 Sh2 et (GenBank accession no. DQO12666) 
haplotypes were derived from the Al-Cornell (GenBank accession no. U46055) allele and 
contain a C-to-T transition that changed a glutamine to a stop codon in exon 4 of al (position 
2891 of GenBank accession no. X05068) and a C-to-T transition that changed a 
phenylalanine to a serine in exon 3 (position 798 of GenBank accession no. U46055), 
respectively. In the al-3845-5 Sh2 Et haplotype (GenBank accession no. DQ012661) 
derived from A1-Line C (GenBank accession no. X0506), which is derived from a color 
converted version of the W22 inbred, a C-to-T transition changed a phenylalanine to a serine 
in exon 3 (position 2438 of GenBank accession no. X05068). The etl gene encodes a 
plastid-specific transcription factor (DA COSTA E S IL VA et al. 2004) and is -10 cM distal to 
Sh2. Kernels homozygous for the recessive etl allele exhibit a cracked surface (STADLER 
1940). 
Characterization of stocks deficient for the al-sh2 interval: The ax-1, ax-2 and ax-3 
deficiency stocks were identified from populations derived from X-ray treated pollen by 
virtue of their colorless aleurone phenotypes and were considered to be deficient for al and 
surrounding sequences on chromosome 3L (STADLER and ROMAN 1948). The del stock is 
also a putative deletion of the al-sh.2 interval identified from progeny of an al-mum2 allele 
in a Mw-active background (STINARD and ROBERTSON 1988). Likewise, the df genetic stock 
provided by M.G. NEUFFER is putatively deficient for the al-sh2 interval. Because these 
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putative al-sh.2 deficiencies are homozygous lethal, each was maintained as a heterozygote 
with either Al '-91gl03 sh2 or al-mum2 sh2. DNA gel blot analyses were conducted for 
each deficiency heterozygote (with A1 '-91gl03 sh2 or al-mum2 sh2) to determine whether 
the al-sh2 interval was deleted. Genomic DNA isolated (DELLAPORTA et al. 1983) from 
each deficiency heterozygote was digested with Hinâîll. DNA gel blotting experiments were 
performed (SAMBROOK et al. 1989) using probes derived from the al, yzl, xl and sh2 genes. 
The al probe was PGR amplified from the al genomic clone pAl (CIVARDI et al. 1994) with 
primers QZ1003 (5' ATA ATA GTA GCC TCC CGA ATA A 3') and A1522 (Table 1); the 
yzl probe was PGR amplified from the cDNA clone yzl.hyl (YAO et al. 2005) using 
primers yz3UTRF (Table 1) and YZC7 (5' CGAAGCCACCGGAAGC 3'); the xl probe was 
PGR amplified from the cDNA clone X-Vl (YAO et al. 2002) using primers X501 (5' 
CGAGGCAAAAGAAAAAGCAGT 3') and X301 (5' CTTATCGCTTCCTCCTGTTTG 3'); 
and the sh2 probe was PGR amplified from the cDNA clone pcSh2-la (BHAVE et al. 1990) 
using primers sh2c205 (5' CTTT G AG AAAT AGGT GCTTT GG 3') and sh2c853r (5' 
AAAG A ATT G AAGT AC ACGT CC AG 3 ' ). 
For each of the four genes within the al-sh2 interval, an RFLP exists between the 
Al '-91gl03 sh2 and al-mum2 sh2 haplotypes (Figure IB). If any of the putative deficiencies 
carries a copy of the al gene, a second DNA fragment would be expected to hybridize to the 
al probe in either or both of the Al '-91gl03 sh2 and al-mum2 sh2 deletion hétérozygotes. 
Instead, the al gene probe detects only a single fragment in each of these hétérozygotes 
(Figure IB), demonstrating that al is deleted in ax-1, ax-2, ax-3, df and del. A similar 
strategy was applied to the yzl, xl and sh2 genes with similar results, demonstrating that the 
entire al-sh2 interval is absent in each of the five deficiencies (data not shown). 
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Cloning of Al-b a and |3: Genomic DNA isolated from Al-b/Al-b plants (Schnable Lab 
pedigree number: 93-4216-21 self) was digested with Hindlll and subjected to DNA gel blot 
analysis (SAMBROOK et al. 1989). A 0.6-kb al probe corresponding to exons 2-3 of al 
generated by Pstl digestion of pCU9 hybridized to 18-kb and 5.8-kb Hindlll fragments 
(Figure 2, lane 4). Similar DNA gel blot analyses were conducted with stocks containing 
compound al alleles in which the |3 component had been replaced by another al allele 
(Figure 2, lanes 2, 3, and 5) via recombination between Al-b and other al alleles (NEUFFER 
1965). The 18-kb but not the 5.8-kb fragment was detectable in the compound stocks 
containing a but not |3 (Figure 2, lanes 2, 3 and 5), demonstrating that the 18-kb Al-b 
fragment includes the a component. //mt/III-digested DNA fragments of 15-20 kb and 5-7 
kb were cloned into the lambda insertion vector NM1149 and replacement vector IDashll, 
respectively, and packaged. Three a/-hybridizing clones were analyzed from each library. 
Sequencing of Al-b and Al-b(P415): Sequences of a and (3 from the Al-b haplotype 
(GenBank accession nos. DQ219416 and DQ219417) were obtained by primer-walking 
across subclones and sequencing PCR fragments derived from the a-containing XA-b-a-2 
clone and the ^-containing pAb-(3-l clone as described in Supplemental Data. Partial 
sequences of a and (3 from the Al-b(P415) haplotype (GenBank accession nos. DQ219418 
and DQ219419) were obtained from PCR fragments derived from the Al-b(P415) genetic 
stock as described in Supplemental Data. For all sequences, both strands were sequenced. 
Sequences were analyzed and assembled using Sequencher software (version 4.2.2; Gene 
Codes Corp, MI). 
Isolation and confirmation of unequal recombination events at Al-b: In homozygotes, 
unequal recombination can occur between both homologs and sister chromatids (i.e., 
interhomolog and interchromatid recombination; Figure 3A). Because the homolog and 
sister chromatid recombination templates cannot be unambiguously distinguished it is not 
possible to separately assay rates of interhomolog and interchromatid recombination in this 
genotype. In previous studies (MOLINIER et al. 2004; TOVAR and LICHTENSTEIN 1992), rates 
of interhomolog recombination were inferred by subtracting rates of recombination in 
hemizygotes, in which only sister chromatid recombination can occur (Figure 3C). This 
approach, however, does not directly measure rates of interhomolog and interchromatid 
recombination in a genotype in which both can occur. To do so, we also isolated 
recombinants from tandem duplication heterozygotes in which both interhomolog and 
interchromatid recombination can occur (Figure 3B). Because the interhomolog and 
interchromatid recombinant gametes differ in structure (Figure 3B) the rates of interhomolog 
and interchromatid recombination can be directly and separately measured in this genotype. 
To identify recombination events at Al-b both in the presence and absence of an al 
homolog, the Al-b Sh2 genetic stock was crossed as male to alr.rdt Sh2/ax-l heterozygotes 
(Cross 1 A). Recombination in the Al-b Sh2/al::rdt Sh2 Fis resulting from Cross 1A (Cross 
2A) can occur between either homologs (Figure 5, Classes III and IV) or sister chromatids 
(Figure 5, Class V). Because the other progeny of Cross 1A used as the female parent of 
Cross 3 A are hemizygous for Al-b Sh2 (the al-sh2 interval is deleted from the ax-1 
haplotype, Figure IB) recombination can occur only between sister chromatids (similar to 
that depicted in Figure 5, Class V). Recombination was measured in female parents of 
Crosses 2A and 3 A and in Al-b homozygotes (Cross 4A) according to previously described 
methods for the isolation and confirmation of recombinants across the al-sh2 interval (Xu et 
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al. 1995; YAO and SCHNABLE 2005). Crosses similar to those provided in Crosses 1A-4A 
were also conducted using the Al-b(P415) haplotype (Crosses 1B-4B). 
Cross 1 A: alr.rdt Sh2/ax-l xAl-b Sh2/Al-b Sh2 
Cross IB: ol.n&SAJ/bW 
Cross 2A: Al-b Sh2/al::rdt Sh2 x al-s sh2/al-s sh2 or alr.rdt sh2/al::rdt sh2 
Cross 2B: Al-b(P415) Sh2/al::rdt Sh2 x alr.rdt sh2/al::rdt sh2 
Cross 3A: Al-b Sh2/ax-l x al-s sh2/al-s sh2 or alrrdt sh2/al::rdt sh2 
Cross 3B: Al-b(P415) Sh2/ax-l x alr.rdtsh2/alr.rdt sh2 
Cross 4A: Al-b Sh2/Al-b Sh2 x al-s sh2/al-s sh2 or alrrdt sh2/al::rdt sh2 
Cross 4B: Al-b(P415) Sh2/Al-b(P415) Sh2 x alrrdt sh2/al::rdt sh2 
The vast majority of resulting progeny kernels were of parental phenotype in Crosses 
2 (viz., colored and colorless round), Cross 3 (viz., colored round and colorless shrunken) 
and Cross 4 (viz., colored round). But unequal pairing and recombination of a or p with the 
homolog or sister chromatid can generate "loss-of-(3" recombinants (Figure 5), which are 
easily identifiable among the progeny of Crosses 2-4 by their non-parental pale aleurone 
phenotype. Rare kernels with the pale round non-parental phenotype were isolated as single 
kernel events and putatively carry unequal recombination "loss-of-fS" events. These 
candidate "loss-of-|3" recombinants were confirmed using a- (primers XX390/QZ1265; 
Table 1; Figure 6A) and |3- (^-specific primers in Table 1) specific PCR primers to test for 
the presence of the 5.4-kb insertion and the absence of an intact (3 component. Candidate 
recombinants were also confirmed by the segregation of pale kernels on selfed ears derived 
from the candidate pale kernels isolated in Crosses 2-4. 
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Identification of recombination template and physical mapping of recombination 
breakpoints: Homozygous recombinants were identified from among selfed progeny of 
confirmed recombination events isolated from Crosses 2A-4A. Eight pale kernels were 
germinated for each confirmed event in 96-well flats and PCR-ready DNA isolated as 
described (DIETRICH et al. 2002). Seedlings homozygous for the recombinant allele were 
identified by genotyping these DNAs for the presence of the al allele provided by the male 
pollen parent of Crosses 2A-4A. Seedlings that lacked this allele were selected for further 
analysis. 
To determine the recombination template (i.e., homolog vs. sister chromatid) used to 
generate each recombinant from Cross 2A, PCR-based markers within Sh2 were designed at 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) between the Al-b Sh2 and al::rdt Sh2 haplotypes. 
These polymorphisms had been initially identified by amplifying S7z2-specific PCR products 
from Al-b Sh2 and alrrdt Sh2 genomic DNAs which were then subjected to temperature 
gradient capillary electrophoresis (TGCE) as described in HSIA et al. (2005). PCR products 
that exhibited polymorphisms between Al-b Sh2 and al::rdt Sh2 were sequenced and PCR-
based allele specific markers designed at the polymorphic sites (Table 1). 
To physically map unequal recombination breakpoints associated with a randomly 
chosen subset of recombinants isolated from Crosses 2A-4A, primer sequences specific to 
the genomic subintervals a -Yzl A and $-YzlB in the Al-b Sh2 haplotype (Figure 4A) and to 
alr.rdt sh2 (GenBank accession no. AF072704) were designed at polymorphisms that exist 
among the sequences (Table 1). The interloop region and distal sequences duplicated in the 
a -Yzl A and Ç>-YzlB subintervals are sequence-identical (Figure 4A) and therefore 
recombination breakpoints associated with recombinants with the sister chromatid (Crosses 
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2A-4A) or sequence-identical homolog (Cross 4A) located distal to aSNP3F (Figure 6A) can 
not be mapped to higher resolution. 
Pale recombinants produced by Al-b Sh2!alr.rdt Sh2 heterozygotes (Cross 2A) can 
have at least two types of molecular structures depending on the pairing configuration with 
the homolog from which they arose (Figure 5). Pairing and recombination of the alr.rdt-Yzl 
interval with the a -Yzl A duplication produces a "single component" recombinant that has 
lost p and now has a single recombinant a component (Figure 5, Class IV). Conversely, 
pairing and recombination of the alr.rdt-Yzl interval with the fi-YzlB duplication generates a 
"double component" recombinant where a is retained and the al allele present on the 
homolog (or a portion of it) replaces |3 (or a portion of it; Figure 5, Class III). 
For double component recombinants generated by recombination between the 15-YzlB 
duplication and the alr.rdt-Yzl interval (Figure 5, Class III), all seedlings will be PCR 
positive for the rdt transposon insertion in exon A of al. For those confirmed recombinants 
for which the pollen parent in Cross 2A was alrrdt sh2, it is not possible to use this assay to 
distinguish between double component recombinants and single component recombinant 
alleles that are simply heterozygous with the alrrdt sh2 allele contributed by the pollen 
parent. Therefore, for those families for which all eight seedlings were positive for the rdt 
insertion, 24 additional pale round kernels were germinated and DNA isolated from resulting 
seedlings. Double component recombinants were confirmed as those events for which all 
progeny tested positive for the rdt transposon insertion. The probability that a single 
component recombinant homozygote is not identified in a population of 24 single component 
recombinants is extremely low (i.e., 0.005%). 
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PCR conditions: For interval-specific primers designed at SNPs, touchdown PCR was 
optimized with MgCl2 concentration and four different annealing temperatures (58C, 60C, 
62C or 64C). The PCR program consisted of 94C for 3 min; 10 cycles of 94C for 30 s, 9C + 
annealing temperature for 45 s (decrease by 0.8C per cycle), 72C for 1 min per every 1 kb of 
expected product; 25 cycles of 94 for 30 s, annealing temperature for 45 s, 72C for 1 min per 
every 1 kb of expected product; final extension at 72C for 10 min. For all other interval-
specific primer pairs, the annealing temperature was optimized using a temperature gradient 
and the PCR program consisted of 94C for 3 min; 35 cycles of 94C for 30 s, annealing 
temperature for 45 s, 72C for 1 min per every 1 kb of expected product; final extension at 
72C for 10 min. 
Long-range PCR using TaKaRa Ex Taq polymerase (TaKaRa Bio Inc., Japan) was 
conducted according to a web-published protocol (http://ppg.coafes.umn.edu/protocols.htm) 
from JAMES BRADEEN (University of Minnesota) on genomic DNAs prepared as described by 
DELLAPORTA et al. (1983). The modified PCR program consisted of 94C for 1 min; 14 
cycles of 94C for 30 s, 59C for 2 min, 72C for 15 min; 16 cycles of 94C for 30 s, 59C for 2 
min, 72C for 15 min (increase 15 s per cycle); final extension at 72C for 10 min. Resulting 
products were cloned using the TOPO TA cloning kit for sequencing (Invitrogen, CA) 
following manufacturer instructions. 
Identification and confirmation of intragenic recombination in al point mutant alleles: 
Rates of intragenic recombination at al were measured using single-copy al alleles, each of 
which contained a single EMS-induced point mutation and conferred a colorless phenotype. 
In Cross 5, the point mutant alleles were derived from two polymorphic Al alleles (.Al-
Cornell and A1-Line O). In Cross 6, the EMS-induced al alleles were derived from the same 
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al allele {Al-Cornell) and the alleles differ only at the positions of the two EMS-induced 
lesions; this allele combination is referred to as "dimorphic" according to the nomenclature 
of DOONER (2002). The intervals assayed in the polymorphic and dimorphic allele 
c o m b i n a t i o n s  e x t e n d  f r o m  p o s i t i o n s  2 4 3 8 - 2 8 9 1  a n d  2 4 3 5 - 2 8 9 1 ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  o f  t h e A l  
sequence deposited in GenBank accession no. X05068. 
Cross 5 (polymorphic): al-3849-9 Sh2 et/al-3845-5 Sh2 Et x al-s Sh2 et/al-s Sh2 et 
Cross 6 (dimorphic): al-3849-9 Sh2 et/al-3849-5 Sh2 et x al-s Sh2 et/al-s Sh2 et 
As expected most progeny from Crosses 5 and 6 had parental colorless aleurone phenotypes. 
If intragenic recombination, however, occurred within the interval demarked by the two point 
mutations such that the recombinant restored a functional Al allele (designated^/ '), a 
colored kernel would result. For the cross involving the polymorphic allele combination 
(Cross 5), CO and NCO intragenic recombinants are expected to have non-etched and etched 
aleurones, respectively. For the cross involving the dimorphic allele combination (Cross 6), 
all crossover (CO) and non-crossover (NCO) recombinants are expected to have etched 
aleurones. Candidate intragenic recombinants were confirmed by detecting (via PCR) the 
al-s allele contributed by the pollen parent and by the kernel phenotypes that segregated 
among the progeny of Cross 7. 
Cross 7: Al 'Sh2/al-s Sh2@ 
Statistical analyses: x2 heterogeneity tests were used to compare rates of meiotic 
recombination. Distributions of recombination breakpoints across the al-sh2 interval were 
compared with a combination of x2 contingency and Freeman-Halton tests as previously 
described (YAO and SCHNABLE 2005; Yandeau-Nelson et al., submitted). 
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RESULTS 
Al-b is a duplication of the al gene: Based on his genetic recombination experiments, 
LAUGHNAN concluded that the Al-b locus consists of a tandem duplication of the al gene 
comprising two components: a and (3 (LAUGHNAN 1949; LAUGHNAN 1952; LAUGHNAN 
1955). Consistent with his conclusion, only two ai-hybridizing Hindlll fragments (18 kb 
and 5.8 kb) are detected m Al-b genomic DNA (Figure 2, lane 4). In addition, similar gel 
blot analyses with EcoRI provide no evidence for the presence of more than two components 
within the Al-b duplication (data not shown). Using pulse field gel electrophoresis and DNA 
gel blot analyses of Al-b genomic DNA the physical distance between these two Hindlll 
fragments was estimated to be s75-kb (data not shown). The 18-kb fragment, but not the 
5.8-kb fragment, could be detected in several maize stocks in which the |3 component had 
been replaced by another al allele (Figure 2, lanes 2, 3 and 5) via recombination (NEUFFER 
1965). These results demonstrate that the 18-kb and 5.8-kb fragments are derived from the a 
and |3 components, respectively. Both Hindlll fragments were cloned and sequenced 
(Methods). 
When separated from a via recombination, |3 confers a wild-type colored aleurone 
phenotype (LAUGHNAN 1949; LAUGHNAN 1952). Consistent with this phenotype, (3 is 
structurally similar to wild-type Al alleles. When separated from (3 via recombination, 
a confers a pale aleurone kernel phenotype (LAUGHNAN 1952). Within the second intron of 
a is a complex 5.4-kb insertion flanked by 21-bp direct duplications. This insertion is 
composed of a 3.8-kb transposon-like element with 458-bp terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) 
and an adjacent 1.6-kb inverted partial duplication of al (Figure 4B). Chromosome 
rearrangements (e.g., inversions, deletions and duplications) associated with transposons 
have been observed in Antirrhinum (reviewed in COEN et al. 1989; MARTIN and LISTER 
1989), Drosophila (MONTGOMERY et al. 1991 ; TSUBOTA et al. 1989) and maize 
(MCCLINTOCK 1942; MCCLINTOCK 1950; SLOTKIN et al. 2005; WALKER et al. 1995; ZHANG 
and PETERSON 1999). Alternatively spliced transcripts are produced by several mutant wx 
alleles that contain intronic retrotransposon insertions of sizes similar to the 5.4-kb insertion 
within a (MARILLONNET and WESSLER 1997; VARAGONA et al. 1992). Hence, the recessive 
pale aleurone phenotype associated with a may arise via a similar mechanism. 
In al-sh2 haplotypes containing a single-copy al gene, the yzl gene is distal to al 
(Figure 1 A). In the Al-b Sh2 haplotype, the yzl gene could reside distal to a, distal to (3 or, 
if yzl is also duplicated, copies of yzl might be distal to both a and (3. To determine if the 
yzl gene is duplicated, long range PCR was conducted using a primer specific to a («IDP1R; 
Table 1) or a primer specific to |3 ((32149R; Table 1) paired with a yzl primer (ZH1748; 
Table 1). Successful amplification and subsequent sequencing of ~8-kb and ~9.2-kb PCR 
fragments from a and (3 within the Al-b Sh2 haplotype established that two copies of the yzl 
gene, termed YzlA-1012M and YzlB-1012M, reside approximately -5.6 kb downstream of a 
and (3, respectively (Figure 4A). Of this duplicated segment, the a and (3 components exhibit 
96% sequence identity in the genie sequences flanking but not including the 5.4-kb insertion 
in a and at least 6.4 kb of the duplication, including yzl, exhibits 100% identity (Figure 4A). 
Strategy to directly measure frequencies of interhomolog and interchromatid 
recombination At Al-b: In previous studies (MOLINIER et al. 2004; TOVAR and 
LICHTENSTEIN 1992), unequal interhomolog and interchromatid recombination have been 
studied by comparing rates of recombination in tandem duplication homozygotes (i.e., 
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interhomolog and interchromatid recombination; Figure 3 A) to rates in hemizygotes (i.e., 
interchromatid recombination; Figure 3C). Because in a homozygote homologs and sister 
chromatids are sequence identical (Figure 3 A), the relative rates of interhomolog and 
interchromatid recombination could not be directly measured. To directly measure and 
compare these rates, the general strategy used in this study (Methods; Figure 3) included the 
isolation of unequal recombinants from hétérozygotes in which the tandem duplication was 
paired with a sequence-heterologous single-copy allele (Figure 3B). The structures of 
recombinant gametes generated via interhomolog recombination with the single-copy al 
homolog (Figure 3B) are molecularly distinguishable from those generated via 
interchromatid recombination events. This strategy therefore allows for direct and separate 
measurements of the rates and patterns of interhomolog and interchromatid recombination 
within a single genotype. 
High rates of unequal recombination at Al-b are dependent upon the presence of a 
homolog: Unequal pairing and recombination of the a-YzlA or $-YzlB duplications with the 
homolog or sister chromatid can generate recombinants that have lost the (3 component of the 
Al-b duplication (Figure 5). Because the a and (3 components confer pale and colored 
aleurone phenotypes, respectively, recombinants from Crosses 2A-4A (Methods) that arise in 
this manner can be identified by virtue of their non-parental pale kernel phenotype. Indeed, 
all of the putative pale recombinants failed to amplify with several (3-specific primers (Table 
1) confirming that the pale phenotype is associated with loss of (3 (or a large portion on it). 
Rates of meiotic unequal recombination at Al-b were estimated in the presence of a 
homolog that contained either a sequence heterologous single-copy al allele (al::rdt; Cross 
2A) or sequence-identical duplicated haplotype (Al-b; Cross 4A). Rates of unequal 
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recombination at Al-b were not affected significantly (p value > 0.05) by the nature of the 
homolog (compare Crosses 2A vs. 4A, Table 2). Recombinants that arose via unequal 
interchromatid recombination (similar to that depicted in Figure 5, Class V) were isolated 
from Cross 3 A, in which Al-b was hemizygous over the entire al-sh2 interval (Figure IB). 
The rate of unequal recombination was ~10-13-fold lower (p < 1.0 xlO"47) when a homolog 
was absent (i.e., when only the sister chromatid was available for recombination; Cross 3A; 
Table 2) as compared to when a homolog was present (Crosses 2A and 4A). In this study, 
rates of unequal recombination were assayed in a common genetic background (Crosses 2A 
and 3 A) whereas rates of recombination at Al-b reported in previous studies were generated 
from a combination of different Al-b haplotypes, al single-copy haplotypes and genetic 
backgrounds. Even so, the fold-change relationships between rates derived from unequal 
recombination measured in this study are similar to previous estimates (LAUGHNAN 1949; 
LAUGHNAN 1952). Hence, these observations provide additional support for the finding that 
at Al-b meiotic recombination events that generate recombinants in which the (3 component 
is either lost or replaced by sequences from the homolog occur preferentially between 
homologs as opposed to sister chromatids. 
Homolog is preferred over sister chromatid as recombination template: In the presence 
of a homolog (Crosses 2A and 4A) the rate of unequal recombination is 10-13-fold higher 
than in its absence (Table 2). This suggests that in these crosses the majority of 
recombinants arose via recombination with the homolog (Figure 5, Classes III-IV). Because 
both of the potential recombination templates (i.e., homolog and sister chromatid) are 
sequence identical m Al-b homozygotes, the recombination template cannot be identified for 
recombinants isolated from Cross 4A. Therefore, to assess the rates at which interhomolog 
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and interchromatid recombination occur when both templates are present, the recombination 
templates from which the recombinants in Cross 2A were derived were determined. This 
was accomplished using PCR-based markers specific to the Sh2 allele in either the Al-b (i.e., 
sister chromatid repair; Figure 5, Class V) or alr.rdt (i.e., homolog repair; Figure 5, Classes 
III-IV) haplotypes (Methods). From Cross 2A, 281 randomly selected recombinants were 
genotyped with these markers. 
Only 6% of these recombinants (N=17) used the sister chromatid as the unequal 
recombination template (Figure 6A), demonstrating that the homolog is the preferred 
recombination template for the generation of pale recombinants. This rate (4.0 xlO"5) does 
not differ significantly (p- 0.15) from the rate of interchromatid recombination when only 
the sister chromatid is available (5.9 x 10"5; Table 2A) in Cross 3A (similar to that depicted in 
Figure 5, Class V). This comparison demonstrates that interhomolog recombination does not 
occur at the expense of interchromatid recombination. 
Choice of pairing partner (a vs. P) with homolog is not random: For recombinants from 
Cross 2A that recombined with the al::^-containing homolog, the al::rdt-Yzl interval 
could have paired with either the a-YzlA or the |i-YzlB duplication. Pairing of and 
subsequent recombination between al::rdt-Yzl and the a-YzlA duplication produces "single 
component" recombinants (Figure 5, Class IV) that have lost |3 and retained a single 
recombinant a component. Conversely, pairing of al::rdt-Yzl with the fi-YzlB duplication 
generates "double component" recombinants (Figure 5, Class III) where a is retained and 
al::rdt (or a portion of it) replaced the |3 component (or a portion of it). Single and double 
component recombinants generated by pairing of al::rdt-Yzl with a-YzlA or the 11-YzlB 
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duplication were identified by genotyping for the absence or presence of the al::rdt allele, 
respectively. 
Of the 94% of recombinants (N=264) from Cross 2A that used the homolog as 
recombination template, 83% (N=220; Figure 6A) were generated by the pairing of alr.rdt-
Yzl with a -Yzl A (Figure 5, Class IV). Only 17% (N=44) of recombinants occurred via 
pairing of the homolog with p-YzlB (Figure 5, Class III; Figure 6B). This demonstrates that 
the pairing configuration of the homolog with the duplicate components is not random but, 
instead, the alr.rdt allele present on the homolog preferentially pairs with and recombines 
with the a -Yzl A duplication (Figure 5, Class IV) as opposed to the |3-
YzlB duplication (Figure 5, Class III). For those recombinants generated by pairing of 
al::rdt-Yzl with fi-YzlB to form double component structures (Figure 5, Class III), 
recombination breakpoints were mapped to higher resolution using component-specific PCR 
markers (Table 1 ; Figure 6B). Approximately half of the breakpoints in these double 
component recombinants resolved within exon 4 of al and the remainder downstream of the 
al coding region (Figure 6B); this latter group were not mapped to higher resolution. 
Molecular mapping of recombination events: In Figure 5 only recombination breakpoints 
that resolve within al are illustrated. Recombination events could, however, potentially 
resolve anywhere within the region between the 5.4-kb insertion in a and the (3 component 
(Figure 4A). To compare the distributions of recombination breakpoints across the 
recombinant a-Sh2 haplotype generated via recombination with different templates, 
recombination breakpoints from Class IV and V recombinants (Figure 5) were mapped to 
higher resolution. Using PCR-based markers designed at sequence polymorphisms that exist 
among a, |3 and al::rdt sequences (Table 1) across the al-yzl interval, breakpoints were 
mapped for Class IV recombinants (Figure 5) with the homolog (Cross 2A) or Class V 
recombinants (Figure 5) with the sister chromatid (Crosses 2A and 3A). In recombinants 
derived from Al-b homozygotes (Cross 4A; similar to that depicted in Figure 5, Class V), 
breakpoints were mapped but the recombination template associated with each recombinant 
could not be determined. Because both the rates (p value= 0.15) and distribution of unequal 
recombination breakpoints (p value=0.811) with the sister chromatid did not differ between 
Crosses 2A and 3 A, in all subsequent analyses sister chromatid data from these two crosses 
were combined. 
As has been observed in single-copy al haplotypes (YAO et al. 2002), the majority of 
recombination breakpoints associated with Class IV and V recombinants (Figure 5) from 
Crosses 2A-4A (Figure 6A) resolve within the al-yzl interval and cluster within previously 
identified recombination hot spots (i.e., al, the interloop region and yzl). Although the 
majority of breakpoints mapped in this study resolve within these hot spots, no breakpoints 
mapped to al (viz., the region demarked by the 5.4-kb insertion site and the CAAT box; 
Figure 6A) in interchromatid recombinants (Crosses 2A and 3 A; Figure 5, Class V; Figure 
6 A), while -10% of recombinants map to this region in interhomolog recombinants with the 
alr.rdt homolog (Cross 2A; Figure 5, Class IV; Figure 6A). Consistent with this difference, 
the distributions of breakpoints across the recombinant a-Sh2 haplotype generated either by 
interhomolog or interchromatid recombination (Cross 2A) differ significantly (p=0.039). 
Because very few recombinants use the sister chromatid as repair template (Cross 2A; 
Figure 5, Class V; Table 2A; Figure 6A), it is probable that most of the recombinants isolated 
from Al-b homozygotes (Cross 4A) also resulted from interhomolog recombination. 
Consistent with this hypothesis, the distribution of breakpoints in Cross 4A differs 
significantly from that of interchromatid recombinants (Figure 5, Class V) isolated in Crosses 
2A and 3A (p value=0.013). The breakpoint distribution in the Al-b homozygote, however, 
also differs significantly from recombinants with the alr.rdt homolog (Figure 5, Class IV) in 
Cross 2A (p value=9.1 x 10"8). In fact, 30% of unequal recombination breakpoints resolve 
within al in the Al-b homozygote (Figure 6A). These differences in breakpoint distributions 
suggest either that interchromatid recombination (Figure 5, Class V) is more frequent in the 
Al-b homozygote or that recombinants resolve differently depending on pairing partner 
configuration (i.e., a and alr.rdt pairing in Cross 2A vs. a and |3 pairing in Cross 4A). 
Rates of unequal interchromatid recombination are much higher in Al-b(P415) Sh2 
than in Al-b Sh2: Crosses were also conducted that were identical to Crosses 1A-4A except 
Al-b was replaced with Al-b(P415) Sh2 (Crosses 1B-4B). Via genetic analyses, LAUGHNAN 
demonstrated that like Al-b, Al-b(P415) also consists of a and |3, but in the opposite order as 
compared to Al-b (i.e., centromere-|3-a-57z2 vs. centromere-a-|3-57z2; LAUGHNAN 1955). 
Unlike the situation at Al-b, sXAl-b(P415) the rate of unequal recombination (Table 2B) in 
the absence of a homolog (Cross 3B) was actually higher than rates of recombination in the 
presence of a homolog (Crosses 2B and 4B; p value< 0.02). While the rates of 
recombination in the presence of the alr.rdt homolog did not significantly differ between 
Al-b and Al-b(P415) (Table 2; p value > 0.06), the rate of unequal interchromatid 
recombination (Cross 3B) at Al-b(P415) was ~13-fold higher than at Al-b (Cross 3 A; Table 
2A; p value=9.0 x 10"65) demonstrating that unequal interchromatid recombination occurred 
more frequently in the Al-b(P415) genotype. Surprisingly, rates of unequal recombination 
also significantly differed between Al-b andAl-b(P415) homozygotes (Cross 4A/B, Table 
2A and 2B; p value= 0.013). We cannot rule out the possibility that this difference is due to 
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sampling variation as a consequence of the small population size in Cross 4B that involved 
Al-b(P415) Sh2 (Table 2B). 
Sequence heterology reduces recombination at al and might account for the increased 
rate of unequal interchromatid recombination atAl-b(P415): The increased rate of 
unequal interchromatid recombination at Al-b(P415) (Table 2B) has been attributed to the 
opposite component order within Al-b(P415) as compared to Al-b (i.e., centromere-|3-a-S7z2 
vs. centromere-a-|3-S7?2; (LAUGHNAN 1955). Partial sequencing (Methods) of Al-b(P415), 
however, reveals that the a and (3 components in Al-b(P415) differ not only in order as 
compared to Al-b, but also in their degree of sequence identity. In Al-b the a and |3 
components share only 96.0% identity, while mAl-b(P415), a and (3 exhibit 99.9% identity, 
differing by only one 1-bp insertion (other than the complex insertion present in a) across the 
2.5-kb sequenced region. Indeed, because the a and (3 components of Al-b(P415) are nearly 
identical, it was not possible to physically map the unequal recombination breakpoints 
associated with the pale recombinants isolated from this haplotype. 
Although the order of components within a duplication might affect rates of unequal 
recombination, it is also possible that the higher amount of sequence identity between 
components in Al-b(P415) is stimulating unequal recombination rates between a and (3 when 
only the sister chromatid is present. Although this hypothesis is difficult to test between 
duplicated al alleles due to the technical challenges associated with gene replacement 
technology in plants that prevent the introduction of different levels of sequence identity 
between the components, the effect of sequence identity on rates of equal recombination can 
be easily assayed between single-copy al alleles. 
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To do so, the rate of intragenic recombination between polymorphic single-copy al 
alleles (Cross 5) that exhibit 97% identity to each other was compared to the rate between 
dimorphic al alleles (Cross 6) that differ at only two nucleotide positions (Methods). The al 
alleles each contained a single EMS-induced point mutation that rendered al nonfunctional 
and generated colorless aleurones. Intragenic recombination within the interval demarked by 
the lesions from the paired alleles can generate a recombinant allele via either a CO or NCO 
that has "lost" the point mutations and restored a functional Al ' allele. 
The rate of equal recombination between dimorphic al alleles (i.e., -100% identity; 
Cross 6) was -seven-fold higher than the rate between polymorphic al alleles (Cross 5) 
exhibiting -97% sequence identity (Table 3). Because the recombining interval was 
approximately the same size and in approximately the same location in both allele 
combinations, the observed increase in the rate of recombination between dimorphic alleles 
can be attributed to the higher level of sequence identity across that interval. 
DISCUSSION 
In Al-b, unequal interhomolog recombination occurs at higher rates than 
interchromatid recombination: In meiotic recombination between equally paired genes, the 
homolog is the preferred recombination template (reviewed in KLECKNER 1996; PETES and 
PUKKILA 1995; ROEDER 1997). Meiotic unequal interhomolog recombination occurred ten 
fold more frequently than interchromatid recombination in a synthetic duplication of yeast 
(JACKSON and FINK 1985). By comparing rates of meiotic unequal recombination in plants 
that contained and did not contain a homolog, ASSAAD and SIGNER (1992) and TOVAR and 
LICHTENSTEIN (1992) have generated indirect evidence that the homolog is the preferred 
template for meiotic unequal recombination in plants. A similar reasoning can be applied to 
analyses of the tandem duplication, Al-b, where rates of unequal recombination in the 
presence of the alr.rdt homolog were 10-13 fold higher than when only the sister chromatid 
was present. But this study's molecular characterizations of recombination events also 
provide direct evidence that interhomolog recombination is preferred over interchromatid 
recombination (i.e., 94% of recombinants were interhomolog recombinants with the alrrdt 
homolog; Figure 5, Classes III-IV; Figure 6). Interestingly, the low rate of interchromatid 
recombination observed in Al-b/al::rdt hétérozygotes is very similar to the rate of unequal 
recombination in Al-b hemizygotes. To our knowledge, this is the first molecular analysis of 
unequal interchromatid recombination both in the absence and presence of a homolog and 
demonstrates that at Al-b interhomolog recombination does not occur at the expense of 
interchromatid recombination. 
In Al-b(P415), are rates of unequal interhomolog and interchromatid recombination 
similar? The situation is quite different at Al-b(P415) where the rate of unequal 
recombination in the presence of the homolog (Cross 2B) is actually lower than in its 
absence (Cross 3B). Although rates of interhomolog and interchromatid recombination could 
not be directly and separately measured, this result suggests that in Al-b(P415) the presence 
of a homolog actually suppresses interchromatid recombination. In addition, interchromatid 
recombination in Al-b(P415) hemizygotes occurs at a rate -13 fold more frequently than 
interchromatid recombination ai Al-b (Table 2). In combination, these results demonstrate 
that interchromatid recombination at Al-b(P415) is regulated differently than at Al-b. 
Regulation of recombination utAl-b and Al-b(P415): The difference in interchromatid 
recombination rates experienced by Al-b and Al-b(P415) was previously attributed to the 
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opposite orders of the a and |3 components (LAUGHNAN 1955) in these two haplotypes. This 
study, however, identified a second structural difference between the two haplotypes: the 
much higher sequence identity between the components of Al-b(P415) than those of Al-b 
(99.9% vs. 96.0%). Sequence similarity is, in general, correlated with higher rates of 
recombination (reviewed in MODRICH and LAHUE 1996; PÂQUES and HABER 1999). For 
example, in the maize bzl gene rates of recombination were -two-fold higher between nearly 
identical bzl alleles than between alleles exhibiting -1.5% divergence (DOONER 2002). 
Similarly, at a synthetic tandemly arrayed gene cluster in Arabidopsis, meiotic unequal 
interchromatid recombination events tended to resolve in regions of higher sequence identity 
between the duplicated sequences (JELESKO et al. 2004; JELESKO et al. 1999). In yeast, rates 
of meiotic recombination were significantly reduced by increased sequence divergence 
between inverted repeat sequences (CHEN and JINKS-ROBERTSON 1999). Similarly, in 
somatic cells in Arabidopsis, only 0.16% divergence between repeats reduced the rate of 
unequal recombination three fold (OPPERMAN et al. 2004). 
Although the effects of sequence divergence between Al-b components on meiotic 
unequal recombination were not tested directly, the rate of equal recombination between 
nearly identical alleles of single-copy al homologs was seven-fold higher than between 
alleles exhibiting -3% divergence (dimorphic vs. polymorphic; Table 3). This observation 
is consistent with the high rate of unequal recombination between the nearly identical a and 
(3 components in Al-b(P415) as compared to the lower rate seen between the 4% divergent 
components in Al-b. 
Surprisingly, only in the absence of a homolog (Cross 3A/B; Table 2) were rates of 
unequal recombination significantly higher in Al-b(P415) than in Al-b. These results 
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suggest that there is a hierarchy of factors affecting rates of unequal interhomolog and 
interchromatid recombination. First, during meiosis the homolog is the preferred template 
for unequal recombination within a tandem duplication and this choice of template is not 
dependent on the level of sequence polymorphism between homologs. In yeast, several 
proteins (e.g., DMC1, TID1, RED1 and RDH54) specifically promote meiotic equal 
recombination (ARBEL et al. 1999; KLEIN 1997; SCHWACHA and KLECKNER 1997; 
THOMPSON and STAHL 1999) and might likewise act to promote meiotic unequal 
interhomolog recombination. In fact, DMC1 plays a role in the preference for unequal 
interhomolog recombination during meiosis (THOMPSON and STAHL 1999). If, however, only 
the sister chromatid is available for repair (Cross 3A/B), rates of unequal recombination are 
correlated with sequence identity between the components of the duplication. This 
hypothesis is consistent with the finding that rates of unequal recombination were increased 
between the nearly identical components of the Al-b(P415) duplication in the absence of a 
homolog and, hence, between sister chromatids. We cannot, however, rule out the presence 
of polymorphic structures outside of the duplication that might differentially affect 
interchromatid recombination in the Al-b and Al-b(P415) genetic stocks. 
Although the increased sequence identity between components of Al-b(P415) can 
adequately explain the increased rate of interchromatid recombination in Al-b(P415) 
hemizygotes as compared to Al-b hemizygotes, the observation that the rate of unequal 
recombination in Al-b(P415) hemizygotes exceeds the rate when Al-b(P415) is paired with 
the al::rdt homolog (Table 2) is puzzling. A possible explanation for this unexpected result 
is that another type of recombination event that yields non-viable products (Figure 5) 
competes with unequal interhomolog and interchromatid recombination in some haplotypes. 
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Alternatively, polymorphic structures flanking the al locus in Al-b(P415) and the alr.rdt 
Sh2 homolog might act together to suppress rates of unequal recombination in the presence 
of a homolog. 
The choice of unequal pairing partner with the homolog is not random: Unequal 
recombination at Al-b occurs preferentially between homologs and a single-copy al 
homolog can pair with either component within the Al-b duplication. In 83% of the 
recombinants from Cross 2 the alr.rdt homolog paired with the a -Yzl A duplication (Figure 
5, Class IV) rather than with the fi-YzlB duplication (Figure 5, Class III) thereby 
demonstrating that pairing partners are not selected at random. This finding explains 
LAUGHNAN'S (1951) observation that one phenotypic class of unequal recombinants occurred 
much more frequently than another. 
Since a higher level of sequence identity appears to contribute to the increased rate of 
unequal interchromatid recombination, it could be hypothesized that the level of sequence 
identity might similarly affect the choice of pairing partner (i.e., a vs. (3) with the homolog. 
Our results, however, are inconsistent with this hypothesis. Although the alr.rdt homolog 
exhibits a higher level of sequence identity with (3 (97.3%) than with a (95.2%, which does 
not include the 5.4-kb insertion within a), alrrdt pairs with and recombines with the a -Yzl A 
duplication more frequently than with the $-YzlB duplication. This demonstrates that the 
choice of pairing partner is most likely not associated with the degree of sequence 
polymorphism between the al alleles. Instead, chromatin structure or cz's-acting elements 
polymorphic between the components may impact pairing preference. 
This observed preference for pairing partner has the potential to impact gene loss/gain 
and diversity within tandemly duplicated gene arrays. For example, in the Al-b duplication 
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the preference for the homolog to pair with the a -Yzl A segment resulted in recombinant 
haplotypes that underwent gene loss (Figure 5, Class IV). If, however, the alternative pairing 
configuration (in this case, alr.rdt with the |i-YzlB duplication) was preferred, the majority 
of recombinants would contain duplications of al (Figure 5, Class III) which could, via 
subsequent rounds of unequal recombination, expand into tandem arrays with increasing 
copies of al. 
Recombination breakpoint resolution sites are affected by recombination template: 
Because rates of recombination are affected by both choice of recombination template 
(homolog vs. sister chromatid) and pairing partner (a vs. |3) with the homolog, these factors 
might also affect distributions of recombination breakpoints associated with unequal 
recombination events. To our knowledge, this is the first study in which the distribution of 
recombination breakpoints associated with unequal interhomolog and interchromatid 
recombination can be compared. 
The distribution of unequal recombination breakpoints (Figure 6 A) associated with 
interhomolog recombination (Cross 2A; Figure 5, Class IV) differed significantly from that 
of interchromatid recombination (Crosses 2A and 3 A; Figure 5, Class V; Figure 6A). 
Further, distributions of breakpoints associated with recombination between Al-b and the 
alr.rdt homolog (Cross 2A) differed significantly as compared to the distribution of 
breakpoints in the Al-b Sh2 homozygote (Cross 4A; Figure 6A). Because most recombinants 
isolated from the Al-b Sh2/al::rdt Sh2 Fi occurred via interhomolog recombination (Figure 
5, Classes III-IV), it is reasonable to assume that the preferred recombination template in the 
Al-b homozygote is also the homolog. In each case, differences in breakpoint distributions 
might be attributed to polymorphic c«-acting elements that affect unequal recombination 
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between Al-b Sh2 and alr.rdt Sh2 homologs as compared to recombination between Al-b 
Sh2 sister chromatids. Indeed, c«'-acting elements have been previously shown to affect 
recombination across the al-sh2 interval (YAO and SCHNABLE 2005). Alternatively, 
components of the recombination machinery specific to unequal interhomolog recombination 
(THOMPSON and STAHL 1999) might differently affect the resolution of recombination 
breakpoints in homologs as compared to sister chromatids. This is supported by the 
observation that recombination breakpoint distributions differ between A1-b sister 
chromatids (Cross 3 A) and Al-b homozygotes (Cross 4A; Figure 6A). 
Unequal recombination at Al-b occurs at rates similar to equal recombination at single 
copy al alleles: Previous molecular analyses of unequal recombination have been conducted 
using synthetic duplications (JELESKO et al. 2004; JELESKO et al. 1999; MOLINIER et al. 
2004). This is the first in-depth molecular analysis of a naturally occurring tandem 
duplication. In contrast to synthetic duplications, patterns of recombination at the 
endogenous duplicate Al-b allele can be directly compared to patterns of recombination at 
that same genomic location in a haplotype containing a single-copy allele (i.e., al). 
Rates of unequal recombination between the alr.rdt homolog and either Al-b ox Al-
b(P415) (Table 2; ~ 10"4) did not differ significantly (p value >0.16) from rates of 
interhomolog recombination (7.0 x 10'4) across al-Yzl intervals that contain single-copy al 
alleles (YAO et al. 2002). The rates of Al-b recombination reported here, however, represent 
lower limits. First, the assay employed in this study does not detect equal recombination 
events that resolve telomeric to the distal component in the Al-b and Al-b(P415) 
duplications. Second, measured rates of unequal recombination represent only events that 
resulted in a change in aleurone phenotype (i.e., recombinants in which |3 was either lost or 
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replaced by the homolog). Therefore, rates of recombination at the tandem duplication of al 
very likely exceeds rates previously determined in single-copy al-sh2 haplotypes and 
suggests the possibility that rates of recombination might further increase with increasing 
numbers of components within a tandem duplication. 
The use of a naturally occurring duplication also allowed us to determine that the 
distribution of recombination breakpoints in Al-b is similar to distributions observed in 
single-copy haplotypes, i.e., recombination hot spots are conserved. Therefore, at least some 
of the factors that determine meiotic recombination hot spots act in both equal and unequal 
recombination. 
Evolutionary and breeding implications: This study extends our knowledge of factors that 
affect unequal recombination between tandemly duplicated genes. Relatively high rates of 
unequal recombination coupled with definite pairing preferences (summarized in Table 4) 
can greatly impact and direct the evolution of tandemly arrayed duplicate gene families 
within the maize genome. Because approximately one third of maize genes are members of 
tandemly arrayed duplicate gene families (BLANC and WOLFE 2004; MESSING et al. 2004), 
the process of unequal recombination between duplicated sequences could have profound 
effects on genome evolution. The number of gene copies in a tandemly arrayed duplicate 
gene family is likely to vary among haplotypes as a consequence of unequal recombination. 
Even within inbreds, unequal recombination between components of a duplication can 
generate diversity. Indeed, diversity within long-term inbred lines in maize has been 
observed both molecularly (GETHI et al. 2002; HECKENBERGER et al. 2002) and 
phenotypically (BUSCH and RUSSELL 1964; FLEMING et al. 1964; RUSSELL et al. 1963; 
RUSSELL and VEGA 1973). While such diversity is often attributed to residual 
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heterozygosity, mutation, or pollen contamination, another possible mechanism is unequal 
recombination within the many tandemly arrayed duplicate gene families of maize. Such 
variation within the inbred line B73 (the inbred selected for genome sequencing) could 
potentially impact the accuracy of the maize genome sequence. 
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Sequences™ Polymorphism a -YzlA" $-Sh2c alr.rdt sh2 
aSNP4R GTGTGGGGTCTAGAGAAGGG SNP +" -e -
aSNP5R GCTTGAGGATCGAGTAGTGC SNP + - -
alDPIR TGAGAAACTTCTTTCGGCTCTG IDP + - -
aSNP6R CAACACCAAACCCTTCAACCA SNP + - -
aSNP3R CCAGCCTTTTTATCCCGCTC SNP + - -
aSNP3F GCAAGAACACATTAGACACGTTA SNP + - -
P3694R GTCTTCCCCACATAATATGCG SNP - + -
P3040R CGAGGAGCAGACGTAGCGG SNP - + -
P2149R CAACGTTCGCTGCAGGAC SNP - + -
yz4725 AA ATGGT C AGG AT AGCTT AGTT IDP + + 
yz5U-AbR GGCTCCATATATCAAGCACA IDP + + -
SH5379R ACCAATGATACAGAGAGGCG SNP NA7 + -
rdt444 AGCAAATAGCAATAATCAAGGCA IDP 8 - - + 
rdtlLRl AGACAAATGTTCTGTAGGAAAC SNP - - + 
yzrdtlDPl GTTCACACAAAGTATTTTTTTCG IDP - - + 
yzl410R GGCTCCATATATCAAGCAGT IDP - - + 
ShrdtlR GACCAATGATACAGAGAGGCA SNP - - + 
QZ1504 CCAGGGGATAAAACAATTCGT U + + + 
A2775F CACCATCATCCCGACGCTC U + + + 
A2357 AGCCGACGGTGGAAGGGATG u + + + 
XX390a TCGGCTTGATTACCTCATTCT u + + + 
A6458f GGGAAGACGAAGCCATTGA u + + + 
QZ1265* TACTCCTCTCCAACTCCA u + + + 
A1522 GGGAGTTTGGAGTTGGAGAGG u + + + 
aj!002 TCAAGCTAAAAGAAAGAAACATT u + + + 
a!78R TGCCAAATAACCATACCACA u + + + 
QZ1742 TAGTTGGTAGCACGGTTGA u + + + 
yz3UTRF CGGGGGTTGCAGTCATTGAC u + + + 
ZH1748 CACATCCCCGTCTCCT u + + + 
yz792F GCGGTTGCGGCTTGTAC u + + + 
MY339 GCCTTTCCCCCATTACTATC u + + + 
"Sequences are listed 5' to 3'. 
'Sequences specific to the interval in Al-b Sh2 extending from a to YzlA. 
"Sequences specific to the interval in Al-b Sh2 extending from p to Sh2. 
d+ indicates a primer that can amplify the corresponding interval. 
indicates a primer that cannot amplify the corresponding interval. 
rSh2 is not within the a-YzlA interval. NA, not applicable. 
Trimer specific to the rdt transposon insertion. 
'Both primers (XX390 and QZ1265) amply in each of the three haplotypes. In combination, however, these primers only amplify a 
product in the a-Yzl interval. 
IDP, insertion/deletion polymorphism; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; U, universal primer 
TABLE 2 
A. Numbers of recombinants and rates of unequal recombination at Al-b 










Rate (x 10"4)g 











3A Al-b Sh2/ax-l 213 118 15 27 454,800 0.59 ±0.14 
4A Al-b Sh2/Al-b Sh2 124 89 89 124 165,700 7.5 ±0.7 
B. Numbers of recombinants and rates of unequal recombination at Al-b(P415) 










Rate (x 10-4)g 
2B Al-b(P415) Sh2/al::rdtSh2 450 343 212 278 418,700 6.6 ±0.4 
3B Al-b(P415) Sh2/ax-l 466 329 194 275 338,900 8.1 ±0.5 
4B Al-b(P415) Sh2/Al-b(P415) 
Sh2 
24 21 13 15 39,100 3.8 ± 1.0 
"Cross from which pale round recombinants were isolated. 
b Crosses 2A-4A were conducted in two separate isolation plots. For Cross 2A, unlike in Crosses 3A and 4A, the rates of unequal recombination 
differed significantly between plots and both rates are therefore presented. 
The genotype from which pale round recombinants were isolated. 
^Putative pale recombinants were tested by genetic crosses and PCR analyses with the primers in Table 1. 
"No. corrected = No. isolated x (No. confirmed / No. tested). 
^Population sizes are based on the number of gametes containing the, Al-b Sh2 chromosome. Standard errors were calculated using the formula 
(pq/n)1/2. 
TABLE 3 
Rates of recombination between dimorphic and polymorphic EMS-induced al alleles. 
No. isolated No. confirmed" 
FI hétérozygote Cross F1 allele Cl et* Cl Et6 Cl et Cl Et Population Recombination 
class combination size rate (cM)c 
Polymorphic 5 al-3849-9 Sh2 et/ 
al-3845-5 Sh2 Et 
5 441 2 222,537 0.0013 ±0.00008 
Dimorphic 6 al-3849-9 Sh2 et/ 
al-3849-5 Sh2 et 
20 208 17 0 180,483 0.0094 ± 0.0002 
"Intragenic recombinants were confirmed by a combination of genetic crosses and molecular analysis (e.g., genotyping for the al pollen parent). 
*C1 et, colored etched kernels; Cl Et, colored non-etched kernels. 
'Calculated as (No. confirmed Cl et + Cl Et)/Population size x 100. Standard errors were calculated as described in Table 2, footnote f 
dTwo of the isolated Cl et candidates were PCR-positive for the pollen parent al allele. One was tested but not confirmed by genetic cross and 
the other died at seedling stage. For the most conservative estimate of intragenic recombination, it is assumed that the dead seedling would have 
been confirmed and, therefore, there is one CI et recombinant. 
TABLE 4 
Summary of recombination at Al-b nndAl-b(P415) 
a and (3 
Haplotype Order Sequence Rate of recombination in the Preferred 
identity absence vs. presence of homolog template 
Preferred pairing 
partner with homolog 
Al-b" a-(3-57*2 96% 10-13-fold lower 94% paired with 
homolog 
a 
Al-b(P415) a fi-a-Sh2 99.9% 1.2-fold higher ND6 NDC 
"The rates of recombination in the presence of a homolog are similar between Al-b and Al-b(P415). In the absence of a homolog (i.e., in a 
hemizygote), however, the rate of recombination is ~13-fold higher in Al-b(P415) as compared to Al-b. 
6The preferred template in the presence of a homolog could not be determined mAl-b(P415). 
^Because a and (3 are nearly identical, the pairing partner cannot be determined. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Physical characterization of deletion alleles at al. (A) Structure of single component 
Al-Sh2 haplotypes (YAO et al. 2002). Boxes represent genes. IR; interloop region (YAO et al. 
2002). (B) DNA gel blot analyses of putative al-sh2 deletion stocks. Genomic DNAs were 
digested with Hindlll and hybridized with an ai-specific probe (Methods). 
Figure 2. Physical identification of the a and |3 components of the Al-b allele. Homozygous 
genomic DNAs derived from a single component al haplotype, al-m3 Sh2, and double 
component al haplotypes, a Al Sh2, a al-m3 Sh2, Al-b Sh2 and a Al Sh2, were digested with 
Hindlll and hybridized with an al probe (Methods). All four double component al haplotypes 
contain the a component (-18 kb) but only Al-b Sh2 contains the |3 component (5.8 kb). The 
two double component al haplotypes designated a Al Sh2 contain different al alleles. 
Figure 3. Strategy for isolating and distinguishing interhomolog and interchromatid 
recombinants. (A) Isolation of unequal recombinants from tandem duplication homozygotes. 
Unequal pairing configurations between the sequence-identical homologs and sister chromatids 
within a homozygote yield recombinant gametes with identical structures and therefore make it 
impossible to determine which recombination template was used. (B) Isolation of unequal 
recombinants from tandem duplication hétérozygotes. Recombination in a heterozygote with a 
homolog containing a tandem gene duplication and a homolog containing a corresponding 
sequence heterologous single-copy gene can be detected between homologs and sister 
chromatids by virtue of the molecularly distinguishable recombinant structures. Because the 
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homolog containing the single-copy gene can pair with either component of the tandem 
duplication, the relative frequencies of alternative pairing configurations with the homolog can 
also be measured. (C) Isolation of unequal recombinants from tandem duplication hemizygotes. 
Because the duplicated locus is present only on one homolog in a hemizygote, recombinants 
isolated from a hemizygote must have occurred via interchromatid recombination. In (A-C) the 
gray and black rectangles represent the components of a tandem duplication and in (B), the 
hatched rectangle represents a paralog that is heterlogous in sequence as compared to the 
components of the tandem duplication. Circles and ovals designate centromeres and an "x" 
designates the position of recombination. 
Figure 4. Structure of the Al-b Sh2 haplotype. (A) The Al-b Sh2 haplotype. The sequence 
identities and sizes of duplicated segments are shown. Bold black lines designate regions with 
100% sequence identity. Boxes and lines designate genes and intergenic regions, respectively. 
It is not known whether the xl gene [which is -35 kb distal Xoyzl in non-duplicated haplotypes 
(YAO et al. 2002)] is included in the duplication associated with the Al-b haplotype. Not drawn 
to scale. IR; interloop region (YAO et al. 2002). (B) Structure of a. A 5.4-kb insertion 
containing a 3.8-kb transposon-like element that contains a nested 453-bp Ins2 element with 93% 
identity to Ins2 in bz-R (GenBank accession no. X07938) is located within intron 2. The 3.8-kb 
element is flanked by 458-bp terminal inverted repeats (TIRs; long bold arrows), for which the 
first 13 bp of the TIRs are identical to the 13-bp TIRs of Ins2 (short arrows). The distal 458-bp 
TIR is actually a part of an intact 636-bp transposable element (triangle) with 93% identity to an 
uncharacterized transposon in intron 3 of the maize fatty aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 gene 
(GenBank accession no. AY374447). Directly adjacent to the 3.8-kb element is a 1.6-kb 
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inverted duplication of al sequence (shown in bold black). Flanking the 5.4-kb insertion are 21-
bp flanking direct duplications (black bars). A Cin4 retrotransposon insertion is located in exon 
4 at the same position as within other Type II Al alleles (SCHWARZ-SOMMER et al. 1987) but is 
not present in the Al-b (3 component. Boxes and lines represent exons and introns, respectively. 
Triangles represent insertions and arrows identify TIRs. 
Figure 5. Isolation of recombinants. The parents of and the progeny resulting from Cross 2A 
(Methods) are illustrated. Chromosomes from the Al-b Sh2 and alr.rdt Sh2 stocks are 
illustrated in black and gray, respectively. Triangles indicate the positions of the 5.4-kb insertion 
in a and the rdt transposon in the single-copy al allele. Circles (or ovals) and squares represent 
centromeres and telomeres, respectively. Although all recombination breakpoints are illustrated 
as resolving within al, resolution could potentially occur anywhere in the region between the 
5.4-kb insertion of a and the |3 component. In Classes IV and V, YzlA is illustrated as pairing 
with either Yzl on the homolog (Class IV) or YzlB on the sister chromatid (Class V), however, 
alternative pairing configurations in which YzlB pairs with the homolog (Class IV) or sister 
chromatid (Class V) are also possible. Recombination between equally paired sister chromatids 
would not be detected in this assay. Unequal interchromatid recombinants from Cross 3A would 
resemble the Class V recombinants illustrated here. Unequal interhomolog and interchromatid 
recombinants from ^7-6 homozygotes (Cross 4A) cannot be distinguished and would both 
resemble the Class V recombinants illustrated here. In Crosses 2-4, recombination might also 
occur between the inverted duplicate sequences within a (Figure 4B). Such recombination 
events would generate acentric or dicentric products, which would not be recovered following 
meiosis. 
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Figure 6. Physical mapping of recombination breakpoints. (A) Locations of unequal 
recombination breakpoints associated with single component recombinants. The schematic 
diagram represents a single component recombinant haplotype in which boxes and lines 
represent genes and intergenic regions, respectively. The triangle indicates the position of the 
5.4-kb insertion in a (not drawn to scale). The portion of the interval from the site of the 5.4-kb 
insertion through yzl, however, is drawn to scale. Bold black horizontal bars designate the 
CAAT and TATA boxes (POOMA et al. 2002; TUERCK and FROMM 1994) of al. The numbers of 
recombination breakpoints that resolved in each interval from each cross are indicated. Because 
the a -YzlA and 11-YzlB intervals are sequence identical from the interloop region through at least 
Yzl (Figure 4A), recombinants with the sister chromatid from Crosses 2A-4A or with the 
homolog from Cross 4A with recombination breakpoints that resolved distal to the position of 
the aSNP3F primer can not be mapped to higher resolution. Crosses 2A-4A were conducted in 
two isolation plots. Although the rates of pale round recombinants recovered in Cross 2 A from 
the two isolation plots differed (see footnote b in Table 2B), x2 contingency and Freeman-Halton 
tests failed to detect a significant difference between the distributions of recombination 
breakpoints from the two plots. Therefore, breakpoint distribution data from Cross 2A were 
combined between the two plots. (B) Locations of unequal recombination breakpoints 
associated with double component recombinants, (i) The structure of the double component 
recombinant generated by pairing of the al::rdt homolog with |i-YzlB. The boxes and lines 
represent genes and intergenic regions, respectively, (ii) Locations of unequal recombination 
breakpoints proximal to the rdt insertion in exon 4. The schematic diagram represents the 
recombinant al::rdt component for which boxes and lines represent exons and introns, 
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respectively. (A-B) Triangle, circle and square arrows indicate positions of a-, (3- and alr.rdt-
specific primers used for PCR amplification, respectively. 
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA 
Subcloning and sequencing of Al-b a and (3: From the 18-kb a-containing (GenBank 
accession no. DQ219417) XA-b-a-2 genomic clone, subclones pAbaE-1 and pAbaE5.2 were 
derived from adjacent 3.8-kb and 5.2-kb EcoRI fragments subcloned into pBKS. A ~530-bp 
product amplified from XA-b-a-2 that spanned the junction of the pAbaE-1 and pAbaE5.2 
subclones [primers Abalpha? (5' AAGCT CAT G ACCC ACT CC 3') and AbalphaEl (5' 
ACATAAATATGCGGGCTGCT 3')] was sequenced and used to connect the two subclone 
sequences. A 5.0-kb Xbal fragment from XA-b-a-2 was subcloned into pBKS to create p5k. 
A —1.3 -kb PCR product spanning the gap between the pAbaE-1 and p5k subclones was 
amplified from Al-b Sh2 genomic DNA with primers Abalpha 11 (5' 
AT AT CT C AGT GT GCC AAGCC 3') andp5kR4 (5' GGTTT GGTT ATT ACT G AGT GG 3'). 
The (3-containing (GenBank accession no. DQ219416) ~5.9-kb Hindlll fragment isolated 
from the Al-b Sh2 genomic library was subcloned into pBKS as pAb-(3-l. 
Sequencing of Al-b(P415) a and |3: Partial sequences from the a and |3 components of the 
duplicated al locus in Al-b(P415) (GenBank accession nos. DQ219418 and DQ219419, 
respectively) were obtained from PCR products amplified from genomic DNA from theAl-
b(P415) Sh2 genetic stock. In Al-b a, sequence analysis identified an inverted partial 
duplication of al genie sequence (Figure 2A). Al-b(P415) a was amplified with primer 
alDPIR (Table 1) within this inverted duplication paired with primer aSNP4R (Table 1) 
downstream of exon 4 and Al-b(P415) (3 was amplified with primer A6458F (Table 1) in 
exon 2, paired with primer aSNP4R. Resulting Al-b(P415) a and |3 PCR products were 
cloned (p3ap415 and p3|3p415, respectively) using the TOPO TA cloning kit for sequencing 
(Invitrogen, CA) following manufacturer instructions. Three colonies from each construct 
were sequenced to generate consensus sequences. Sequence of Al-b(P415) (3 was extended 
by direct sequencing of an overlapping PCR product obtained with primers A1522 (Table 1) 
upstream of exon 1 and aSNP5R within exon 4 (Table 1). 
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A. Structure of the Al Sh2 haplotype 
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Figure 1 (Yandeau-Nelson et al.) 
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Figure 2 (Yandeau-Nelson et al.) 
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Figure 3 (Yandeau-Nelson et al.) 
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A. Distributions of unequal recombination breakpoints across single component recombinants (Figure 4, Classes IV 
and V) 
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Figure 6 (Yandeau-Nelson et al.) 
CHAPTERS. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
To expand current knowledge of meiotic recombination in plants, the al-sh2 model 
system in maize was used to characterize the effects of several different factors on meiotic 
recombination. Although DSBs and meiotic recombination events are tightly correlated in 
yeast, technical barriers, including synchronization of meiotic cells, lack of mutations that 
accumulate DSBs (e.g., mrell and rad50 separation of function mutants) and inability to 
distinguish between meiotic-specific and spontaneous DSBs have prevented similar studies 
of meiotic DSBs in plants. Chapter 2 presented the first in vivo evidence that DNA breaks 
stimulate meiotic recombination in plants. Combined with the identification of plant 
homologs involved in the initiation of meiotic recombination in yeast, these results strongly 
suggest that meiotic recombination in plants occurs via a mechanism similar to DSBR 
described in yeast. However, it is still unclear whether DSBs that initiate meiotic 
recombination in plants cluster into hot spots and whether these DSB hot spots and 
recombination breakpoint hot spots co-localize as has been observed in yeast (reviewed in 
LIGHTEN and GOLDMAN 1995; SMITH 2001). Recent studies in yeast suggest that a major 
point of regulation in meiotic recombination occurs at or just after initiation of the DSB. For 
example, the designation of CO vs. NCO repair occurs prior to stable strand exchange 
(BORNER et al. 2004) and, possibly, before strand invasion (reviewed in BISHOP and ZICKLER 
2004). Therefore, our understanding of how meiotic recombination is controlled in plants 
might be greatly advanced by developing the technology to map DSBs in plants. 
As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the autonomous transposon MuDR is a trans-acting 
modifier of meiotic recombination. Many trans-acting modifiers have been identified by 
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virtue of mutant phenotypes exhibiting in some cases drastic defects in the meiotic 
recombination pathway. While most ^ram-acting modifiers characterized to date are 
involved in either the meiotic recombination machinery or the synaptonemal complex 
(reviewed in WAHLS 1998), it is now evident that other factors, such as transposons, can 
modulate recombination frequencies. In combination with the studies by others of mutants 
defective in recombination, we studied trans-acting modifiers polymorphic among genetic 
backgrounds. Tram-factors might be present in some backgrounds but absent in others (e.g., 
MuDR). Indeed, many recent studies have demonstrated that differences in gene content 
among maize lines are surprisingly common (BRUNNER et al. 2005; Fu and DOONER 2002; 
LAI et al. 2005). Alternatively, different alleles of genes encoding trans-acting modifiers 
might differently affect recombination (e.g., different binding specificity). 
To determine how recombination is differently regulated among genetic backgrounds, 
patterns and rates of recombination were analyzed across a sequence identical al-sh2 interval 
in three genetic backgrounds (Chapter 3). This research demonstrated that trans-acting 
modifiers of recombination can be polymorphic among genetic backgrounds and affect both 
the rates and patterns of meiotic recombination across a multi-genic interval. These 
modifiers can have large effects on recombination such as converting a non-genic region, 
which is most often recombinationally hypoactive, into a recombination hot spot. Further, at 
least some frYws-acting modifiers do not globally affect recombination but instead target 
specific regions of the genome. In combination, these findings have practical implications to 
association mapping of quantitative trait loci. Association mapping involves surveying often 
diverse populations for linkage disequilibrium (LD) between a specific marker and a trait 
(reviewed in FLINT-GARCIA et al. 2003; GAUT and LONG 2003; RAFALSKI and MORGANTE 
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2004). In recombination hot spots LD decay can occur within very close physical distances. 
Because trans-acting modifiers can alter the positions of these hotspots, patterns of LD 
across a genome could quite possibly vary among genetic backgrounds. If such variations in 
LD among the surveyed populations occur within the region of the QTL responsible for the 
specific trait, the association between the marker and QTL could be masked. Identification 
and characterization of trans-acting modifiers in maize will not only aid in our understanding 
of how LD across a genome is regulated but it will also be useful in developing more 
efficient and effective gene replacement technologies in plants. 
Genetic mapping of the trans-acting factors polymorphic among the genetic 
backgrounds studied here might identify novel genes or genes not previously thought to play 
a role in recombination and will also allow for the study of interactions between trans-acting 
modifiers and czs-acting elements. In this regard, the al-sh2 interval is an excellent model 
system in which to study the effects of cis and trans interactions since both polymorphic cis 
(YAO and SCHNABLE 2005) and trans factors (Chapter 3) have already been shown to 
separately affect recombination in this interval. 
In addition to trans-acting modifiers, this research characterized the effects of a 
specific cis-acting factor on meiotic recombination. The study of recombination at Al-b 
suggests that interchromatid recombination is regulated separately from interhomolog 
recombination (e.g., recombination breakpoints resolve differently between the two 
recombination templates). Regulation of unequal recombination appears to occur at many 
levels including the chromosome (i.e., chromatid vs. homolog recombination), the 
components of the duplication (i.e., pairing configurations) and, possibly at the sequence 
level (i.e. sequence identity among components). Future analysis of the proteins involved in 
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unequal recombination will reveal how the mechanisms and regulation of equal and unequal 
recombination vary. This will increase our understanding of how unequal recombination 
affects not only the evolution of tandemly arrayed duplicate gene families but also genomic 
variation among maize lines. 
The structure of the maize genome can differ significantly among inbreds and genetic 
stocks. Gene co-linearity among lines is often disrupted and, in some cases, genes are 
present in some lines and absent in others (BRUNNER et al. 2005; Fu and DOONER 2002). 
This is attributed, at least in part, to gene movement facilitated by helitrons (GUPTA et al. 
2005; LAI et al. 2005). Gene loss and gain within a genome can also be facilitated by 
unequal recombination among components of tandem duplications. Bias toward a particular 
pairing configuration would affect relative rates of gene loss and gain. In addition, non-
random frequencies of alternate pairing configurations could affect exon shuffling (JELESKO 
et al. 2004), the process of exon "swapping" among components within a tandemly arrayed 
duplicate gene family. This would impact the types of novel genes that might result from 
unequal recombination. Unequal meiotic recombination across the Al-b Sh2 interval 
occurred at rates similar to equal recombination between single-copy al-sh2 haplotypes. 
Assuming that unequal recombination occurs frequently at other tandemly arrayed duplicate 
gene families, unequal recombination could contribute to violations of co-linearity among 
maize lines. Indeed, since approximately one third of maize genes are estimated to be 
members of tandemly arrayed duplicate gene families (MESSING et al. 2004), variability 
within an inbred could occur throughout the genome. This could potentially complicate the 
sequencing of the maize inbred B73. 
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APPENDIX A. POSITIONS OF RECOMBINATION BREAKPOINTS ASSOCIATED 
WITH Al ' ALLELES ISOLATED FROM CROSS 2 IN THE A632, OH43 AND W64A 
BACKGROUNDS (CHAPTER 3) 
Allele" Inbred Position of Background Breakpoint* 
96 2805 A632 NDC 
96 2810 A632 Vllld 
96 2826 A632 VHId 
96 2839 A632 ND 
96 2905 A632 Villa 
96 2909 A632 ND 
96 2912 A632 Villa 
96 2914 A632 X 
96 2917 A632 VI 
96 2925 A632 IX 
96 2928 A632 ND 
96 2931 A632 VI 
96 2943 A632 Villa 
96 2949 A632 Villa 
96 3001 A632 ND 
96 3023 A632 ND 
98 2145 A632 Vllld 
98 2146 A632 Vllld 
98 2149 A632 VI 
98 2150 A632 ND 
98 2201 A632 VI 
98 2201 A632 VI 
98 2203 A632 Vllld 
98 2204 A632 Villa 
98 2205 A632 VI 
98 2210 A632 Villa 
98 2212 A632 Villa 
98 2215 A632 VI 
98 2216 A632 VI 
98 2218 A632 II 
98 2219 A632 Villa 
98 2220 A632 VI 
98 2221 A632 ND 
98 2222 A632 VI 
98 2227 A632 VHIb 
98 2229 A632 II 
98 2230 A632 VHIb 
98 2232 A632 VI 
98 2236 A632 VHIb 
98 2237 A632 II 
98 2238 A632 Vllld 
98 2239 A632 VHIb 
98 2240 A632 VI 
98 2241 A632 VI 
" All of the AI ' alleles from Table 1 in Chapter 3 that were confirmed by genetic and molecular analyses are listed. 
6 Intervals as shown in Figure 1A of Chapter 3. Recombinant breakpoints that resolved within subinterval VIII were mapped to higher 
resolution and are designated per the subinterval labels as shown in YAO et al. (2002). 
cNot determined due to technical reasons (e.g. germination failure of shrunken kernels, no recovery of homozygous recombinants, etc.) 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
Allele Inbred Position of Background Breakpoint 
98 2242 A632 Villa 
98 2243 A632 II 
98 2247 A632 VHIb 
98 2248 A632 VI 
98 2249 A632 VI 
98 2250 A632 Villa 
98 2401 A632 VII 
98 2402 A632 Villa 
98 2404 A632 VI 
98 2405 A632 II 
98 2407 A632 VHIb 
98 2408 A632 II 
98 2409 A632 VHIb 
98 2411 A632 VI 
98 2416 A632 VHIb 
98 2417 A632 VHIb 
98 2418 A632 II 
98 2423 A632 II 
98 2427 A632 VHIb 
98 2429 A632 VI 
98 2430 A632 VI 
98 2431 A632 ND 
98 2433 A632 ND 
98 2434 A632 VI 
98 2436 A632 VI 
98 2437 A632 II 
98 2438 A632 Villa 
98 2439 A632 II 
98 2442 A632 VII 
98 2444 A632 ND 
98 2445 A632 II 
98 2446 A632 VHId 
98 2447 A632 II 
98 2449 A632 VHIb 
98 2501 A632 ND 
98 2502 A632 II 
98 2503 A632 VI 
98 2504 A632 Villa 
98 2506 A632 VHId 
98 2508 A632 ND 
98 2509 A632 II 
98 2511 A632 II 
98 2512 A632 ND 
98 2513 A632 VI 
98 2514 A632 VHIb 
98 2515 A632 II 
98 2516 A632 VI 
98 2519 A632 VHId 
98 2520 A632 II 
98 2521 A632 II 
98 2522 A632 II 
98 2523 A632 Villa 
98 2526 A632 VHIb 
98 2530 A632 VHIb 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
Allele Inbred Position of Background Breakpoint 
98 2531 A632 ND 
98 2535 A632 II 
98 2536 A632 VII 
98 2537 A632 VHIb 
98 2541 A632 VHIb 
98 2542 A632 II 
98 2545 A632 VI 
98 2547 A632 VIHb 
98 2548 A632 II 
98 2550 A632 X 
98 2601 A632 VHId 
98 2602 A632 II 
98 2605 A632 Villa 
98 2608 A632 VIHb 
98 2609 A632 VIHb 
98 2610 A632 II 
98 2611 A632 II 
98 2613 A632 VI 
98 2614 A632 VI 
98 2615 A632 II 
98 2618 A632 VIHb 
98 2620 A632 VI 
98 2621 A632 II 
98 2623 A632 Villa 
98 2625 A632 VI 
98 2627 A632 II 
98 2628 A632 VI 
98 2629 A632 Villa 
98 2630 A632 Villa 
98 2632 A632 VI 
98 2633 A632 VIHb 
98 2634 A632 Villa 
98 2635 A632 II 
98 2638 A632 II 
98 2639 A632 VI 
98 2640 A632 ND 
98 2643 A632 II 
98 2646 A632 VHIb 
98 2647 A632 VHIb 
98 2649 A632 II 
98 2702 A632 VI 
98 2703 A632 VI 
98 2704 A632 II 
98 2705 A632 ND 
98 2707 A632 II 
98 2714 A632 ND 
98 2716 A632 VHIb 
98 2719 A632 VII 
98 2723 Oh43 ND 
98 2724 Oh43 II 
98 2725 Oh43 ND 
98 2730 Oh43 VIHb 
98 2731 Oh43 VIHb 
98 2732 Oh43 VIHb 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
Allele Inbred Position of Background Breakpoint 
98 2733 Oh43 VIHb 
98 2734 Oh43 VHId 
98 2735 Oh43 VI 
98 2739 Oh43 Vllld 
98 2743 Oh43 Villa 
98 2744 Oh43 Villa 
98 2748 Oh43 Villa 
98 2801 Oh43 VIHb 
98 2802 Oh43 II 
98 2803 Oh43 Vllld 
98 2809 Oh43 VIHb 
98 2812 Oh43 ND 
98 2814 Oh43 VI 
98 2815 Oh43 VI 
98 2817 Oh43 >X 
98 2822 Oh43 II 
98 2823 Oh43 Villa 
98 2824 Oh43 ND 
98 2830 Oh43 VII 
98 2832 Oh43 II 
98 2335 Oh43 Villa 
98 2837 Oh43 VI 
98 2841 Oh43 Vllld 
98 2848 Oh43 VIHb 
98 3001 Oh43 X 
98 3003 Oh43 Villa 
98 3006 Oh43 Villa 
98 3007 Oh43 VI 
98 3009 Oh43 Villa 
98 3010 Oh43 II 
98 3011 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3014 Oh43 Villa 
98 3015 Oh43 VHIb 
983016 Oh43 II 
98 3018 Oh43 Villa 
98 3019 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3020 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3021 Oh43 X 
98 3022 Oh43 VI 
98 3023 Oh43 VI 
98 3025 Oh43 Vllld 
983027 Oh43 Villa 
98 3028 Oh43 II 
98 3029 Oh43 Villa 
98 3030 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3031 Oh43 Villa 
98 3032 Oh43 VI 
98 3033 Oh43 ND 
98 3034 Oh43 Villa 
98 3036 Oh43 ND 
98 3038 Oh43 Villa 
98 3039 Oh43 ND 
98 3040 Oh43 Villa 
98 3041 Oh43 II 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
Allele Inbred Position of Background Breakpoint 
98 3042 Oh43 VI 
98 3045 Oh43 VI 
98 3046 Oh43 ND 
98 3047 Oh43 ND 
98 3049 Oh43 VI 
98 3050 Oh43 II 
98 3101 Oh43 II 
98 3104 Oh43 II 
98 3106 Oh43 VIIIc 
98 3109 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3110 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3113 Oh43 ND 
983115 Oh43 ND 
98 3117 Oh43 VIHb 
98 3120 Oh43 VIHb 
98 3121 Oh43 VII 
98 3122 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3123 Oh43 II 
98 3124 Oh43 IX 
98 3125 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3126 Oh43 Vlllb 
98 3127 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3129 Oh43 VI 
98 3130 Oh43 VHIb 
983131 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3132 Oh43 II 
98 3133 Oh43 VI 
98 3134 Oh43 X 
98 3135 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3136 Oh43 Villa 
98 3138 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3139 Oh43 VI 
98 3140 Oh43 VIHb 
98 3141 Oh43 II 
98 3146 Oh43 Villa 
98 3147 Oh43 VI 
98 3150 Oh43 II 
98 3201 Oh43 Villa 
98 3202 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3203 Oh43 II 
98 3204 Oh43 ND 
98 3205 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3206 Oh43 ND 
98 3207 Oh43 ND 
98 3209 Oh43 VIHb 
98 3210 Oh43 Villa 
98 3211 Oh43 Villa 
98 3212 Oh43 II 
98 3213 Oh43 II 
98 3217 Oh43 Villa 
98 3222 Oh43 ND 
98 3226 Oh43 VI 
98 3227 Oh43 VI 
98 3228 Oh43 Vlllb 
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Allele Inbred Position of Background Breakpoint 
98 3229 Oh43 II 
98 3231 Oh43 II 
98 3234 Oh43 VI 
98 3235 Oh43 ND 
98 3236 Oh43 VI 
98 3237 Oh43 ND 
98 3238 Oh43 Villa 
98 3239 Oh43 ND 
98 3240 Oh43 Villa 
98 3243 Oh43 Villa 
98 3244 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3245 Oh43 II 
98 3248 Oh43 VI 
98 3249 Oh43 VI 
98 3250 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3301 Oh43 Villa 
98 3303 Oh43 II 
98 3307 Oh43 VIHb 
98 3308 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3309 Oh43 III 
98 3312 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3317 Oh43 II 
98 3319 Oh43 VIHb 
98 3320 Oh43 II 
98 3321 Oh43 VIHb 
98 3322 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3323 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3325 Oh43 VI 
983326 Oh43 VI 
983327 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3328 Oh43 II 
98 3330 Oh43 VI 
98 3337 Oh43 VHIb 
983338 Oh43 Villa 
98 3341 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3343 Oh43 Villa 
98 3344 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3345 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3346 Oh43 Villa 
98 3347 Oh43 ND 
98 3348 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3349 Oh43 VIHb 
98 3350 OM3 Vllld 
98 3401 Oh43 II 
98 3402 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3406 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3414 Oh43 ND 
98 3415 Oh43 VIHb 
98 3418 Oh43 ND 
98 3419 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3420 Oh43 VI 
98 3423 Oh43 ND 
98 3424 Oh43 VI 
98 3426 Oh43 ND 
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98 3427 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3428 Oh43 VIHb 
98 3429 Oh43 >X 
98 3431 Oh43 ND 
98 3432 Oh43 Vllld 
98 3433 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3437 Oh43 III 
98 3439 Oh43 VIHb 
98 3442 Oh43 VHIb 
98 3443 Oh43 II 
98 3342 Oh43 Vllld 
963112 W64A III 
963118 W64A VI 
96 3207 W64A II 
96 3209 W64A II 
96 3211 W64A VI 
96 3221 W64A II 
98 1204 W64A ND 
98 1205 W64A ND 
98 1206 W64A VI 
98 1208 W64A ND 
98 1209 W64A ND 
98 1210 W64A VI 
98 1212 W64A II 
98 1215 W64A VI 
98 1216 W64A II 
98 1218 W64A III 
98 1220 W64A VI 
98 1221 W64A Vllld 
98 1222 W64A ND 
98 1224 W64A Vllld 
98 1225 W64A Vllld 
98 1226 W64A Villa 
98 1228 W64A VI 
98 1229 W64A VI 
98 1231 W64A II 
98 1239 W64A VIHb 
98 1240 W64A VI 
98 1249 W64A Vllld 
98 1304 W64A II 
98 1306 W64A VI 
98 1309 W64A II 
98 1311 W64A VI 
98 1313 W64A VI 
98 1314 W64A VI 
98 1315 W64A VI 
98 1318 W64A ND 
98 1319 W64A III 
98 1320 W64A ND 
98 1321 W64A Villa 
98 1322 W64A Villa 
98 1323 W64A II 
98 1329 W64A II 
98 1331 W64A Villa 
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98 1332 W64A Vllld 
98 1334 W64A ND 
98 1335 W64A VI 
98 1336 W64A ND 
98 1337 W64A Villa 
98 1338 W64A X 
98 1339 W64A X 
98 1340 W64A ND 
98 1341 W64A VI 
98 1345 W64A Villa 
98 1348 W64A VI 
98 1350 W64A VI 
98 1401 W64A VI 
98 1403 W64A VI 
98 1412 W64A VI 
98 1414 W64A VI 
98 1419 W64A X 
98 1423 W64A VII 
98 1428 W64A VI 
98 1432 W64A ND 
98 1434 W64A VI 
98 1435 W64A ND 
98 1436 W64A VII 
98 1437 W64A II 
98 1438 W64A II 
98 1439 W64A VI 
98 1444 W64A VI 
98 1447 W64A II 
98 1448 W64A II 
98 1501 W64A Villa 
98 1502 W64A VI 
98 1504 W64A VI 
98 1506 W64A VI 
98 1510 W64A VI 
98 1511 W64A VIHb 
98 1514 W64A ND 
98 1515 W64A Vllld 
98 1520 W64A Vllld 
98 1522 W64A Villa 
98 1524 W64A VI 
98 1527 W64A Villa 
98 1528 W64A Vllld 
98 1531 W64A VIHb 
98 1532 W64A ND 
98 1533 W64A VIHb 
98 1534 W64A II 
98 1540 W64A Vllld 
98 1541 W64A Vllld 
98 1543 W64A VI 
98 1544 W64A Villa 
98 1547 W64A II 
98 1604 W64A Villa 
98 1605 W64A VI 
98 1606 W64A II 
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Position of 
Breakpoint 
98 1608 W64A VI 
98 1610 W64A >X 
98 1611 W64A II 
98 1614 W64A ND 
98 1620 W64A Vlllb 
98 1622 W64A Vllld 
98 1623 W64A VI 
98 1625 W64A VI 
98 1626 W64A II 
98 1627 W64A VIHb 
98 1628 W64A ND 
98 1630 W64A VI 
98 1631 W64A VIHb 
98 1632 W64A VI 
98 1638 W64A VI 
98 1639 W64A VI 
98 1640 W64A VI 
98 1641 W64A II 
98 1642 W64A VI 
98 1645 W64A ND 
98 1646 W64A VHIb 
98 1648 W64A VII 
98 1649 W64A VI 
98 1650 W64A Villa 
98 1804 W64A VI 
98 1806 W64A II 
98 1808 W64A II 
98 1809 W64A Vllld 
98 1812 W64A VI 
98 1814 W64A VI 
98 1815 W64A VI 
98 1816 W64A VHIb 
98 1817 W64A Villa 
98 1818 W64A Villa 
98 1819 W64A VI 
98 1821 W64A VIHb 
98 1822 W64A Villa 
98 1823 W64A VI 
98 1825 W64A ND 
98 1826 W64A VI 
98 1828 W64A VI 
98 1830 W64A VHIb 
98 1833 W64A II 
98 1834 W64A ND 
98 1836 W64A II 
98 1837 W64A VHIb 
98 1838 W64A VI 
98 1839 W64A ND 
98 1840 W64A VI 
98 1841 W64A VI 
98 1842 W64A II 
98 1844 W64A VI 
98 1845 W64A VI 
98 1848 W64A Vllld 
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98 1849 W64A II 
98 1850 W64A Vllld 
98 1901A W64A II 
98 1901B W64A II 
98 1904 W64A II 
98 1906 W64A VI 
98 1910 W64A II 
98 1917 W64A ND 
98 1921 W64A ND 
98 1922 W64A ND 
98 1923 W64A VI 
98 1925 W64A Villa 
98 1928 W64A VI 
98 1929 W64A Vllld 
98 1931 W64A VI 
98 1934 W64A >X 
98 1935 W64A II 
98 1943 W64A X 
98 1946 W64A VI 
98 1950 W64A VIHb 
98 2004 W64A Villa 
98 2005 W64A II 
98 2007 W64A ND 
98 2009 W64A II 
98 2011 W64A Villa 
98 2013 W64A VI 
98 2019 W64A VI 
98 2020 W64A Villa 
98 2021 W64A VIHb 
98 2025 W64A VHIb 
98 2026 W64A Villa 
98 2027 W64A X 
98 2028 W64A ND 
98 2029 W64A VI 
98 2030 W64A ND 
98 2032 W64A VIHb 
98 2035 W64A Vllld 
98 2036 W64A Villa 
98 2038 W64A ND 
98 2039 W64A VI 
98 2040 W64A VI 
98 2042 W64A II 
98 2045 W64A VIHb 
98 2048 W64A VI 
98 2049 W64A X 
98 2050 W64A Villa 
98 2101 W64A VI 
98 2102 W64A VIHb 
98 2104 W64A VI 
98 2105 W64A II 
98 2109 W64A VHIb 
98 2110 W64A ND 
98 2112 W64A VIHb 
98 2113 W64A II 
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98 2117 W64A VIHb 
98 2118 W64A VHIb 
98 2121 W64A VI 
98 2122 W64A II 
98 2123 W64A Villa 
98 2124 W64A ND 
98 2127 W64A VI 
98 2130 W64A Vllld 
98 2131 W64A ND 
98 2132 W64A ND 
98 2134 W64A III 
98 2135A W64A VIIIc 
98 2135B W64A Vllld 
98 2136 W64A ND 
98 2137 W64A Vllld 
98 2139 W64A II 
98 2140 W64A VI 
98 2141 W64A ND 
98 2142 W64A VIIIc 
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APPENDIX B. RECOMBINATION BREAKPOINTS ASSOCIATED WITH ^ 7-6 
RECOMBINANT ALLELES ISOLATED FROM CROSSES 2A-4A (CHAPTER 4) 
The positions of recombination breakpoints associated withv4/-6 recombinant alleles 
isolated from Crosses 2A-4A in Chapter 4 were mapped, in some cases, to higher resolution 
than is depicted in Figure 5 of Chapter 4. In Figure Bl.A the single component recombinant 
haplotype is, therefore, divided into fifteen subintervals (I-XV) as compared to the eight 
subintervals in Figure 5 of Chapter 4 and in Figure B l.B the double component recombinant 
haplotype is divided into three subintervals (A-C). Table B1 lists each of the confirmed 
recombinants and the positions of the associated recombination breakpoints, according to the 
subintervals in Figure Bl, for each recombinant that was molecularly characterized. 
Figure Bl. Physical locations of recombination breakpoints associated W\ihAl-b 
recombinant alleles isolated from Crosses 2A-4A (Chapter 4). (A) Locations of unequal 
recombination breakpoints associated with single component recombinants. Similar to 
Figure 5A in Chapter 4 boxes and lines designate genes and intergenic regions, respectively. 
The recombinant haplotype is divided into fifteen subintervals (I-XV) based on haplotype-
specific PCR-based markers, (ii) Locations of unequal recombination breakpoints proximal 
to the rdt insertion in exon 4. The schematic diagram represents the recombinant alr.rdt 
component for which boxes and lines represent exons and introns, respectively. (A-B) 
Triangle, circle and square arrows indicate positions of a-, |3- and ti/.'.rJ/-specific primers 
used for PCR amplification, respectively. 
A. Distributions of unequal recombination breakpoints across single component recombinants isolated in Chapter 4 
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Cross Total Template Class 
2A 
220 Homolog IV 20 1 11 :i: : 20 56 3 40 10 45 23 
17 Chromatid V n: : 16 
3A 13 Chromatid V i : 1 : 12 
4A 70 Chromatid or Homolog V 16 3 2 1 H 1 i 42 





Cross Total Template Class 
2A 44 Homolog 
Figure Bl 
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TABLE Bl. POSITIONS OF RECOMBINATION BREAKPOINTS ASSOCIATED 
WITHAi-A RECOMBINANT ALLELES ISOLATED FROM CROSSES 2A-4A 
(CHAPTER » 
Allele" Cross6 Plof Recombination template*' Class" 
Position of recombination 
breakpoint^ 
04 6919 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V II 
04 6920 4A A ND* ND ND 
04 6921 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 6924 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 6925 2A A Homolog IV XIII 
04 6926 2A A Homolog III B 
04 6927 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 6930 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 6931 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 6937 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 6938 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 6940 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 6941 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 6944 2A A Homolog III B 
04 6945 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 6946 2A A Homolog IV IIIB 
04 6947 2A A ND ND ND 
04 6948 2A A ND ND ND 
04 6949 2A A ND ND ND 
04 6952 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 6953 2A A ND ND ND 
04 6966 2A A Homolog III B 
04 6969 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 6972 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 6973 2A A ND ND ND 
04 6975 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 6977 2A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 6978 2A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 6979 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 6985 2A A ND ND ND 
' Confirmed Al-b pale recombinant alleles in Table 2A of Chapter 4 
b Crosses as numbered in Chapter 4 
c Crosses 2A-4A in Chapter 4 were conducted in two isolation plots. Plots A and B correspond to the Larson and Ice Rink 
isolation plots, respectively. 
* Recombination template associated with the generation of each recombinant. For Cross 4A the recombination template 
(homolog vs. sister chromatid) can not be distinguished. 
" Recombinant classes correspond to classes in Figure 4 of Chapter 4. 
1 Subintervals correspond to those designated in Appendix figure Bl. 
g A subset of confirmed recombinants from each cross were molecularly characterized. ND, no data. 
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Allele Cross Plot Recombination template Class 
Position of recombination 
breakpoint 
04 6988 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 6993 2A A Homolog III B 
04 6999 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7000 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7001 2A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7012 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 7018 2A A Homolog IV VI 
04 7020 2A A Homolog III B 
04 7021 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7023 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7026 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7027 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7028 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7030 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7031 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7032 2A A Homolog III B 
04 7033 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7034 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7035 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7038 2A A Homolog IV XI 
04 7039 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7041 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7042 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7043 2A ^ A Homolog IV XII 
04 7044 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7046 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7047 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7049 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7051 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7053 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7054 2A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7056 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7058 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7061 2A A Homolog IV IX-XII 
04 7062 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7064 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7065 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7066 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7068 2A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7071 2A A Homolog IV XIII 
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Allele Cross Plot Recombination template Class 
Position of recombination 
breakpoint 
04 7076 2A A Homolog III C 
04 7081 2A A Homolog III A 
04 7082 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7083 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7085 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7086 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 7087 2A A Homolog IV XIII 
04 7088 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7089 2A A Homolog IV XV 
04 7093 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7094 2A A Homolog IV XV 
04 7095 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7096 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7097 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 7098 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7100 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7102 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7103 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7104 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7105 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7106 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 7107 2A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7108 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7109 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7110 2A A Homolog III C 
04 7111 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7112 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7114 2A A Homolog III C 
04 7115 2A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7116 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7117 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7118 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7119 2A A Homolog IV XV 
04 7120 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7121 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7122 2A A Homolog III B 
04 7123 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7124 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7126 2A A Homolog IV XV 
04 7127 2A A Homolog III B 
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Allele Cross Plot Recombination template Class 
Position of recombination 
breakpoint 
04 7128 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7129 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7130 2A A Homolog IV XV 
04 7132 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7133 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7134 2A A Homolog III C 
04 7135 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7136 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7137 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7138 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7139 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7142 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7143 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7144 2A A Homolog IV XIII 
04 7145 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7147 2A A Homolog III B 
04 7149 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7151 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7152 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7154 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7155 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7157 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7158 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7159 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 7161 2A A Homolog III B 
04 7162 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7166 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7172 2A A Homolog IV XV 
04 7173 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7174 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7176 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7177 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7179 2A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7181 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7182 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7184 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7185 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7186 2A A Homolog IV XV 
04 7187 2A A Homolog III C 
04 7189 2A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
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Allele Cross Plot Recombination template Class 
Position of recombination 
breakpoint 
04 7191 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7193 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7197 2A A Homolog IV XIII 
04 7201 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 7202 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7203 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 7206 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7207 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7209 2A A Homolog IV XV 
04 7212 2A A Homolog III B 
04 7213 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7215 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7216 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7219 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7220 2A A Homolog IV IX-XII 
04 7221 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7223 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7224 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7225 2A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7226 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7227 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7230 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7231 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7233 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7234 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7235 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7242 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7243 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7244 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7250 2A A Homolog III C 
04 7253 2A A Homolog III C 
04 7254 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 7257 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7260 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7262 2A A Homolog III C 
04 7264 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7270 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 7271 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7277 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7280 2A A ND ND ND 
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Allele Cross Plot Recombination template Class 
Position of recombination 
breakpoint 
04 7289 2A A Homolog IV XV 
04 7291 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7295 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7297 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7298 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7299 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7301 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7302 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7303 2A A Homolog IV XV 
04 7304 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7305 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7306 2A A Homolog III C 
04 7307 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7308 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7309 2A A Homolog IV XIV 
04 7310 2A A Homolog IV IX 
04 7311 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7312 2A A ND ND ND 
04 7314 2A A Homolog IV XIII 
04 7316 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7317 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7318 2A A Homolog IV XIII 
04 7319 2A A Homolog IV IX-XII 
04 7322 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7327 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7328 2A A Homolog IV I 
04 7333 2A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7334 2A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7342 2A A Homolog III B 
04 7343 2A A Homolog IV XV 
04 7348 2A A Homolog III c 
04 7349 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7350 2A A Homolog IV X 
04 7353 2A A Homolog IV XII 
04 7354 4A A ND ND ND 
04 7356 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7358 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7359 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7363 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7364 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
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Allele Cross Plot Recombination template Class 
Position of recombination 
breakpoint 
04 7365 4A A ND ND ND 
04 7366 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7368 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7370 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V III 
04 7371 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7372 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7374 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7375 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7376 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7377 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7381 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V VII 
04 7388 3A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
07 7417 3A A ND ND ND 
07 7430 3A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
07 7431 3A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
07 7432 3A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
07 7437 3A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
07 7442 3A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
07 7443 3A A ND ND ND 
07 7444 3A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
07 7450 3A A ND ND ND 
07 7455 3A A ND ND ND 
07 7456 3A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
07 7458 3A A Sister chromatid V VII 
07 7460 3A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7501 3A A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7523 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7524 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7525 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7526 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7527 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7531 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7532 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7533 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7535 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7536 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7537 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V VII 
04 7538 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V II 
04 7539 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7542 4A A ND ND ND 
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Allele Cross Plot Recombination template Class 
Position of recombination 
breakpoint 
04 7543 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7544 4A A ND ND [ND 
04 7546 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7549 4A A ND ND ND 
04 7550 4A A ND ND ND 
04 7552 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7553 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7555 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7556 4A A ND ND ND 
04 7557 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IB 
04 7558 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7559 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7560 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7561 4A A ND ND ND 
04 7563 4A A ND ND ND 
04 7564 4A A ND ND ND 
04 7565 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7566 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7567 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V VI 
04 7568 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V VI 
04 7569 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7570 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V VI 
04 7571 4A A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7572 2A B Homolog IV X 
04 7573 2A B Homolog III B 
04 7576 2A B Homolog III B 
04 7577 2A B Homolog IV XIII 
04 7578 2A B Homolog III C 
04 7579 2A B Sister chromatid V VI 
04 7582 2A B Homolog IV X 
04 7583 2A B Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7585 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7588 2A B Homolog IV XIV 
04 7589 2A B Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7590 2A B Homolog IV XIV 
04 7591 2A B Homolog III B 
04 7592 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7593 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7594 2A B Homolog III B 
04 7595 2A B ND ND ND 
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TABLE Bl (continued) 
Allele Cross Plot Recombination template Class 
Position of recombination 
breakpoint 
04 7596 2A B Homolog IV I 
04 7599 2A B Homolog IV I 
04 7602 2A B Homolog III C 
04 7603 2A B Homolog IV X 
04 7606 2A B Homolog IV XV 
04 7608 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7610 2A B Homolog IV XII 
04 7611 2A B Homolog III B 
04 7613 2A B Homolog IV XIV 
04 7614 2A B Homolog IV XIII 
04 7616 2A B Homolog IV X 
04 7619 2A B Homolog IV XII 
04 7620 2A B Homolog IV X 
04 7630 2A B Homolog III B 
04 7632 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7634 2A B Homolog IV XIV 
04 7638 2A B Homolog IV XII 
04 7639 2A B Homolog IV XIV 
04 7643 2A B Homolog IV II 
04 7645 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7647 2A B Homolog III B 
04 7649 2A B Homolog IV XII 
04 7650 2A B Homolog IV XII 
04 7651 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7652 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7653 2A B Homolog IV XII 
04 7654 2A B Homolog IV XII 
04 7657 2A B Homolog III C 
04 7658 2A B Homolog IV XIV 
04 7659 2A B Homolog IV XIV 
04 7661 2A B Homolog IV IX 
04 7663 2A B Homolog III B 
04 7664 2A B Homolog III C 
04 7665 2A B Homolog IV IX 
04 7666 2A B Homolog III B 
04 7667 2A B Homolog IV X 
04 7668 2A B Homolog IV X 
04 7669 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7670 2A B Homolog IV X 
04 7671 2A B Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
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TABLE Bl (continued) 
Allele Cross Plot Recombination template Class 
Position of recombination 
breakpoint 
04 7674 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7679 2A B Homolog IV X 
04 7680 2A B Homolog IV IX 
04 7681 2A B Homolog IV XII 
04 7682 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7683 2A B Homolog IV XV 
04 7684 2A B Homolog IV X 
04 7687 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7688 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7690 2A B Homolog IV XIV 
04 7691 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7692 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7694 2A B Homolog IV XII 
04 7696 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7699 2A B Homolog IV XV 
04 7700 2A B Homolog III C 
04 7701 2A B Homolog IV XV 
04 7702 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7704 2A B Homolog III B 
04 7705 2A B Homolog III B 
04 7706 2A B Homolog IV I 
04 7707 2A B Homolog IV XII 
04 7711 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7712 2A B Homolog IV XIV 
04 7713 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7715 2A B Homolog III C 
04 7716 2A B Homolog III B 
04 7718 2A B Homolog IV I 
04 7719 2A B Homolog III C 
04 7720 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7721 2A B Homolog IV IB 
04 7723 2A B Homolog IV XV 
04 7724 2A B Homolog IV XV 
04 7725 2A B Homolog IV X 
04 7726 2A B Homolog IV XIV 
04 7727 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7728 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7729 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7730 2A B Homolog IV XIV 
04 7731 2A B Homolog IV X 
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TABLE Bl (continued) 
Allele Cross Plot Recombination template Class 
Position of recombination 
breakpoint 
04 7732 2A B Homolog IV XIV 
04 7733 2A B Homolog III C 
04 7734 2A B Homolog IV XIII 
04 7735 2A B Homolog IV XIV-XV 
04 7736 2A B Homolog III C 
04 7737 2A B Homolog IV XV 
04 7738 2A B Homolog IV I 
04 7739 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7741 2A B Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7743 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7744 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7745 2A B Homolog IV XII 
04 7747 2A B ND ND ND 
04 7749 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V VI 
04 7750 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V VI 
04 7751 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7752 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7753 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7754 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7755 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7756 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7757 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7758 4A B ND ND ND 
04 7759 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7761 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7762 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7763 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7765 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IB 
04 7766 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7768 4A B ND ND ND 
04 7769 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7770 4A B ND ND ND 
04 7771 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IB 
04 7773 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7774 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7775 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
04 7776 4A B ND ND ND 
04 7778 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 
04 7780 4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid V IA 




























TABLE Bl (continued) 
Cross Plot Recombination template Class 
Position of recombination 
breakpoint 
4A B Homolog or Sister chromatid IX-XV 
4A Homolog or Sister chromatid IX-XV 
4A ND ND ND 
4A Homolog or Sister chromatid IX-XV 
4A Homolog or Sister chromatid IX-XV 
4A ND ND ND 
4A ND ND ND 
4A Homolog or Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
4A ND ND ND 
4A Homolog or Sister chromatid IX-XV 
3A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
3A Sister chromatid V IX-XV 
2A ND ND ND 
2A Homolog IV XII 
2A Homolog IV X 
2A Homolog IV IX 
2A Homolog IV XIV 
2A ND ND ND 
2A Homolog IV XV 
2A Homolog IV XIV 
2A ND ND ND 
2A Homolog IV IX 
2A Homolog IV X 
2A B Homolog IV XIV 
2A B Homolog IV 
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APPENDIX C. PROPOSED MECHANISM FOR THE ORIGIN OF THE 1.6-KB 
INVERTED DUPLICATION INA/-6 a (CHAPTER 4) 
Figure Cl. (1) A double-strand break at the distal end of the element generated during 
aberrant transposition of the 3.8-kb element (thick gray line) in intron 2 of a (introns and 
exons are illustrated as lines and rectangles, respectively) could be followed by resection of 
the break by a 5'-to-3' exonuclease to generate a 3' single stranded end. Because the 
transposon is flanked by TIRs (hatched rectangles), (2) the 3' tail containing one TIR could 
anneal to the other TIR to form a hairpin structure and could (3) replicate through the 5' 
portion of al using its own strand as template. (4) Linearization of the hairpin would 
generate a 1.6-kb inverted duplication (bold black line) with the 3.8-kb insertion at the 
center. (5) The 5' breakpoint of the al sequence involved in the duplication shares 8 bp of 
microhomology within the first 9 bp of the 21-bp flanking direct duplication just distal to the 
5.4-kb insertion. The single polymorphism in this region is boxed. A similar region of 
microhomology flanks an intragenic tandem duplication in the ivs-s gene of Ipomoea tricolor 
(PARK et al. 2004), which is consistent with non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) repair 
(reviewed in BRITT 1999). This model does not explain the positions of the 21-bp direct 
duplications. Alternative transposon-based mechanisms have been proposed for other types 
of genomic duplications and rearrangements in maize (WALKER et al. 1995; ZHANG and 
PETERSON 1999). Because the a and |3 components in Al-b(P415) are highly similar 
whereas the components in Al-b exhibit -4% sequence divergence and differ by the presence 
of a Cin4 insertion in a, it is likely that Al-b(P415) is more closely related to the original 
allele from which A1-b was later generated. To generate Al-b, unequal recombination 
between Al-b(P415) homologs could generate a gamete with three components and, in as 
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few as two additional recombination events, the order of components could change 
(LAUGHNAN 1955). By recombination with a more divergent single copy al gene, the highly 
identical copy in Al-b(P415) could be replaced with a more divergent copy (i.e., Al-b |3) to 
generate the Al-b haplotype (Figure 3A). 
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